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Why would
Pioneer change the
world's best -sating
tuners and amplifiers?
The entire world of high fidelity acknowledged that Pioneer's
SA -9100 integrated amplifier and TX-9100 stereo tuner were
the best products of their type and value ever built. They
established new standards for high fidelity performance.
In fact, people recognized their greatness by buying more
of them than any other tuners and amps in the world. Why
then would Pioneer want to change these top -performing,
tcp-selling components? There can only be one answer:
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State-of-the-art features
Cf course, both new Pioreer tuners have
aelec able deemphasis (25uS or 75u S), a
must for listening to the rewer Dolby FM
and s ereo FM broadcast. Both have
separate fixed and variable output termina's, t
for adjusting listening level 'o
match other program sot rces. In addition
tz the signal -strength and center-ofciannel meters, both turrs feature sepa -ateoutput terminals which cal be
c Dnnected to an oscilloscope. This permits
suaI tuning for best reception and lowest
multipa-h interference.
The TX -9500 has a built-in -ecording
signa' level check. Use it to set recording
Isvels on your tape deck For best results
kafore you start recording.
=or the great specs hat make g -eat
performance, see Table
-his new series of tuners and
amp ;tiers is unquestionably the most
'ech-ically advanced ever developed.
It represents the high
lity industry's
most outstanding value i -i performance,
-eatt-es, precision and versatility. And
visually, it carries Pioneer's traditioral
hanc some styling.
Hear these magnificent components
at yctr local Pioneer dealer.
U.S. Pioneer Electronics Corp.,
75 Oxford Drive, Moonachie,
New Jersey 07074
Wes-- 13300 S. Estrella, _os Angeles 90248
Midwest: 1500 Greenleaf, Elk Grove
.illa_e, III. 60007/Canaca: S.H. Parker Co.
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when you want something better

(1) Ampl fiers: Preamplifier section
SA 9300

Phoro Ove load
S/N Raio
Dynam c Margin
RIAA Accuracy

500/1000 mV
70dB

Input Irrpedaice

35K, 50K,
70K, 100K,

46d13

+0.21B

SA-9500

SA -8500

250/500 mV

2º0/400 mV

70dB
40dB
+ 0.2dB
35K, 50K,
70K, 100K,
selectable

77dB
3BcB
-: 0.3d B
5JK

selec able
(2) Amplifiers: Inputs and outputs
No. c' Impu s -S/N Ratio
3A-9900
SA -9500
Tape Monibr
/-95dB
2-90dB
Phoro
Auxilia i
Micrcpt ore

3-70dB
1-95dB

-65dB
-95dB

Tuner

70dB
38dB
0.3dB

SA -8500

2-90dB
2-70dB
1-90dB
1-65dB
1-90dB

2-70dB
2-90dB
1-65dB
1-90dB

SA -7500
200 mV

SA -7500
2-90dB
2-70dB
1-90dB
1-65dB
1-90dB

Outputs
Speakers, Headsets
Tape Decks

/

4

2

1

1

2

(3) Amplifiers: Power output specifications
SA -9900

Min. RMS power/channel.
bote- carme s driven, 8 ohms
Min. RMS ocwer/channel
both carme s driver, 4 pfrms

SA -9500

110 watts

80

110 watts

100 wa ts

Max total larmonic distorion 0.1%
Power oarrd
Pricec uncer

wats

20Hz-20kHz
$750.

0.1%
20Hz-23kHz
$500.

SA -8500

SA -7300

60 watts

40 watts

75 watts

45 watts

0.1%
20Hz-20kHz

0.3%

$400.

$300

2CHz-23kHz

(4) Tune -s: Specification highlights

TX -950C

TX -7500

Sersitidify (IHF), mont
50dB Claie ing Sensitivity, mono (stereo)

1.5 uV
2.5 uV (35 uV)

1.9uV
4 uV (50 uVt
80dB
1.0dB
73 dB (68dB)
85dB, 90dB, 9Cd3
40dB (35dB)
0.2% (0.2%)

FM

Selectivity

85dB

Cap:ure BatiD
S/N Ratio mono, (stereo)
Image IF a Spurious Rejection
Stereo Separation 1kHz (S)Hz-10kHz)
Distortion, mono 1 kHz (13 kHz)
Sterec
Priced unner'

1.0d B

80dB (75dB)
110dB
40dB (35dB)
0.15% (3.15%)
0.2% ((15%)
$400 . .._,.. -..

TX -9500
_

_.__.._
UNCTION

..a.e.

.....,..

Cheik No

21
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0.3% (0.6%)
$250.

THE REALITY
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FOR $500
Made by Stax.
Simple.

Modest in size.
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is

the human mind.

Touch reality through
your audio system with
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preamo. And note that
the SRA- I 2S also drives
Stax headphones directly.
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EUREKA!

EU REKA!
From time to time discoveries are made which alter the
state of the art.
The B.I.C. Venturi"' speaker contains three such discoveries.
Two of them are now under patent application and on
July 1, 1975, U.S. Pat. No. 3,892,288 was granted covering
the third the B.I.C. Venturi principle, which acoustically
transforms low velocity air motion inside the enclosure into
high velocity air motion, creating a cleaner and more efficient
modest -sized speaker than previously possible.
ADO
These innovations produce a speaker of
startling efficiency... a speaker that delivers
more sound per watt than any speaker of
comparable size... a speaker which
BIC VENTURI
gives more accurate reproduction at
low listening levels... a speaker with
better sound dispersion, giving you
much more freedom when positioning
speakers in a room, without compromising the stereo image.
These innovations are unique.
They are innovations you can hear.
And they are advantages that aren't nearly as expensive as

-

you'd expect.
For our new Consumer Guide, which gives more details, see
your audio dealer or write to "bee-eye-cee" c/o B.I.C. Venturi,
Westbury, L.I., N.Y.11590.

B.I.0 VENTURI

Check No.

7 on

IS A

TRADEMARK OF BRITISH INDUSTRIES CO..

Reader Service Card
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The
problem
solver

\

Tape Guide
Herman Burstein

Dolby and High Frequency Loss
Q. I have compared "Dolbyized"
tapes, using the Dolby system, on
playback to the original source from
which the tape was recorded. The
tape has a muffled sound as compared to the original. Also, much in
percussion attacks, higher violin
notes, etc., is completely missing from
the tape unless I make the tape with
the Dolby system switched out.

DC300A
The Crown DC -300A power amplifier is at least worth its weight in aspirin as a problem -solver for commercial
sound installers.
Crown rates the DC -300A at 155
watts per channel RMS into 8 ohms
(1Hz to 20KHz). Or 310 watts per channel into 4 ohms.* Or 500 watts per
channel into 2.5 ohms.* Or 600 watts in
the mono mode into 8 ohms. You can
drive a 70 volt line directly.
Which solves the power problem.
The DC -300A front end long ago

set standards of low distortion and
noise that have not yet been surpassed.
Which solves the clarity problem.
The Crown DC -300A will drive any
speaker load even totally reactive
ones with no spikes, thumps or fly backs. Each channel has separate controls and circuitry. It acts like two
separate mono amps.
Which goes a long way towards
solving the design problem.
The output protection circuitry
prevents damage from shorts, mismatched loads and overheating. Its
proven reliability record is a little short

-

-

of awesome.
Which solves a service problem.
Price? Again, no problem. We still
think the DC -300A always has been
audio's best performance value.
Do you have some special problems on current bids? Call us at

219/294-5571. Our real -life problem solvers might be able to help.
'(Single channel operating; sine wave
test signal into resistive load; extended operation or limited ventilation
may require forced air cooling to main-

tain levels described.)

When listening
becomes an art,

crown
Box 1000, Elkhart, IN 46514
Check No.

9 on

Reader Service Card

J

Moreover, when comparing

cassettes made from the same source,
the tape which has not received the

Dolby process has clarity and high frequency performance, superior to the
tape utilizing the Dolby process.
have a passion for clarity in my
music. The muffled sound which accompanies my Dolby system is so frustrating that I'd almost rather put up
with the exaggerated tape hiss and
switch out the Dolby system when
playing my "Dolbyized" cassettes.-Name Withheld
A. There are factors which could
make your Dolby system perform incorrectly. However, when everything
is working as it should, the high frequency response from Dolby -processed tapes should be the same as
that produced by tapes made with the
same recorder, but with the Dolby
system switched out of the circuit.
It could be that the system is not
properly calibrated. If the Dolby system is supplied with a large signal, no
treble boost will take place during recording. If the playback is calibrated
incorrectly, however, treble cutting
will still take place, ruining the recording. To check this, make a recording. As you do so, alternately
switch the Dolby system in and out.
Play the resulting recording with the
Dolby system switched out. Note
whether you can hear when the Dolby system is switched in and out. If
you hear no difference you will know
that the Dolby system is either not
working at all during recording or that
misadjustment of its input is present.
If you find that you do hear a pronounced difference, especially on
softer music, during the foregoing
tests, something is wrong with the
playback. Possibly the Dolby system is
not receiving sufficient signal. That
1

would mean that it would always cut
treble excessively.
Perhaps you are using the wrong
bias or the wrong tape for the bias to
which your machine has been set.
This would result in less treble than
you have. An error of this kind would
possibly not be too serious when listening to a straight playback. The Dolby system, however, magnifies such
errors. To check all this, measure the
overall frequency response of your
recorder, with the Dolby system
switched out of the circuit. If it is not
flat, make bias and/or other adjustments so that the machine will have as
flat a frequency response as possible.
To sum up, whatever happens to
the signal during the recording process when employing the Dolby system, is exactly the reverse of what
happens during playback. The final
result will be a flat response. This situation is similar to what takes place
when recording and playing discs. We
boost treble during the recording of
discs, but we play them back with the
reverse of that boost. Surface noise is
reduced in this process, but we also
make the overall sound flat again.
The Dolby system is not that simple in action; it is not a simple cut and
boost system. The amount of treble
boost in recording varies with the
dynamics of the program material,
thereby keeping the tape from saturating at high recording levels. Thus,
the playback will also have to vary in
treble response in accordance with
the dynamics of the program, but in
the opposite direction from that of
the recording process. Below some
specific value of signal level, the Dolby system does not produce further
treble boost. Above a certain signal
level, the Dolby system does not act at
all; the signal is flat. These limits must
dovetail in the record/playback cycle
or alterations of response will occur.
This is the reason why calibration of
the system is so important.
Lest we forget, when all is said and done,
music is what we listen to. Mod-

About The Cover:

el: Holly

S.

AUDIO
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Candy; violin:

House of Prima Vera.
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Microphone Distortion
have two problems with distortion produced by the new, medium-priced electret -condenser mikes.
I have found that when subjected to
very loud sounds that they produce
intolerable distortion. An example of
this is found in a recording we made
of a large and loud stage band. Two
takes were made. One was made
using four condenser microphones
Q.

I

run through a mixer, and then into a
tape recorder. The other take was
made with two dynamic microphones and the tape recorder. The
condensers distorted on loud sounds,
especially at peak levels. In the bass
region, distortion was so high as to
make the music virtually unrecognizable. The dynamic mikes did not
know apparent distortion at any
sound level, but lacked the beautiful,
flat reproduction of the condenser
microphones. When recording choirs
and some orchestras, the condenser
mikes caused pinning of the VU
meters when sopranos decided to hit
high notes.
Is there anything to be done about
these two problems?-James D. Caldwell, Jr., Odessa, Texas
A. wonder whether the distortion
you hear is actually created within the
condenser microphones. Often, what
happens is that the output signal from
I

the mikes is so great that it overloads
the early stages of a recorder or mixer.
These stages are ahead of any volume
control, so that no improvement can
be gained by reducing level. One sign
of this condition is that the volume
controls are down to perhaps 9
o'clock or less in order to obtain
proper level.
There are attenuators which can be
introduced between the mike and the
input of a mixer or recorder. They are
little more than voltage dividers. If
you cannot locate one which has the
appropriate connectors, you can
make one up to suit your needs, with
sufficient attenuation to reduce the
signal to more manageable proportions. A 20 -dB loss is usually sufficient.
Should it happen that you really do
have distortion from the mikes themselves by virtue of an overloaded preamplifier, there is nothing you can do
but to use mikes which will handle the
sound levels you expect to encounter during recording.
It may be that the dynamic mikes
do not produce as much signal as the
condenser mikes do. This would
mean, of course, that they would have
less tendency to create the overload
situation within the mixer or recorder. noted with some interest, however, that in the take involving the use
I

of the dynamic microphones, that you
did not use the mixer. Thus, it may
well be that the mixer is more susceptible to overload than is the tape
recorder. To check this, why not make
recording using two condenser
a
microphones feeding into the input
of the tape recorder without using the
mixer? If overload still takes place regardless of the setting of the volume
controls on the tape recorder, you
will know that either the early stages
of the tape recorder are indeed overloaded or that the preamplifiers in the
microphones themselves are being
overloaded. While this latter possibility can occur, have not seen it very
often.
The fact that your meters sometimes "pin" when sopranos sing into
the condenser mikes does not have
much to do with the fact that you are
using such mikes or that you are in a
particular concert hall. It simply
means that this is a characteristic of
what happens when trying to record
sopranos, especially when they are
close to the microphones.
I

you have a problem or question on tape recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 401
North Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
If

.

If

you

never heard music on BASF tape before,
turn the page and see how it sounds.
Te
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Audioclinic
Joseph Giovanelli

Controlling Power Line Transients
Note-In the August, 1975 inasked
stallment of "Audioclinic"

small bypass capacitors on each side
of the resistor and ground.
In experimenting with "click" sup-

readers for their comments regarding
the suppression of power line transients which can, and often do, cause
interference in the form of clicks and
pops in audio output signals. Many
readers took time to write in regarding this serious problem. Thank
you, one and all, for sharing your
knowledge. Just one example of this
shared knowledge is in the form of a
letter written by Mr. Fred Krock of
San Francisco, Calif.:
In answer to your question about
controlling line transients, may I suggest General Electric's line of MOV
Varistors? A common model is the
V130LA 10A.
If the offending machine is known,
the varistor should be applied to that
machine. Otherwise, the varistor can

pression,

Editor's

I

Your ears are burning with amplified noise.
Even though your system is delivering
sound accurately, it's also doing an efficient
job of pumping out noise .. accurately.
Ideally, music should be recreated against a
dead silent background. The Phase Linear
1000 accomplishes just that with two unique
systems: The Auto Correlator Noise
Reduction and the Dynamic Range
Recovery Systems.
It improves the overall effective dynamic
range and signal/noise ratio 17.5 dB in any
stereo system with any stereo source.
The Auto Correlator reduces hiss and
noise 10 dB without the loss of high
frequencies and without pre -encoding.
The Dynamic Range Recovery System
restores 7.5 dB of dynamic range without
pumping and swishing.
Plus, it removes hum, rumble and low
frequency noises, without the loss of low
frequency music.
WARRANTY: 3 years, parts and labor
.

*
*
*
*
*

Even the finest stereo systems are limited in
performance by the quality and nature of the
recording. With the Phase Linear 1000,
these limitations are overcome. Added to
any receiver or preamplifier, it gives you the

most significant improvement in sound
reproduction for the money ... more than
any other sirgle piece of equipment you
could add to your system. Ask your dealer
for an audition. The silence is deafening.

Wita,
cA/tP,a/e

1000

Phase Linear Corporation,

be applied to the a.c. input terminals
of the amplifier in question. When

the varistor is connected to the amplifier, it also protects voltage -sensitive
components from high voltage spikes
on the power line which can run as
high as 2,000 volts on a 120 volt power
line according to General Electric Research.
If the noise

is

not removed by

What people often miss when faced
with a line transient problem is that
the transient creates r.f. energy, which
is radiated from the power line or the
a.c. wiring inside the amplifier, is then
picked up and detected by the audio
circuitry.
Curing r.f. interference is usually a
case of cut and try, involving grounding, shielding, and circuit modification. The various techniques are
well known. The best circuit modifications usually involve a series resistor mounted as close as possible to
the tube grid or transistor base with

20121 48th Avenue W.

Lynnwood, Washington 98036

a

power -line transient suppressor of
this kind, it can be eliminated in almost every case by treating it as a case
of r.f. interference. This is true for every type of amplifier from a hearing
aid to an electronic organ, as well as
all types of high-fidelity equipment.

a

Weller soldering gun

makes an excellent transient generator. The size of the transient depends
on the exact point in the power -current cycle where the switch is opened.
Triggering it a few times is bound to
cause some nice, large transients.
Mr. William Blair III of Morton, III.,
refers to two articles which are definitely worth reading. The first appeared in the February, 1975 issue of
Popular Science and refers to a surge
protector. This particular device is de-

signed to eliminate extremely high
voltages from entering power line operated equipment, voltages of the
sort which could be generated by the
near miss of a lightning bolt or a severe power line transient. In that article the appropriate surge protection
device is described.
The second article appeared in the
May, 1975 issue of Radio -Electronics.
This article describes the basic operation of the GE MOV Varistors referred to by Mr. Krock. note that this
article refers to the GE 750 as the varistor of choice for use with home entertainment systems.
Mr. Bernard J. Van Dyke of Lewiston, Idaho, tells us of his success in
I

curing power line transients. The
simple scheme he used was simply to
put the audio equipment on its own
separate circuit.
Mr. C. Allen, FPO N. Y. says that
MIL SPEC equipment employs capacitors wired directly across switch contact in order to absorb line transients
when the contacts open. In the case
of a refrigerator, the capacitor is wired
between the two contacts of the thermostat.
In the case of a home heating system, where thermostat contacts oper-

a problem or question on audio, write
to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli, at AUDIO, 401 North
Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. All letters
are answered. Please enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.

If you have

AUDIO
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Check No. 20 on Reader Service Card
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a relay, which in turn operates a
motor, capacitors might have to be
placed across the thermostat contacts,
and then across the relay contacts.
Because audio equipment contains
power transformers and, in some
cases, motors, such equipment will
have inductive devices which can produce power line transients when they
are turned off. Again, it is good practice to place capacitors across switch

ate

contacts.

Mr. Allen specifies values of capacitance in the order of 0.05 pi , with voltage ratings of at least 300 V d.c. (Because of the rather high voltages
which can be present when the field
of an inductive device collapses, suggest the voltage rating of the capacitor
should be at least 1 kV d.c.)
I

More on "Stuck Stylus"
Q. Concerning Mr. R. Padilla's letter of August, 1975, I own one of the
better turntables, which I recently
equipped with a new cartridge. Then
my troubles started. I finally sat and
watched the cartridge; I saw immediately that the arm was not moving well
horizontally. I got out my can of
WD40 and put a squirt in the appropriate bearings. Daily the motion of
tonearm improves as the lubricant

gradually enters the bearings. The
table was two years old when this
trouble first began.
I realize that this in not a procedure
to be recommended except to technicians, but it needs to be noted that
trouble of this kind can occur even in
the better turntables, but that it is easily remedied.-Richard Lee Hallett,
Pittsfield, Mass.
have found in my repair experience that in some automatic turntables, the "stick" is caused by friction
in the reject trigger arm which is
pushed by the tonearm itself. This is a
common problem which seems to be
caused by the anti -skate control. It
can fool the best of repair men.-John
Mears, Muskegon, Mich.
1

Bass in a Small Room
Q. Is it true that a loudspeaker can
produce less bass output when in a

small room

as

room?-Randy

compared to
S.

a large
Parlee, Green-

field, Wisconsin
A. A loudspeaker will produce just
as much, or more apparent bass in a
small room as in a large one. Because
of the nature of room acoustics, however, the actual amount of bass heard
is less in a small room than in a larger
one. All of this has to do with the
acoustical wavelengths of low fre-

quencies as compared to the size of
the listening room. If the wavelength
becomes an appreciable portion of
the room size, bass will be lost from
this frequency down.

AM Radio Antenna Problem.
Q. The reception on my table radio
pretty good but I wanted to improve it. I connected an external, outdoor antenna to it. This improved the
sensitivity but also gave poorer selectivity, bringing in "birdies" and gargles. What causes this, and is there anything I can do to cure it? -Willard
Ramsey, Newcastle, N.B., Canada.
A. You are hearing "image responses." These are other radio signals to
which the set is not directly tuned, but
which bear a fixed frequency relationship to the dial setting to which
the receiver is tuned. The degree to
which the set will produce these images depends both on the quality and
number of tuned circuits in the frontend of the receiver.
Most portable and table radios have
just one tuned circuit, consisting of
the loop antenna and the tuning
capacitor (not counting the tuned circuit of the local oscillator). The selectivity ("Q") of this circuit is amazingly
high, due to the ferrite rod on which
the antenna coil is wound, and be (Continued on page 12)
was

BASF sound is so clear and
true, it's like the musicians are
right there.

What you experience with BASF
tape is simply this: the music. Pure
and clear.
Why this extraordinary clarity?
BASF polishes the tape. Literally.
Getting rid of most of the thousands
of tiny surface bumps that can
cause background noise. (Get rid
of most of them, you get rid of most
of the noise.)
So what you're left with is sound
so rich and clear, you don't just
hear it. The music happens.
Which really isn't that surprising.
After all, BASF invented audio tape
in the first place.
We sound like the original
because we are the original.

BASF

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Bell &Howell Schools ¡nviles you to

BREAK INTO 41C
Pick up new professional
skills in this exciting
field as you build
Bell & Howell's new
quadraphonic audio center.
It's the very first
learn -at-home program
of its kind!
You've probably heard a lot about
4 -channel sound by now. It's the most

talked about and impressive technical
advancement in sound in years. Separately recorded channels literally wrap a
room in sound for a totally new listening
experience.
And the excitement doesn't stop
there. Thanks to Bell & Howell Schools'
brand new learning program, now you
can explore quad sound for yourselffrom the inside out-and master the
technology behind this important
advancement right in your own home!
It's your opportunity to break away
from the everyday routine and learn
new occupational skills that could lead
you in exciting new directions. Mail the
attached card, postage free, to get the
facts today!
Take hold of opportunity with
both hands now!
The world around you is changing
every day. Forging ahead. The man who
keeps pace is the man who continues to
learn and grow. He's in the mainstream
of life. Interested in what's going on.
And he's much more interesting, too.
Bell & Howell Schools' new 4 -channel
audio program was designed to help
you learn and grow. To put you in the
mainstream of audio electronics technology. Where you can delve into
fascinating electronics principles. Solve
challenging problems and get actual
hands-on, build-it-yourself experience.
And where you can acquire a sense of
satisfaction and accomplishment you
may not currently be getting.

Completely different from the typical
kind of school you grew up with.
Learning all about quad sound with
Bell & Howell Schools is a lot more

interesting and convenient than "school"
used to be. First of all, we know you
can't afford to quit your job. So we set
up a program that lets you work at home
in your spare time.
There are no classes to attend. No dry
lectures to sit through. Everything
comes to you in the mail. Lesson by
lesson. Exciting package after package.
And you work at a flexible pace in the
relaxed atmosphere of your workshopor wherever your favorite spot may be.

Sure, books are important.
But they're only the beginning.
With this fascinating learn -at-home
program, you do a lot more than just
read about electronics. You'll conduct
dozens of experiments ... build your
own laboratory equipment for testing
out electronics principles ... and also as
part of this program you put together a
4 -channel amplifier and FM/FM stereo
tuner as you delve into advanced audio
technology.

!
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We try to make learning so interesting
you look forward to receiving each new
lesson. And enthusiastically dive into
each new project we send you.
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

We'll start you off on the right foot.
You maybe thinking, "I don't have

any training in electronics ... I might be
getting in over my head."
Well, you can stop worrying about
that. You don't need previous experience. You'll begin with the basics and
acquire a thorough understanding of the
fundamentals before moving on.
And remember, it's not just reading.
With your very first lesson you get our
LAB STARTER KIT, consisting of a
simple voltmeter and electronics "breadboard" you can experiment with
right away.
Of course, if you're already into
electronics, you might be thinking,
"I already know the basics ... I want to
get into the advanced stuff right away!"
For you there's an advanced standing
program that lets you skip the beginning lessons.

Next you build the exclusive
Electro -Lab® electronics
training system.
Once you've mastered the basics,
we'll send you everything you need to
put together these three important testing instruments:

The design console. You use it to set
up and examine various kinds of circuits. It's completely modular ... no
soldering!
The digital multimeter. Use it to
measure voltage, current and resistance.
Displays data accurately in big, clear
numbers-just like on a digital clock.
The solid-state "triggered-sweep"
oscilloscope. Use it to analyze modern,

HAN

E L AUDIO!
35

watts per channel-Min. RMS into

8

ohms

at less than 0.25% total harmonic distortion
20-20,000 Hz, all channels fully driven.

from

As you build and experiment with this
remarkable piece of equipment, you'll
learn about matrix 4 -channel and
discrete-including CD -4 when processed through an external demodulator.
And with it you'll have the advanced
circuitry you need to get into signal
tracing low level circuits ... troubleshooting high power amplifier stages .. ,
and checking the operation of tone

control circuits.

state-of-the-art integrated circuits.
Triggered -sweep feature locks in signals
for easier observation.
These three superb testing instruments are the basis of your own home
electronics laboratory. You'll use them
throughout the program as you move
into more advanced electronics principles and work into audio technology.

Bell & Howell's high performance
4 -channel audio center you actually

build and experiment with yourself!
You need practical experience with
high caliber equipment to develop professional skills and understand the ins
and outs of today's audio technology.
So we came up with a system that
Bell & Howell is proud to have its
name on:

First, there's the sophisticated outstanding 4 -channel amplifier
with SQ full -logic decoding
and front to back separation.

Next, the advanced FM -FM stereo
tuner. As you build this superb stereo
tuner, you'll come to fully understand
how the advanced, "state-of-the-art"
features lead to such high performance.
You'll learn about all solid-state construction, FET front end for superior
sensitivity, crystal IF filters for wide
bandwidth and the superior multiplex
circuit that produces such excellent.
stereo separation.

A wealth of knowledge in

digestible chunks.
now you might be thinking,
but kind
of complicated." And you're right.
But that is why we use the "hands on"
teaching approach.
We've taken all the material and
broken it down into short, simple-to grasp lessons, so you can master one
thing at a time before moving on. And
we take you through it step by step.
From the basics to advanced theory to

O.K.!

So

"It sounds really interesting ...

applied audio technology. So you
actually have an easier time with it.

Special learning opportunities give
you extra help and attention.
In case you do run into a problem or
two, we're ready to give you more help
and personal attention than you'd expect
from most learn -at-home programs.
For example, many home study
schools ask you to mail in your questions. Bell & Howell Schools gives you
a toll -free number to call for answers
you need right away.
Few home study schools offer personal contact with instructors. Bell &
Howell Schools organizes "help sessions" in 50 major cities at various times
during the year-where you can discuss
problems with fellow students and
instructors in person.

And when you're done, you'll know
a lot more than just 4 -channel sound!
You'll have covered the complete
spectrum of electronics principles, leading to a full understanding of audio
technology.
And while no school can promise you
a job or income opportunity, you will
have occupational skills necessary to
become a full -service technician. With
the ability to work on the entire range of
audio equipment. Such as tape recorders,
cassette players, FM antennas and commercial sound systems. You'll know
audio technology from the inside out.
And you'll be proud of it.
Plus you will have the basic skills that
apply to the entire electronics field, including television technology and repair.

For more details, mail card today!
Here's your chance to break out of
the mold. And break into 4 -channel
audio with Bell & Howell Schools. Why

not look into it today. Mail the attached
postage -paid card now.
Taken for vocational purposes, this
program is approved by the state
approval agency for Veterans' Benefits.
Wood cabinets available at extra cost.

"Electro -Lab®" is a registered trademark
of the Bell & Howell Company

If card has been removed, write:
An Electronics Home Study School
OEVRV InsTRUTe OFTECHnoway

766 R2

elONE OF THE

BELL s HOWELL SCHOOLS

4141 Belmont, Chicago, Illinois 60641
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(Continued from page 7)
cause of the multi -stranded wire used
in these coils (Litz wire).

When an external antenna

is

added,

it is coupled to the built-in antenna.
This reduces the selectivity of the circuit, thus lessening its ability to reject
images in favor of the main signal.
Remember, this circuit is the only one

responsible for keeping unwanted
signals out of the receiver. Further,
the added sensitivity provided by the
long, external antenna tends to overload the mixer, producing additional
spurious responses.
The best cure for the problem is to
use the original antenna, or to keep
the length of the added antenna to a
minimum.

One Phono Input

Thir...protectr your moit eHpenrive
hi.fi invertment.
Recognizing that a penny saved is a penny earned, may we suggest
that trying to economize by putting off the replacement of a worn
stylus could be like throwing away five dollars every time you play a
record. (Multiply that by the number of records you own!) Since the
stylus is the single point of contact
between the record and the balance
of the system, it is the most critical
component for faithfully reproducED
ing sound and protecting your recBUYING GUIDE ord investment. A worn stylus could
irreparably damage your valuable

record collection. Insure against

this, easily and inexpensively, sim-

ply by having your dealer check
your Shure stylus regularly. And,
when required, replace it immediately with a genuine Shure replacement stylus. It will bring the entire
cartridge back to original specification performance. Stamp out waste:
see your Shure dealer or write:
Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
In

'

Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited

S URE

FREE! 1976 Stereo Directory & Buying Guide with the purchase of a Shure V-15 Type Ill, or the
M95 series, M75 Type II or M91 series of cartridges. Simply send us your warranty card with the
notation "Send Free Buying Guide" before March 1, 1976. (Offer subject to supply and may be
withdrawn at any time.)

Check No. 27 on Reader Service Card
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Q. Some Layfayette equipment
which I have has only one magnetic
input. Can I use aux or tape, etc. How
can I arrange this?-James Golden,
West Roxbury, MA
A. From your letter, one of your
problems is that you have just one
phono input and need to use two turntables. Your best approach is to ignore
even the one input you do have, and
obtain a mixer having at least three
inputs. If your output is stereo, the
mixer must have two channels, with
three inputs per channel. Two of the
inputs are for the two turntables,
and the third one is for a mike, to be
used for "patter" in this "record hop"
application. The mixer would need,
therefore, the capability of both mike
and line inputs. If the mixer has only
mike inputs, it can be used for line
inputs with the appropriate voltage
dividers to reduce the signal strength
from the high level sources to be
discussed later on. Mixers are often
low impedance united, having unbalanced lines. The attenuator is
nothing more than a resistor placed
in series with the "hot" input. Its
value is generally between 100 K and
one megohm, depending on the
strength of the line signal and on the
overload characteristics of the mixer.
There are numerous possibilities,
but this should provide you with a
basis for further consideration.
Because of the lack of RIAA compensation in a mixer of the kind we have
discussed, the phonograph cartridge
cannot be directly fed into one of the
mike inputs. What is needed is a device which has the necessary gain
and equalization to enable the signal
from the cartridge to be suitably processed to appear at line level, like
that of a tuner. A number of manufacturers produce relatively inexpensive units which do just this task.
You will need one for each turntable.
12
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For several years, independent surveys of
component owners-audio experts, hifi edito -s,
record reviewers, readers of the music/ equipment
magazines-have shown that mare of them own Duals
than any other turntable. This is quite a testimonial to
Dual's quality performance, reliability and fully
automatic convenience.
We believe the new 1249 will add even more
serious music lovers to the roster of Dual owners, as
it provides every feature, innovation and refinement
long associated with Dual turntables plus some new
ones. And all in a newly designed chassis that
complements the superb design and meticulous
engineering of the 1249.
The low -mass tubular tonearm pivots in a true
four -point gyroscopic gimbal suspended within a rigid
frame. All tonearm settings are easily made to the
exacting requirements of the finest cartridges. The
tonearm is vernier-adjustable for precise balance;
tracking pressure is calibrated ih tenths of a gram;
anti -skating is separately calibrated for conical,
elliptical and CD -4 styli.
Tracking is flawless at pressures as low as a
quarter of a gram. In single-play, the tonearm parallels
the record to provide perfect vertical tracking.
In multi -play, the Mode Selector lifts the entire
tonearm to parallel the center cf the stack.
All operations are complet9ly flexible and
convenient-and they are foolproof. The tonearm can
be set on the record manually o- by using the viscous damped cue -control or by simple pressing the
automatic switch. You also have the options of single play, continuous-repeat, or multiple -play.
The dynamically -balanced :ast platter and
flywheel are driven by an 8 -pole synchronous motor
via a precision -ground belt. Pitch is variable over a 6%
range and can be conveniently set to exact speed by
means of an illuminated strobe, read directly off the
rim of the platter.
Of course, if you already oven a current Dual, you
won't really need a new turntable for several years.
However, we would understand if you now feel you
must have nothing less than the new 1249. Less than
$280, less base.
Still, we should advise you of two other models in
our full-size, belt -drive series. The 601, single-play,
fully automatic, less than $250. (CS601, with base and
cover, less than $270.) The 510, single -play, semiautomatic, less than $200.

Tonea-m of Dual 1249 pivots in four-point
gy-oscopic gimbal, suspended within a igid fame.
Ea:h gimbal is hand-assemDlej, and special gouges
assure that each will confo m -o Dual's tringE nt
a

spec fications.

United Audio Products,120

So.

Columbus Ave., Mt. Verncn, N.Y. 10553

Exclusive U.S. DistribJtion Agency for Dual

Check No. 12 on
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

F

eader Service Card

Dual

Dear Editor:
Better AM Sound?
Dear Sir:
As Chief Engineer of the dominant
AM radio station in our area, take a
great deal of pride in our sound. How
that signal travels through miles of
telephone lines, processing equipment, transmitter, out to the antenna,
is important to me. According to the
FCC this is where my responsibility
I

ends. But does it really?
I know we are broadcasting within 2
dB up to 8 kHz. How many AM receivers do you know of (reasonably
priced) that "hear" much higher than
4 or 5 kHz? Since it's difficult to get
wide bandwidth in receivers without
sacrificing selectivity, how about a receiver with a two- or even three -position bandwidth switch? This would
give audiophiles a choice between selectivity and fidelity. After ali, selectivity is rarely a problem when listening
to urban signals.
want to do my job well, but it
would be much more rewarding if
someone else did too.
I

Paul Swartzendruber

WTON
Stauton, VA.

Any other broadcasters out there care
to comment?-Editor

Marantz

9

Modification

Dear Sir:
A number of people have written to
Audio about modifications made to
Marantz Model 9 tube -type power
amplifiers, which have been mentioned from time to time in the amplifier reviews. The modification is a

r

simple one, which amounts to

a

switch bypassing of the input tube
that is used as an input level control
buffer and phase inverter.
To make the modification, first remove the bottom screen of the amplifier. With the amp positioned upside
down, locate the phase toggle switch.
Note that two wires come from the
phase switch and terminate on the
front-end board which is adjacent to
the side of the amp and partitioned
off by the shield. One of these wires is
the plate signal of V1A and doesn't
have a 24 kOhm, 1/2 -watt resistor associated with it on the front-end
board. Remove this wire from the
unit.
Connect a 6.8 kOhm, 1/2 -watt 100/o
resistor from the now empty terminal
of the phase switch to the top or wiper of the input volume control. The
top of the volume control is an outside terminal with the inner conductor of a shielded wire connected
to it. The wiper is the center terminal.
The preferred connection is to the top
of the control or actual input in order
to avoid a slight high frequency loss
with the control set 6 dB down.
The action of the low-cut filter is retained with the phase switch set to
Normal. When the switch is set to Reverse, V1A is bypassed, giving an audible improvement in the amplifier's
sound. No difficulty has been encountered in modifying four amps
thus far. Any other further improvement or new modification will be reported in the future.
Bascom H. King
Geoffrey T. Cook
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TIM Distortion

-

I

of the amplifier.
Let us consider two hypothetical
amplifiers. Suppose each exhibits a
nominal distortion level of 0.01%. Let
the two amplifiers have a feedback ratio of 80 dB and 28 dB, respectively. It
follows that the inter -loop distortion
level is 100% for the first and 0.25%
for the second. Which amplifier represents the best design effort? Now
suppose the first amplifier is heavily
lag -compensated and that it will produce full power at 20,000 Hz at 0.1%
THD. Since the open -loop gain at
20,000 Hz is decreased markedly compared to its low -frequency value by
the lag -compensation capacitors, it
follows that the feedback factor has
also markedly decreased. If the increase in distortion at 20,000 Hz compared to the low -frequency distortion
does not match the decrease in feedback factor, it follows that the lag compensation capacitors are filtering
out the high -frequency distortion
harmonics inside the loop. Now consider a high-level, high -frequency signal in conjunction with a lower frequency signal. The low -frequency intermodulation products between the
two signals will not be filtered out by
the lag compensation networks. This
distortion mechanism will produce
TIM. As a final consideration, let us
look at the damping factor. Suppose it
is 1000 for the first amplifier and 100

AUDIO
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An Addendum

Dear Sir:
Since it has been impossible for me
to answer in detail the many letters I
have received in response to my recent article (February Audio) on TIM
distortion in power amplifiers,
would like to make several statements
which may clarify some questions
which many readers have communicated to me. Although the slew rate,
power bandwidth, and TIM distortion
can all be related to the transient and
high -frequency performance of an
amplifier, it is impossible to predict
one from the other in general. However, a poor slew rate or power bandwidth will usually always indicate
TIM distortion. The complex relationships between these three parameters
is determined by the specific design

JANUARY, 1976

The quality behind the name...

KENWOOD RECEIVERS
KENWOOD quality starts deep inside every KENWOOD receiver:
With sophisticated new engineering concepts like direct
coupling, tape -through circuitry, and a phase -lock -loop in the
MPX section. With top -grade transistors, oversized hea: sinks,
extra -large power transformers. With exceptional control
flexibility and ample provision for an expansive sound system.
The quality behind the name KENWOOD is the quality you
will enjoy in better performance and greater dependabi ity for
years to come.

KR-7400... 63 watts per
charnel Min. RMS. 8 ohms.
ï0-2Jk 1-z, with no more

tnzrn 0.3% Total Harmonic
DisterttCn
E R-6400...45 watts per
char nel, Min. RMS, 8 ohms,
20-23k -z. with no more

l

tiar 0.3X
Crist. rti i

Total Harmonic

KR-5400...35 watts per
charnel. Min. RMS, 8 ohms,
2-0-2Jk 1-2 with no more
flan 0.5 y. Total Harmonic
C istcHim

-1

For complete information, visit
your nearest KENWOOD Dealer, or

hi) Ijjl

write...

the sound approach to quality

.s

-11
KENWOOD15777

S.

Broadway, Gardena, CA 90248

72-02

Fifty-first Ave., Woodsile, A.

Check No. 14 on Reader Service Card
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Canada: Magnasonic Canada, Ltd.

Realistic?
Pioneer?
Marantz?
Realistic STA -225
Stereo Receiver.
About $430.

r

)1)

Which one has Auto -Magic tuning?
Of the top three hi-fi receiver brands, only Realistic* makes
perfect tuning an instant electronic reality on the FM band. We call
our creation Auto-Magic* because "like magic" is how it works.
Now you only need a tuning meter to show relative station strength,
not for fishing around for optimum reception.
Realistic is also the audio brand that helped knock out the $20 to
$30 extra charge for wood receiver cabinets. By not charging extra!
Now you see why Radio Shack sold over 3,000,000 Realistics in
1975 and really merits your next "good music" purchase.

Radie- IhaeK

Over 4000 Stores/Dealers

A Tandy

Great

y.

since 1923
soundCompan

USA, Canada, England, Australia, Belgium, Germany, Holland, France

Registered Trademark

Check No. 22 on Reader Service Card

Why any cartridge
(even ours)
with an elliptical stylus
must be considered just
a bit old-fashioned.
As a premium stylus, elliptical designs have only one real advantage over
a Shibata stylus: lower cost. Which is
why we still offer them.
But when it comes to performance, a
Shibata stylus is far, far better. It provides the small scanning radius needed
to track highs (up to 45 kHz for CD -4),
but without the penalty of requiring
extremely low stylus force settings.
In fact, even when tracking at up to 2

grams, a Shibata stylus is easier on your
records than an elliptical stylus trying
to track at 1/2 -gram! New records last
longer, old records sound better, and
you can play every kind of two or fourchannel record made.
All Audio-Technica Universal Series
cartridges have genuine Shibata styli.
Anything less would be false economy
for you...and out -dated technology for
us. Prove it to yourself today.

UINIII\/CIS/A\L
1/2 4
BEST FOR

AT14Sa

CHANNEL

for the second amplifier, both measured at 50 Hz. Suppose the open -

loop bandwidths of the two amplifiers
are 100 Hz and 40,000 Hz, respectively.
At 20,000 Hz, the damping factor of
the first amplifier will be 5, while it
will be 100 for the second. This represents an increase in output impedance in the first amplifier by a factor
of 200, while that for the second remains constant. Will this effect be audible with high frequency transient
signals when electrostatic speakers
are being used whose input impedance decreases with frequency?
There are many more contrasts
which we could make between amplifiers with narrow and wide open -loop
hope these examples
bandwidths.
have answered some questions and
provoked further thought on the subject.
I

W. Marshall Leach
Assistant Professor
School of Electrical Engineering

Georgia Institute of Technology

Defective Albums
Dear Sir:
Several of my audiophile friends
and I have over the years purchased
records which were obviously re -sealed and had serious defects.

On visiting a number of large
record stores in the Bay Area of California, have noticed back -room heat
sealers being used, ostensibly to seal
records from companies or distributors which had not previously sealed
their products in shrink-wrap; however, suspected that a fair number of
returns are unethically resealed and
sold again. Since the manufacturers
will give credit for defective discs,
there is no reason for a store to argue
with a customer about a defective album or to re -sell it.
Therefore I would suggest to the industry that it become a mandatory
practice for the store to immediately
and without argument accept a returned defective record and write
"defective" in felt marker on the label
and jacket, or to use some kind of
punch to identify the album permanently.
I spend many hours each month in
record dealers, and find very few customers who are returning their purchases; the small, critical minority
who do demand quality should therefore be treated courteously and honI

I

estly.

Stephen R. Waldee
Broadcasting Technical
Consultant
Los Gatos, Calif.

AT15Sa
AT2OSLa

audio technica®
G

INNOVATION/PRECISION/INTEGRITY

AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC., Dept. 16A, 33 Shiawassee Ave., Fairlawn, Ohio 44313
Available in Canada from Superior Electronics, Inc.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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To Your Taste
Even the most perfect of high fidelity systems cannot escape those little inconsistencies
that nag the ear. Room acoustics, speaker inadequacies, or even recording quality can
produce listening environments that are less than optimum.
Then, too, each person has his own tastes in frequency response that can vary from time
to time, or recording to recording.
Presenting the answer to your frequency response problems: The MXR two channel
ten octave -band equalizer. Ten bands divide each channel's frequency response in one
octave increments.
Boost or subtract from the tonality of an octave spread in either channel. A gliding
touch of a slide control tailors the frequency response of your system to your room acoustics.
Add punch to a bass line. Or brighten up a flute solo. Precisely; repeatably.
Uniquely affordable and elegantly appointed, the MXR two -channel equalizer is crafted
in hefty brushed aluminum, with simulated leather and solid oiled black walnut. Its design
and circuitry will compliment any modern hi-fi system with gentle elegance and imperceptible distortion.
Its extreme dynamic range allows for application in many situations, and it is therefore
made available in a professional version with phone jacks, and a home stereo version with
pin jacks and tape monitoring capabilities.

It is instantly

adaptable to your system and available
at leading dealers at the incredibly reasonable price of
$199.95.

MXR

Innovations

Check No. 18 on Reader Service Card
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Behind The Scenes

J

Bert Whyte

YOU ARE a music lover. You're
in Carnegie Hall, and a great
conductor and symphony orchestra are "storming the heavens"
with the glorious finale of Mahler's
magnificent Resurrection, Symphony
#2. Your heart is racing, your sensory
impressions are approaching the fission level as you are caught up in the
visceral excitement, the exhilaration,
the rapture, the spirituality, and sheer
emotional uplift of a superb performance of this great music. With several
thousand people, you have been a
participant in a stirring musical drama.
You have had a shared experience,
that at least for some brief moments
has transformed you emotionally, and
transcended the mundane aspects of
life.
If it is possible to take a cold, detached, clinical view of such an experience, we can separate the sound we
heard into various elements. About
one hundred -odd performers were
deployed on a raised stage, in a more
or less traditional disposition of sections or "choirs" of strings, woodwinds, brass, and percussion. These
instruments were variously bowed,
plucked, blown into or struck. The
produced sounds are of differing frequencies and pitch and formed into
complex combinations, according to
the musical notations in the score and
varying in intensity as indicated by the
score's dynamic markings. It has been
theorized that due to the disposition
of the instruments on the stage and
the overlapping dispersion patterns of
the various instruments, that an overall sound with a spherical wavefront is

produced. This wavefront is projected
into an enclosed space (the concert
hall), which according to the reflective and absorbtive characteristics of
the ceiling, walls, and floor, has a specific period of reverberation. Depending on the position of a particu-

lar seat in the hall, the auditor may
perceive this wavefront as a combination of direct and reflected sound
or as a sound which is almost totally

reflective. While the quality of the
sound the listener hears is subject to
these variables, there are also somewhat more subtle effects to be considered, such as the tonality and timbre
of an individual instrument, which
can vary as a function of the intensity
levels at which it is played. All these
acoustical and musical elements, plus
the important sense of participation in
an emotion -dominated event, add up
to the totality of the concert hall listening experience.

Concert Hall?
Acknowledging this, can we take an
assemblage of audio components,
and with the recorded music available
to us on phonograph records and
tapes, hope to duplicate the concert
hall listening experience in the home
listening environment? In short, can
we reproduce the "concert hall
sound" so beloved by the copywriters
of hi-fi advertisements?
In the strictest sense, we should answer this question with a resounding
and unequivocal "NO!" If we want a
sop for our ego, we can qualify this by
stating that we can't yet meet this criterion...as of January, 1976. However,
there are some interesting aspects to
this idea of "concert hall sound" in
the home. Consider, for example, the
many thousands of people who own
high quality audio systems and, because of reasons of geography and accessibility, have never attended a live
symphony orchestra concert. In spite
of this, these people know and love
A Real

classical music, and many have substantial libraries of disc and tape

recordings. We cannot condemn
these people for having no "refer-

ence" point of live music. For these
people, the message is, indeed, the
medium. Another group has attended
live concerts, but they own very high
quality audio systems that they contend give them aural satisfaction beyond a concert hall sound, and that
the combination of system plus
recordings should be regarded as an
art form unto itself. Still another
group is the most sophisticated of all.
They know music and attend concerts
frequently, and they own elaborate
component systems, with which they
try to achieve the psychoacoustic
equivalent of the concert hall listening experience. Lastly, there are the
so-called "purist" groups, who are so
heavily equipment -oriented, that often the performance values of their
equipment systems are of prime importance, rather, than the simulation
of concert hall sound.
It should be noted here that we
cannot condemn out of hand those
who feel that a recorded presentation
of certain types of music is better than
the same music heard in the live situation. For example, even if one could
have the ideal seat in the ideal concert
hall, such is the incredibly complex
scoring of the Battle Scene in Richard
Strauss' Ein Heldenleben that the microphones do indeed give us a more
finely detailed picture of the sonic
turmoil going on.
For our purposes, let us admit that
we cannot achieve facsimile reproduction of concert hall sound, but
that we want to create the best possible illusion of this sound. The Audio
equipment directory has ample evidence of the almost limitless combinations of components that would
make good audio systems. However,
let's stay with the absolute top, stateof-the-art, money -is -no -object components. There is little argument that
preamplifiers and power amplifiers
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The

ZAK

ó0ncert

In

rand

23 years there has never been a finer speaker.

(About $2,200 a stereo pair.)

At selected ßozok Dealers

BOZAK. Inc.
Box 1166
Darien, Connecticut 06820

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

are the most technologically advanced products in the audio system.
We have units with ruler -flat frequency response and phase linearity, with
harmonic and intermodulation distortion levels that are vanishingly low,
hum and noise that are inaudible.
Turntables cannot be faulted for rotational accuracy and stability, and their
rumble is inaudible. We can always
make use of a new arm and phonograph cartridge, but we presently
have units which give superlative performance. The top tape machines are
near flawless in their response. Loudspeakers are legion, and there always
seems to be an "ultimate" unit coming along every few weeks. Nonethe-

ting the sound field of the concert
hall. In its purest form, that of a four channel discrete tape, classical music
is recorded with the rear channels
picking up the ambient sound of the
hall. Halls vary, of course, and so do
the techniques of the recording engineers, but in general the rear microphones are rarely more than 33-35
feet from the front mikes, which affords a delay of 33-35 milliseconds
which is approximately the sound fusion limit of the human brain (more
than this and you perceive an echo).
Under the right circumstances, the
ambient sound played through rear
channel speakers in the living room
can give a quite convincing illusion of

ments of a similar nature with the
Delta T electronic delay unit.
You may recall that in the March,
1975, issue of Audio, I reported on my
trip to the AKG factory in Vienna and
described their BX20E reverberation
unit and the AKG electronic delay
unit. For some months now, I have
been living and experimenting with
one of these BX20E reverb units,
thanks to the nice people at North
American Philips, who distribute AKG
products in this country. Taking a leaf
from the AKG book, I have been
feeding the delays from the Cooper
Time Cube into the BX20E reverb
unit; the delays approximate the first order reflections in a hall; I then set

the reverb unit at

"You can't believe how much realism
delay/reverb treatment lends to stereo..
but, as usual, the rub is the expense."

.

its

minimum of

2

seconds (the BX20E is remotely adjustable from 2 to 4.5 seconds). The output of the BX20E feeds into my rear
channel pre -amp, and I merely adjust
the gain control for the desired level
of delay plus reverb. This permits
great flexibility in dealing with various
stereo recordings, containing varying
amounts of hall ambience. As a means

of creating the illusion of a concert
hall perspective, this combo of UREI
Time Cube and AKG BX20E reverb is
absolutely sensational. There are
none of those disturbing "boingggg"
colorations in the BX20E, and the
sound is very clean. get a completely
random, non -coherent sound in my
rear channels, which closely resembles the sound field of the concert
hall. tried running a matrix synthesizer signal through the BX20E, but the
results were rather weird. You just
can't believe how much realism this
delay/reverb treatment lends to a
stereo recording. Many of my friends
actually prefer this sound to any of the
quadraphonic equivalents of the particular stereo recordings.
Fabulous sound all right...but as
usual the rub is the expense of all this.
UREI Time Cube runs about $900,
while the AKG BX20E is a mere $3,150!
As related to you, in the March, 1975
actually had in my hand a
article,
small, basic, but effective, AKG "minireverb" unit, which is expected to sell
for under $300. A number of people
are purported to be hard at work getting an electronic delay unit on the
market for under $1000. AKG has also
introduced the much smaller, lighter
BX10 reverb unit in this country, and it
sells for $1350. Admittedly, the whole
scheme is still a lot of money, but
since this absolutely revitalizes a stereo collection and puts you right in the
front row of state-of-the-art sound reproduction, if you have the where.v
withal, it's worth every nickel.
I

less, there are a few top models whose
performance is widely admired. Several combinations of these super
components will give us audio systems of the very highest quality.
In a concert hall, we hear hacks and
coughs and sneezes, and program
rustling, and people whispering,
along with the music. But we certainly
don't hear hiss and hum! Thus, along
with our basic components, we will
rid our tapes (and to an extent) discs
of various noises by utilizing noise reduction devices by Dolby, Burwen,
dbx, JVC, and Phase Linear.
In our pursuit of the concert hall illusion, we now have an audio components system that will give us clean,

virtually distortionless sound

(as-

suming the highest quality source material), wide in frequency response
and dynamic range, noise -free tapes,
and quiet discs with low "tick
counts." We have taken a giant step
toward the approximation of concert
hall sound...but there is something
missing. This is, of course, the acoustic
perspective, the reverberent sound
field of the concert hall.

concert hall acoustics. Another technique, known as tetraphonic sound,
utilizes two microphones in the front
channels in a normal stereo configuration, and two microphones in
the rear, but they are farther apart
than in the quadraphonic technique,
usually no more than 15-18 feet from
the front mikes and normally in the
cardioid position. In playback, front
channels are normal, while about a

third of the room length from the
front wall, a "rear" speaker is placed
on each side and angled in toward the
listener. This gives a very realistic,
broad "proscenium" effect, and is
preferred by many people to the rear
ambience of quadraphonic sound.
The bother is that this type of speaker
placement is even more of a decor
problem than the "4 -square" approach and comes off poorly with the'
ladies, even when it is possible!
The Dynaco technique and the synthesizer functions of the QS and SQ
matrix systems are well-known methods of enhancing the reproduction of
stereo music. have also reported on
the excellent enhancement of acoustic perspective obtained by delaying
the front -channel stereo signals 14
and 16 milliseconds, through the UREI
Cooper Time Cube. Also the experiI

I

Creating the Illusion
Quadraphonic sound came into
being, basically,

as a

means of recrea -

I

I

I
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THE END OF
THE DOUBLE STANDARD.
OUR LEAST EXPENSIVE RECEIVER HAS THE SAME
LOW DISTORTION AS OUR MOST EXPENSIVE RECEIVER.
At Yamaha, we make all our

stereo receivers to

a

single

standard of excellence.

A consistently low inter modulation distortion of just
0.1%!

A figure you might expect
only from separate components. Maybe even from our
$850 receiver, the CR -1000.
But a figure you'll surely be
surprised to find in our $330
receiver, the CR -400.
So what's the catch?
There is no catch. Simply a

different philosophy. Where
high quality is spelled low

IM Distortion Comparison
YAMAHA
Brand "A" Brand "B" Brand "C"
.1%
CR-1000 .1%
.15%
.3%
.1%
.3%
.3%
CR-800
.5%
.1%
CR-600
.5%
.5%
.8%
.1%
1.0%
.9%
CR-400
1.0%
With most manufacturers, price determines quality. However, in
the above chart, you can see how Yamaha alone offers the same
quality (low distortion) throughout our entire line, regardless of
price.

on less and less distortion.

Particularly intermodulation (IM) distortion, the most
irritating to your ears. By virtually eliminating IM's brittle
dissonance, we've given back
to music what it's been missing.
A clear natural richness and
brilliant tonality that numbers
alone cannot describe. A new
purity in sound reproduction.

distortion.
You'll find Yamaha's single-

mindedness particularly gratifying when compared to the

amount of distortion other
manufacturers will tolerate
throughout their product lines.
(See chart.)

Particularly gratifying and
easily explained.
Less of what
irritates you most.
While other manufacturers

are mostly concerned with

more and more power,
Yamaha's engineers have

concentrated

A musical heritage.

Our seeming preoccupation
with low distortion, in general,
and the resulting low IM distortion, in particular, stems
from Yamaha's own unique
musical heritage.
Since 1887, Yamaha has been
making some of the finest musical instruments in the world.
Pianos, organs, guitars, woodwinds, and brass.
You might say we're music
people first.
With our musical instru-

ments, we've defined the

standard in the production of
fine sound. And now, with our
entire line of receivers and

other stereo components,
we've defined the standard of
its reproduction.

Four different receivers,
built to one standard.

Between our $330 CR-400
and our $850 CR -1000, we have
two other models.
The $460 CR-600 and the
$580 CR -800.
Since all are built with the

same high quality and the same
low distortion, you're probably
asking what's the difference.

The difference is, with

Yamaha, you only pay for the
power and features that you
need.
Unless you have the largest,
most inefficient speakers, plus
a second pair of the same playing simultaneously in the next
room, you probably won't need
the abundant power of our

International Corp., P.O. Box 6600, Buena Park, Calif. 90620
Check No. 33 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

top-of -the -line receivers.
Unless you're a true audiophile, some of the features on
our top-of -the-line receivers
might seem a bit like gilding the
lily. Selectable turnover tone
controls, variable FM muting,
two-position filters, even a special five -position tape monitor
selector.
However, you don't have to
pick one of Yamaha's most expensive receivers to get a full
complement of functional features as well as our own exclusive Auto Touch tuning and
ten -position variable loudness
control.

The End of the
Double Standard.
Just keep in mind that all
Yamaha stereo receivers, from
the most expensive to the least
expensive, have the same high
quality, the same low distor-

tion, the same superlative
tonality.
It's a demonstration of product integrity that no other
manufacturer can make. And,
an audio experience your local
Yamaha dealer will be delighted to introduce you to.

Audio ETC
Edward Tatnall Canby

NO DOUBT about it. The single

inventory "stereo/quadra-

phonic" disc now adopted by
British EMI (see last month's column)
points the reasonable way out for all
quadraphonic discs. One type of disc,
one release per catalogue item. No

more

stereo

separate

and

quadraphonic versions, denying the
very compatibility which the ads
promote.
do not mean
Note quickly that
one quadraphonic system. Not
I

that-not

yet. We can have

a

single

inventory, while the battle of the systems continues until consumers determine the outcome. Via single inventory, quadraphonic will follow the
course of every major technical innovation in disc history, each of which
has reverted to the classic single sales
"channel," one disc for all. Not merely after the LP, after the battle of the
speeds (each speed going its own way
and the 78 to oblivion), after stereo;
also earlier, around 1900, when an impasse of conflicting discs was resolved
via patent pooling into the combined
and soon standard lateral -eut acoustic
disc.
History says that specialized disc
types, no matter how good, tend to
lose out. The dead weight of financing
and sales is too much, even for a big
company. To be viable, any new system today must not only have that initial compatibility, but it must ultimately merge right into the old. And
that, soon! For our already elderly

quadraphonic, the time has definitely
come. Merge or die.
The new twist, of course, is that this
time there will remain two or three alternative quadraphonic systems offer -

ed from various sources, all extremely
compatible with stereo. And all within
the single inventory concept. Perfectly possible-let's take one thing at
a time. First, make the necessary sonic

compromises for combined stereo/quadraphonic, basically minor
ones in the long run, to my mind, and
this for each of the systems-then get
them all on the single inventory basis.
Domino theory, we can hope. Back to
the main stream and to simpler sales.
Then let the systems fight it out. Thus
if, say, EMI puts out a single release of
the Tchaikovsky's Fourth in SQ stereo/quadraphonic, maybe RCA will
put out Tchaikovsky's Fifth, also one
release, with CD-4-call it QuadraStereo. (Trade mark courtesy of
E.T.C.) Everybody who wants that Fifth
buys that record. There is no other.
Single inventory.

wisely understood (and CBS hasn't).
Mechanically/electrically, there are
no problems. Not so you'd ever notice them, anyhow.
A hundred million present styli and
their cartridges can't see any difference at all between stereo and matrix
four -channel. The four-way message
is, so to speak, in invisible ink. It isn't
there. Until you get your signal inside

one or another of the decoder/logic
circuits, the disc is literally a stereo
disc. This factor alone puts EMI's SQ
and, incidentally, all the other matrix
quadraphonic systems, on a very nice
inside track for the single inventory.
(QS, you will note, has been moving
in this direction for some time via
some of its labels.) So-for matrix,
only the aesthetic problems of stereo/quadraphonic compromise remain. And not much compromise
needed there, as
suggested last
month.
But if you do have problems in the
mechanical/electrical area, in the
production, in the playback especially, then you can forget the sonics and
aesthetics-your quadraphonic goose
is already half cooked.
I

Single Inventory, Double Quality
Each disc, whatever the system,
must-and this is the test-be good
enough in stereo to rate as the stereo
release of a given recording. Each
must also be good enough to be the
quadraphonic version. The compatibility that this requires covers a lot
of ground, and must exist on two distinct levels: the purely sonic or aesthetic (last month) and the mechanical/electrical. There is surprisingly
little overlap, when you come down
to it. The first has to do with recording
techniques and with playback sonics,
the second comes in between, in the
disc itself and its production and reproduction. Now without question
the matrix approach on the mechanical level lends itself ideally to the
single inventory disc, as EMI has so

Forecast for CD -4
Look, then, at the other main type
of quadraphonic disc sound, the CD -4
record or QuadraDisc. Can it in fact
turn QuadraStereo once again, and
this time for good? (RCA tried the
single inventory back at the beginning, bravely and much too soon.)
Well, yes. But the story is the same
old story. CD -4 just needs a bit more
time. Under its outward show, the
CD -4 system, as most of us know, has
been waging a marvelous engineering
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Creation of the new Calibration Standard
filled a need...the acceptance of
Stanton s 681 TRIPLE-E is unprecedented!

It was no accident!
The Recording Industry needed a new calibration standard
because it had been cutting discs with higher accuracy to achieve
greater definition and sound quality.
So, the engineers turned to Stanton for a cartridge of excellence
to serve as a primary calibration standard in recording system

check-outs.
The result: the new calibration standard, The Stanton 681
TRIPLE -E.
The rest is history!
Major recording studios adopted it ... as did many of the
smaller producers. Radio stations across the world put the 681
TRIPLE -E on a'I of their turntables, both for on -the -air broadcasting and for d sc-to-tape transfer.
And, audiophiles by their purchases have voted it the outstanding stereo cartridge available.
The Stanton 681 TRIPLE -E offers improved tracking at all fre-

quencies. It achieves perfectly flat frequency response beyond
20 kHz. Its ultra miniaturized stylus assembly has substantially
less mass than previously, yet it possesses even greater durability
than had been previoúsly thought possible to achieve.
Each 681 TRIPLE -E is guaranteed to meet its specifications
within exacting limits and each one boasts the most meaningful
warranty possible. An individually calibrated test result os packed
with each unit.
As Julian D. Hirsch of Hirsch -Houck Labs wrote in Popular
Electronics Magazine in April, 1975: "When we
used the cartridge to play the best records we
had through the best speaker systems at our
disposal, the results were spectacular"
Whether your usage involves recording,
broadcasting, or home entertainment, your
choice should be the choice of the professionals
... the STANTON 681 TRIPLE -E.

For further information, write: Stanton Magnetics, Inc., Terminal Drive Plainview, N.Y. 11803
Check No. 30 on Reader Ser'ice Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

battle against incredible odds, trying
to perfect an inherently difficult medium launched before it was ready
(like all the rest of the quadraphonic
systems). Progress has been astonishing, all things considered, and is
progressing. CD -4 is more alive than
ever. But this system, you understand,
was by far the most revolutionary in
the sense that it required the most
fundamental changes in our existing

home equipment, not to mention the
agonizingly long development behind the scenes at the professional
level after the original launching. The
matrix concept floundered and
struggled, too, but there the problems
were entirely in the aesthetic area,
matters of audible quadra-sonics.
Time! If only CD -4 could quietly
junk all its past and re -cut according
to its present advanced abilities, the
battle for compatibility would be already won, at least on the professional
level. But this isn't quite practical, as
things stand. It is foolish to overlook
or underplay CD -4's technical difficulties. Gets nobody anywhere, not
even RCA, which doesn't usually
mention them. Bert Whyte's soberly
optimistic and very detailed account
of present CD -4 technology at the pro
level, in the November Audio, seems

to me by its very optimism to give an
excellent picture of CD -4 history. Bert
enumerates each of those horrendous
difficulties we have heard about and
shows what has been done to meet
the challenge, that is, to produce a
disc which is genuinely compatible
with and equal to an equivalent in
stereo, not only in the hi-fi sound
quality but in that crucial element, the
length of play. When all those new
Whyte -described recordings get onto
the production line, the single inventory CD -4 disc should roll right off the
proverbial log. A single release, across
the board, and never two versions of
the same recording.
Beyond the professional comes the
home equipment. Right now that
equipment doesn't totally relish the
CD -4 disc and still can do it damage.
Those tiny ripples, the pair of FM modulated carrier signals at 30 kHz,
just have to be there, and they still get
rubbed down and damaged even
when you can't hear them (though a
damaged FM ripple can still carry a
good signal thanks to FM itself, which
doesn't hear the static). But the best
thing that CD -4 has done for us is to
promote a new generation of improved cartridges and styli, now
spreading through the audio field,

rhe best by far...
because Revox delivers what
all

which can indeed safely play the CD -4
disc-and play stereo better than before.
Time, again! would suppose, even
so, that most new equipment to be
bought this year, level for level, will
do only nominally low damage to the
improved CD -4 groove, which is
tougher than ever; and many hi-fi
owners will have the new styli and the
wider -range CD -4 -capable cartridges.
Ah, but what of the CD -4 sound
quality and the length of play? The
picture there is not to be glossed over,
since of necessity it includes the past
as well as Bert Whyte's optimistic
present. For all the hoopla, a good
many CD -4 discs have at best been indifferent in sound quality, the doctoring of the signal elaborate and often (in the past) only too audible, especially at the dangerous inner
grooves-where composers are loudest. Level, too, has been noticeably
low, which is actually more of an inconvenience (given good surfaces)
than a fault. Psychologically disappointing, without a doubt, and a high
level is the opposite, as the pop
people know. But the most difficult
(past) problem, a compound of all the
others, is the length of play. If Bert is
right, it has been solved-the CD -4
can match any old stereo.
For instance, take Mahler, into
which RCA has boldly plunged-the
I

longest symphonies anywhere. Dual
inventory, of course. The Mahler First
and Fourth (Levine) appear each on a
single stereo disc, maximum length.
In the alternative QuadraDisc version,
the two symphonies are together in
one album-on three discs. That is the
extent of compromise recently required in order to "ensure," as the
British say, that an approximately
equal sound quality will apply to both
versions, and especially for the quadraphonic version played in stereo on
two -channel equipment. You can't
build a single -inventory disc on that
basis-though, to be sure, Mahler is
an extreme. You can't ever build it,
whatever the length of play, until you

the rest only promise.

can guarantee that your quadraphonic disc is going to sound just as
good in stereo as a plain stereo disc,
minus those groove ripples.
I'd say in all soberness that maybe as
of just this minute the CD -4 disc can't
quite make it, across the board, over
into the single inventory. But it surely
will, very soon. A little more time,
please. When CD -4 does just that, it
will have it made. gotta believe, and
so do you.
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The aesthetics

of stereo/

quadraphonic in terms of CD -4 vs.
matrix? A juicy subject, and I'll be
right back, next month.
26
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TU -7700

and AU -7700

Great power and high sensitivity. That's what puts the Sansui
AU -7700 and the matching TU -7700 in a class
by itself. And that's what you want from your integrated amplifier and your tuner.
They make an ideal marriage for your pleasure.
The AU -7700 at 5400.00* delivers 55 watts per channel, minimum RMS into 8 ohm load from 20Hz
to 20 kHz with no more than 0.1% total harmonic distortion. For picking up even the weakest signals
with the greatest clarity, the TU -7700 at $330.00* offers 1.8µ v sensitivity with better than 80dB selectivity.
See the wide range of class mates, eight ntegrated amplifiers and four matching tuners,
that Sansui has to offer you at your nearest Sansui franchised dealer.
*The value shown is for informational purposes only. The actual resale price will be set by the individual Sansui

dealer at his option.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP
Gardena, California 90247 SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Tokyo, Japan
AUDIO EUROPE S.A., Antwerp, Bellgium In Canada: Electronic Distributors

Woodside, New York 11377
SANSUI

Check No. 24 on Reader Service Card
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Audio Cable Tester

Celestion Loudspeakers

?I

old Richard's Rhine

a

journey cculd have become had he
built his own mixers, 900 watt amps,

CABLE FAULT TESTER
-OVEN(e.) (9MCT. ego

octave equalizers, 24 inch woofers,
electronic crossovers, and home

a)

brew electrostatics. Zounds what
sounds!
Ask our Rhine maidens for details.

10)?

S!

Send for a free prospectus.
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quality. only U.S. publication devotì

Craig St.vl.
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"""WHAT"'""
CREATURE
CAN:
Make outer
musicians?

space

sounds for rock

Demonstrate principles of music &
acoustics for educators?
Create .pound effects for theatre
companies?
Provide rhythmic pulses and tones
for modern dance groups?
Be one of the neatest toys in the
world for an audiophile?

ppIA's GNOME,
of coursc!
The 1st Micro -Synthesizer...

under $50 in kit form.
FOR DETAILS AND PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE
GNOME, AS WELL AS DOZENS OF OTHER
KITS FEATURING INNOVATION RATHER
WRITE TO US FOR A
THAN IMITATION,

FREE

Rola Celestion Ltd. of England has
long been known in Europe and in
Canada for its high quality speakers
and is now expanding its distribution
in the U.S. The UL8, shown here, is
typical of the new UL series and in-

which increases the effective
size of the enclosure, which is 23 in. H
x 11 in. W. x 9,4 in. D. Claimed response is 70-20,000 Hz ±3 dB. Power ive unit

handling

is

25 watts

continuous

rms,

50 watts peak music power. Sensitivity
is 12 V rms pink noise input for 96 dB
output at one meter. Air -core in-

ductors are used in the crossover networks for minimum distortion. Shipping weight is 271/2 lbs. Price, $249.50.

¡

Crossroads Audio Model MCT-4 is a
compact cable fault tester that provides quick testing for opens and
shorts in most common audio cables.
It tests all conductors simultaneously
in cables using three -pin and four -pin
Cannon microphone connectors, as
well as those with RCA phono plugs,
and two- and three -conductor phone
plugs. Shorts or opens are indicated
by LEDs on the front panel of the
MCT-4, which is priced at $89.95 plus
$1.00 postage and applicable sales tax.
Crossroads Audio, Inc., Box 19671,
Dallas, TX. 75219.
Check No. 83 on Reader Service Card

TEAC A-400 Cassette Deck

Check No. 81 on Reader Service Card

3M Cassette Edit/Repair Kit
Cassette -repairing or editing

has

been very tricky because it usually involves disassembly of the cassette

which has a number of very small
parts not easy to reassemble correctly.
This kit permits splicing/editing most
broken tapes without opening the
cassette shell (if the tape is still
hooked to the hubs). Six adhesive tipped polyester picks for retrieving
tape ends lost inside the cassette
housing and six pieces of 150 -mil
splicing tape, cut to correct length,
are included. For editing, a 5 -in. long
slot along one edge of the block holds
the tape securely for either 45° or 90°
cuts. One end of the kit is shaped to
drive the cassette hub manually.
Check No. 82 on Reader Service Card

CATALOG

Electronics, Dept.1-A
14359, Oklahoma City, OK 73114

dome tweeter for fre-

a

quencies above 200 Hz, an 8 -in. mid bass radiator, and an 8-in. ABR (auxiliary bass radiator). This last is a pass-
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Box
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Peterborough, N.
03458
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This front -loading cassette deck includes Dolby noise reduction and a
new d.c. servo -controlled motor said
to be unaffected by line voltage fluctuations. Fast Forward and Rewind are
controlled by one rotary lever switch
while Play and Record are handled by
a second rotary lever switch. In addition to the two volume -averaging methe unit has peak -indicating
LEDs. Also included are separate bias

ters,

and equalization switches and automatic stop. The A-400 is priced at
$329.50.
Check No. 84 on Reader Service Card
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The end of the war between
art and engineering.

'Console shown

is

optional.

There is performing and there is
engineering. Art and signal. Both
are important and both can suffer
when you have to do both. Especially
when your music and the machine
that records it are making heavy
demands on your concentration.

It also lets you punch in (and when
you punch in you're automatically
switched from sync to source).

Our new 1140 lets you focus more
on your music and worry less about
how it's getting there.

The 1140 has built-in bias with the
bias controls up front so you don't
have to tear the electronics apart
every time you change tapes. Plus a
200 kHz bias frequency for further
noise reduction and one of the few
heads around capable of erasing
those exotic new tormulaticns.

Take sync. The 1140's simplified

automatic sync control is a more
logical approach to the function
than anything you've used before.
It frees you from that "Where the
hell am I" frustration when you're
building tracks.

Sync level is the same as playback
level, too, in case you don't have a
third arm available for gain control.

spill tape handling, peak level
indicators and an optional floor standing console that makes the
1140 even easier to work with.

For all that and more the 1140
costs $1199.95, about 45Q more
than Teac's A3340S. But if you spend
that extra half -a -buck with us, you
can spend more time with your music.

DOKORDER

Then there's program memory,
motion -sensing circuitry for anti-

TEAC A3340S
DOKOI7DER 1140
Wow and Flutter 15 ips
0.04%
0.04%
Frequency Response at 15 ips
*-3 dB, 35-22K
dB, 30-23K
Signal -to -Noise Ratio
65 dB WTD
60 dB WTB
Front Panel Bias Controls
No
Yes
No
Built-in Test Generator
Yes
Mic/Line Mixing
Yes
No
Peak Indicator Lamps
No
Yes
Motion Sensor
No
Yes
Manufacturer's suggested retail price
$1199.50
$1199.95
Features and specifications as published by respective manufacturers in currently available literature.
Check No. 11 on Reader' Service Card
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5430 Rosecrans Avenue Lawndale, California 90260

The wall -installation un,f ínúi., ielonging to the author's
friends (top & lower -left), looks built in, yet can be easily
moved. Center doors conceal tuner and turntable when not
in use; false -front drawer at base hides the multiple a.c. outlets. Author's installation (lower -right) is as efficient, but
trickier to move to a new location.
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YOU'VE often glanced enviously at custom stereo installations while paging through audio or decorating magazines, perhaps you are also less than fully satisfied with the
present arrangement of your system, especially if it appears
as just so many black or gold anodized boxes stacked one
on top the other with electronic spaghetti tangled up
around them. You might be surprised, however, to discover
that a custom installation is neither so difficult nor so expensive to make as you may fear.
designed and built both installations pictured here with
absolutely no previous experience or training in carpentry
and woodwork. My own installation, the display panel built
into a closet doorway, cost under $30 (excluding tools),
which is less than most of the decorative cases manufacturers sell to dress up individual components. The other installation, a home -entertainment ensemble that made for a
close friend and his wife when they redecorated, was more
expensive, but still only a fraction of the cost of an equally
commodious store-bought ensemble like those sold by the
"custom" manufacturers.
No tools more complex than a screwdriver, a level, a 1/4 inch electric drill, and a light -duty sabre saw were required.
(My drill and sabre saw are both Black and Decker models,
costing under $10 each). needed the sabre saw to cut out
the holes for flush mounting; all the rest of the cutting was
done to my specifications by the lumber yard where purchased the wood (most lumber yards offer this service, provided you buy the wood from them and ask only for
straight, squared -off cuts).
The trick, of course, is to do all your designing, planning,
and measuring on paper before you order the wood or start
cutting. The first thing to do is to interview yourself. Exactly
what functions must the installation serve (merely to organize and display the equipment attractively, or to be a complete home -control and entertainment center, or just to
F
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hide the equipment when it isn't in
use)? You will have to make a thorough appraisal of the present state
and future development of your
sound system. Do you have the equipment you want to use for some time
to come or are additions and replacements imminent? What about four channel? Be fairly thorough but realistic in this appraisal, yet don't
cramp your system's possibilities for
expansion if your enthusiasms take
you in that direction.
You will also want to appraise your
living conditions, primarily to determine a location for the installation.
Probably you will want to install the
source and signal -amplification components in the same room as the
speakers. If this room is a multi -activity room, like a living room or a den,
you should select a location not inconveniently out of the way but also
try to avoid high -traffic areas. Chair side accessibility to controls is a nice
idea, but hardly practical if you regularly use your coffee and end tables
for serving snacks and drinks, or if
your children occasionally turn the
living room into a gymnasium.

Type of Installation
Deciding upon a location is, of
course, difficult without simulta-

neously considering what kind of installation is going to go there. Here
are three basic installation designs
that can, with some modification, be
accommodated to a broad variety of
listening rooms:
(1) A complete installation, that is,
an installation built right into the existing structure of the room. Any
closet or doorway of marginal utility
will do.
built mine into a large,
gloomy walk-in closet that had been
strategically ill -placed between the
living room and the kitchen. If you
own your home, you can build an installation right into a wall (though not
an exterior wall). Since this is an extreme measure, you should proceed
very cautiously, paying close attention
to what is on the other side of the wall
(a walk-in closet would be ideal) and
being fairly certain that you're committed to the present arrangement of
the furniture.
(2) The wall -ensemble, shown
here, became the focal point of the
living room and looks almost built-in.
It functions as a total audio-visual center, as a storage and display unit, and
as a general room -organizer. The construction itself is modular, breaking
down for easy portability into three
bottom units, three top units, and two
cabinets (one for components, the
I

This drawer from author's closet installation holds spare
wire, signal cables, tools, etc. (top two drawers were
removed for photo). Square lathing was used instead of
slides; drawers were made from 1 -in. A.D. plywood.

other for liquor). Usually it

is a

good

idea to keep speaker systems out of
the source- and signal -component

installation, because of potential
acoustic feedback and inadequate
spread between the speakers. This
rule was broken here, as the floors
were sturdy enough (a prerequisite
for any floor -standing installation),
the ensemble massive enough, and
the span wide enough that acoustic
feedback and insufficient speaker
separation weren't a problem.
(3) A free-standing column, about
six -feet high, two feet or more square,
one side of which serves as the display
panel for flush mounted components,
the other sides of which serve as

whatever you design them for
-shallow shelves to display knickknacks, plants, books, and so forth, or
bare sides for hanging pictures. This
design has many virtues, especially for
apartment dwellers, as there is no
need to mar walls to set it up, and it
solves the problem of rear -access to
the components. Simply cut a large
hole in the side of the column opposite the back of the components, and
when you're not using the hole to get
at the components, cover it with a
suitably large print, painting, or wall hanging.
Rear access to equipment is, of
course, the most vexing problem with
custom installations. If you have little
interest in equipment as such, and
your installation will be a "once only,
thank goodness that's done" affair,
then you shouldn't be overly concerned with designing in quick and
easy access. If, however, you enjoy
trying out the latest preamplifier or
tape deck, then you'll want to plan
something that won't involve wholesale destruction everytime you want
to patch in a new piece of equipment.
Apropos of which, you might want to
consider making up a patch panel for
this purpose. (That's going to be the
next addition to my installation).
You should be aware of two potential problems, which discovered almost too late when built the first of
these installations. Hum fields from
power supplies tend to be more potent and pervasive in the vertical than
in the horizontal plane. If components are to be in a stacked configuration, then you will want to know
in advance just how close they can be
to one another and you can check this
easily enough. Turn the volume control to a slightly higher setting than
you ever listen to music at, do the
same with the bass tone -control (you
might want to turn the treble all the
way down), then hold your turntable
I

I
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You make a tape with time and thought.

Carefully chosen selections recorded in
the sequence that most
pleases you. The musical
coherence and perception is yours a personal
expression. Àn1 when
the time is right to share
That experience with someone you care
for, having to stop and turn
the tape over can break the
mood you worked to create.
Interruptions like that don't
happen with the A-4300. You
can enjoy continuous music on both
sides of a tape with
the automatic reverse function. And
with automatic repeat, a favorite tape will playas long as
you Îike. Whether you want the music u p
front or n the background,
the A-4300 can
give, you solid
music for
the better
part of an

Check out the A-4300, and listen to it for as
long as you like. Just call (800) 447-4700'
for the name of your nearest TEAC retailer.
In Illinois, call (800) 322.4400.

The leader. Always has been.
TEAC Corporation of America
7733 Telegraph Road
Montebello, Ca. 90640
TEAC 1975

evening.`

when you don't want the music to stop
TEAC A-4300
Check No. 29 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

directly above the amplifier, and have
someone measure how close you can
lower it toward the amplifier until you
begin to hear hum that wasn't there
before. Next, leave the turntable in
place and repeat the test with the amplifier held above it. Do the same with
tape decks, if you have them.
Since you will have a ruler out,
measure each piece of equipment in
all dimensions. Be certain to do this
yourself rather than trust the measurements provided in owner's manuals and advertising literature, which
I've often found to be only approximate, and even when precise don't always account for protruding knobs,
jacks, and antennae, or the heads of
screws used to fasten the protective
case to the chassis.

What Goes Where
With your preliminary questions
answered, a general idea of what kind
of installation you would like and
where it is to be located, and your no hum distances and equipment dimensions in hand, you are ready to sit
down with pencil, paper, and ruler.
(1) Layout of components. No matter what kind of installation you de-

cide upon, you should let con-

venience and ease of operation determine the equipment layout. Look at

the kinds of knobs that are used for
controls. Note especially where their
indicator markings are placed (some
knobs, for example, are marked only
on the edge, not on the face, which
means that the component cannot be
placed above eye level, otherwise you
won't be able to tell the setting). Take
a good look at the placement of all
meters, tuning dials, and indicator
lights. As your installation will likely
be located several feet from your listening chair, there are doubtless some
things you'll want to know-volume
and tone control settings, whether the
system is on at all-without having to
get up and walk all the way over to the
installation. By all means, do some experimenting here, arranging your
components in various configurations
and at various heights to see where
they can be most conveniently operated.
Perhaps the best advice I can give
here is by way of explaining the rationale behind my own layout. I wanted the installation to be a control center, with each component placed for

upmost convenience of operation,
within, of course, the limitations imposed by location and available space.
The manual turntable, used for most
critical work, was placed at shoulder
height, for ease of sighting during

a turntable opening shows how the night light functions. In this installation, no discrete dust cover is
used, and an unused disc serves to keep dust off the platter.

This close-up of

cueing. The automatic unit was placed
lower, because it is automatic and is
not much used for dubbing. The tape
deck was placed highest, allowing the
meters and control settings to be seen
from anywhere in the room, and putting the knobs and joystick comfortably at arm's length-not too
have to
close, yet not so far that
stand on tip -toe to reach them.
The preamplifier was given a center
location because, with the power amplifier, it forms the heart of the system. The best reason, however, to
place this main control component
near the center of any configuration is
that it is the only component that will
be connected to every other component; thus a central location permits you to work within the lengths of
the signal cables provided (especially
important for turntables and tone put my amplifier up front
arms).
because often refer to the meters. If
your amplifier has none, or if you
don't use them, you can leave it off a
display altogether, tucking it out of
sight wherever you find most convenient.
have no tuner in my system. But an
ideal placement for one is at eye level,
where you can look directly at the
tuning dial. This was the placement
chosen for the receiver in the other
installation shown here.
(2) Turntables. In any display panel
there is no way you can flush mount a
turntable (or some, though comparatively few, tape decks). Instead,
you will have to cut a window into the
panel for access to the turntable. The
width of the window should be determined by the width of the turntable's
base. (If you own a changer and plan
to move up to a manual, you should
make this window wider than you
now need, as changers tend to be
more compact than most manuals.)
The vertical dimension of the window
should be at least ten inches for free
and easy operation of a manual or a
changer used in the manual mode
and 12 inches for a changer used in
the changer mode. More height is desirable if you can afford it.
To enclose a turntable window
when it is part of a display panel,
make a four-sided (top, back and
sides) plywood box and then set it,
unfastened, on the same shelf as the
turntable, its front edge pushed flush
against the back of the panel. The advantage to leaving it unfastened, at
least in my installation, is that when
I'm working behind the panel can
simply lift the box out of the way and
thus have access to the turntable from
both front and back.
I
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The servo system also drastically
reduced wo,vand flutter, tms
givin- you a chance tc heer what
33-173 rec rds sound like at
33-1;3. Qui -ea revolution_
But we haven't been sitt rg
on our laurels sir ce then.
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Overlooking the fact That the
PS -4750 is sc pretty wa cculd :sell
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In some installations you may not
have room to use the dust cover of
your turntable. In my small-town location, I've discovered that if a turntable is used at all frequently, a dust
cover doesn't need to do much of a
job of keeping dust off. Furthermore,
the only dust you really have to worry
about is dust on the platter itself, for

the prevention of which recommend
cutting out a platter cover from wood,
cardboard, or other stiff material.
keep a worn-out record on each platter when the turntables aren't in use.
Such a cover does a superior job of
keeping dust away where it counts,
and recommend the use of one even
if you do use the turntable's dust cover. A good cleaner is naturally best.
(3) Lighting. For most installations
ambient lighting from elsewhere in
the room will be sufficient for normal
I

I

I

semble. In order to achieve a finished
appearance, the receiver was framed
with a plexiglass escutcheon large
enough to cover the front opening of
the compartment.
(5) Structure, Support, and Shelving. In any kind of free-standing installation, you will probably have to
back at least some portions of the cabinets for sturdiness. At the same time,
recommend that you try to relieve a
display panel, if you are planning to
have one, of the burden of supporting
any equipment weight. There are two
good reasons for this. You can use
1/4 -in. thick plywood for the panel,
which will be the easiest in which to
cut out mounting holes with the calibre of sabre saw referred to earlier.
And if someday you have to cut a new
display panel, the job will be easier
and less expensive.
I

I

"Such projects are a challenge
and an education because you will meet
engaging problems and have to learn
new skills to solve them."
operation of your system, since meters and tuning dials are illuminated.
With turntables installed in hutches or
compartments, however, you probacut a
bly will need more lighting.
hole in the left-hand side (that is, the
side opposite the tonearm) of each
turntable hutch, fastened an extension cord into the hole, and plugged
in a "nite-lite," which provides
enough light to find selections on
discs yet its seven -watt bulb presents
no heat problems. Other ways to
tackle lighting are goose -neck and
spring -loaded lamps. However, watch
out for high -intensity types as they
radiate hum.
(4) Ventilation. Heretical as this is
no doubt going to sound, I've found
that in most installations where transistorized amplifiers are used, heat
build-up isn't a serious problem.
However, if heat -producing components are to be installed in extremely tight enclosures (say, with less
than two inches of space around the
top and sides), then you should install
a whisper fan. Too, since the FTC amp
power rule, many amps now have
their own fans. Other, or additional,
ways to provide ventilation is to cut
holes in portions of the compartment
that the component, when set in
place, will hide (the bottom, the bottom back), or to leave off the back of
the compartment altogether. This was
done with the receiver in the wall -en I

No matter what kind of installation
you design, the equipment itself will
probably rest on shelves or framing.
You have the option of making them
either adjustable or non-adjustable;
the former permits greater flexibility,
the latter greater sturdiness. Just how
much of a trade-off you can afford to
make between these will depend
upon such factors as the size, weight,
and number of components, and the
size of the installation itself. Small
cabinets should be sturdy enough
with just a back; larger cabinets will
benefit from a back and from shelves
or braces that are firmly fastened to
the sides. For shelves, sides, tops, and
bottoms, 3/4 -in. plywood is recommended. It comes in a number of
grades and finishes, and depending
on the styling you have in mind you
will have to select accordingly (for example, if you want a wood -stained appearance, you will have to buy a veneered plywood). The salesman at your
local lumber yard can advise you best
here and, as well, offer suggestions on
the exact shelving hardware you will
need. For backing, 1/4 -in. masonite is
ideal-easy to cut and inexpensive.
(6) Subsequent modifications. The
adaptive capacity of any custom installation is always going to be inherently limited. Your success in modifying it for later additions or replacements will be determined by how prescient and ingenious you were when

you first designed it. Try not to crowd
components too close together, for
example. Chances are if you replace,
say, your present preamplifier with a
newer model, the newer one is going
to be larger, so you will want to have
some room for enlarging the mounting hole. A more ticklish problem is
when the replacement component is
smaller than the original. The best way
to cope with this is to do what was
done to the receiver in the wall ensemble here: simply make an escutcheon that will frame the faceplate
and be large enough to cover the portions of the mounting hole that would
have shown. And come the day when
you have made so many replacements
or acquired so many additions, you
can just spent a rainy Saturday cutting
out a whole new display panel, which
will be easy and inexpensive if you
followed the advice already offered of
not making it support any weight as
such and of using 1/4-in. wood.
In many ways, the biggest obstacle
to a project like this is overcoming the
inertia required to get started. One of
the first things to do is go to a library,
take out some decorating and stereo
publications, and look at the custom

installations featured from time to

time. Then spend an afternoon
browsing through the home improvements section of a good, well -stocked
lumber yard. You will familiarize
yourself with the kinds of materials
available, find booklets that contain
lots of valuable construction and assembly tips, and be able to ask the
salesman questions (I've found they
are eager to help, and most of the
time their suggestions resulted, for
me, in less work and less expense.)
Beyond that, there's not much
more that can do to help you get
started.
found both projects to be
consistently engaging and equally a
challenge, an education, and a delight-a challenge because you will be
presented with a series of thoroughly
practical problems that you must
solve to meet a number of different
requirements, an education because
to solve the problems you will have to
I

I

master some skills and learn some

things that you probably didn't know
before and that you will find valuable
long after you've completed the
project, and a delight because when
finished, you will have an installation
that blends your equipment more
functionally and harmoniously into
the rest of the room, yet that showcases it when you want it to claim the
lion's share of attention. Surely no audiophile, professional or amateur,
could ask for anything more.
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Four questions
you must ask about any
multiple -play turntable.
Does it perform as well as any single -play turntable?

1

There are some who believe that a single -play
turntable is somehow inherently better than a
multiple -play unit. All right-the Z2000B is a
single -play turntable. Its capacity to function
as a multiple -play unit offers convenience with
no compromise of performance. The automatic mechanism which gently indexes the
arm, lifts it at the end of play, returns it to

2.Dots

the arm rest and shuts off the motor-is
completely disengaged during record play: A
2-position control sets the proper vertical
tracking angle for single or multiple play. The
Z2000B can truly be called the automated,
single -play turntable with multiple -play
capability.

it have belt -drive and variable speed?
Garrard engineers have attained remarkable
results by combining the world famous
Synchro-Lab motor and an inventive belt/idler
drive combination. A 5 lb., die-cast, dynamically balanced platter is rotated via a flexible
belt. Not only are the tiniest fluctuations of
speed smoothed out, but an extraordinary

pressive specifications achieved. A variable
speed control corrects out -of-pitch recordings
and an illuminated stroboscope provides
optical confirmation. The Z2000B combines
all of these elements to achieve the main goal
of Garrard engineering: superior performance
at reasonable cost.

-64dB rumble is only one example of the im -

3

Does it handle records gently?

4

Does it eliminate tracking error?

All responsible turntable manufacturers are
concerned with protecting your records. With
Garrard, it's an obsession. The Z2000B boasts
an array of features designed solely to prolong
the life of your records. In addition to the

both directions. The ingenious built-in automatic record counter keeps track of how many
LP sides the stylus has played. And unlike
some of the highest priced changers that support records only at the center hole, the
exclusive, articulated tonearm, it incorpo- Z2000B supports them at the hole and edge.
rates an exceptionally accurate magnetic anti - and the release mechanism operates at both
skating device. Cueing is viscous damped in points. Protection for your records indeed!

/¡

The grooves of a record are cut by a stylus
that travels in a straight line. Conventional
playback tonearms move in an arc. The difference between these two paths is called
"tracking error:' Simply stated, tracking error
launches a cycle of distortion and record wear.
In good design, the error is averaged over the
record so that distortion is minimal. But such

compromise was unacceptable in the Z2000B.
What Garrard engineers did about it was summed up by High Fidelity Magazine which
described the Zero Tracking Error Tonearm
as "...the best arm yet offered as an integral
part of an automatic player." The Z2000B is
the only automatic turntable in the world without tracking error.

The Garrard Z2000B. Yes.Yes.Yes.Yes.

For your free copy of the New Garrard Guide, write to Garrard. Division of Plessey
Consumer Products. Dept. C. 100 Commercial St., Plainview. New York 112103
Check No. 34 on Reader Service Card
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The Automatic Choice

New Pests

Intl

Ulanularulu

For Topers and Reseiveru
Leonard Feldman
the Institute of High Fidelity (IHF)
published its first definitive
standards for FM tuner measurements, the home entertainment industry has produced a new set of standards which takes into account the
tremendous advances which have occurred in the interim. The early 1958
standards (IHFM-T-100) pre -dated
stereo FM broadcasting by fully three
years, and so, quite naturally, the major difference between the old and
new standards is the latter's incorporation of a whole list of specifications
and measurements relating to stereo
FM performance. But calling for full
disclosure of stereo performance is
only one aspect of the new standard's
up -dating. We have already discussed
SEVENTEEN years after

the transition from voltage (or micro voltage) to less ambiguous power or
wattage as a means of specifying signal strengths delivered to the antenna
terminals of a tuner or receiver. (See

Audio, Dec., 1975, p. 47.)
It is of extreme significance that, for
the first time, three major industry associations have put their seal of approval on the new standards. In addition to the IHF, the other sponsors of
the newly adopted standards include
the EIA (Electronic Industries Association) and the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers). In
fact, the new standard, printed in a 35 page manual, bears a double identification number. It is designated as
IHF-T-200, 1975 by the IHF and STD 185 -1975 by the IEEE. Copies of the
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two tuners that have approximately
the same "usable sensitivity" but
widely different "50 -dB quieting sensitivities."
Fig.
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complete standard are available from
either organization at a cost of $6.00,
and the addresses are 489 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 for the IHF
E. 47th Street, New York, N.Y.
10017 for the IEEE.

and 345

One of the outstanding contributions to specification writing of the
older standard was the notion of "usable sensitivity." This specification
spelled out the signal strength required to produce a program output
level (at full modulation) which contained 3% combined noise and distortion. As the incoming signal applied to a tuner's antenna terminals
increases in intensity, both background noise and distortion at the
output of the tuner decrease-but not
necessarily at the same rate. Since
both constitute an "annoyance factor" added to the desired program
material, the idea of specifying that
signal strength which resulted in a diminution of both noise and THD taken together was a good one. What
was not good was the 3% criterion,
since today 3% of noise, distortion, or
a combination of both is hardly regarded today as "high fidelity." Yet, it
is this often -mentioned IHF sensitivity
figure which has dominated the list of
FM tuner and receiver specs, and it is
the one which most prospective purchasers use in judging competing
products.
While the new standard still includes this spec (calling it "usable sensitivity"), it has added a much more
important measurement -50 -dB quieting sensitivity. This spec represents
the number of microvolts (or, more
properly, the power in dBf) of signal
strength required to yield program
output from the tuner or receiver

AUDIO
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The AR-lOrr can do two important
things other speakers can't
The most important thing a speaker
system has to do is transmit what is
on the record to your ears without
altering it. The second most important thing is to do it anywhere.

An accurate speaker
The AR -10'r is able to transmit
the sound from a record to your
ears with greater accuracy than
any other speaker system. We
don't build speakers whose
sound an engineer, a marketing
director, or even a product committee thinks sound 'pleasant.'

The graphs below show energy response
from a single microphone position (or listening position) in one particular listening room.
a

pected from a high quality loudspeaker designed for 2n operation. However, moving
the speaker to a position on the floor, with its
back still against the wall (creating a' n solid
angle'), gives the results shown in Graph 2.
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Note that the average level of bass energy is
significantly increased with respect to that
of the high frequencies. Simply resetting the
AR -10 n's Woofer Environmental Control to
the 'n' position restores the proper balance,
as indicated in Graph 3.
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Graph 1 shows the performance of the
AR-10n when placed against one wall of
the room, in which position it is said to be
radiating into a '2n solid angle'. The balance of high- and low -frequency energy
represents the results that could be ex -

111111311111111111

a

'a

-N
6

,dt1

We do build speakers whose
accuracy is measurable. The final
result may, or may not, sound
'sizzling' or 'dim,' 'dull,' or 'brilliant.' It may not even sound
'realistic.' This will depend entirely on what counts most:
what's on the record.

The AR -107r is the latest result of
our 22 years of applying scientific
objectivity to the design of loudspeakers. It is as accurate a
speaker as we can make.

hire.+.....-

es

4

a

1.6

in

2. Accurate

But the AR-107r can be placed in a
corner, against a wall, or even in
the middle of a room and its
designed -in accuracy will not be
compromised. The AR-107r takes
care of the problem by means of a
single three -position switch that
'normalizes' performance in each
of the three basic positions. It is
no longer necessary to restrict the
speaker to one kind of room position for optimum results.
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t2S

6r

balance.

The AR -107r is an accurate
loudspeaker. And it's accurate
anywhere. There's never been a
speaker like it.
For a complete description of the
AR-107r send us the coupon

today.
Acoustic Research
10 American Drive

Norwood
Massachusetts 02062
Telephone: 617 769 4200

A

TELEDYNE COMPANY

Please send specs on the AR -10n
Please send a copy of the AR demo
record 'The Sound of Musical
Instruments' ($5 enclosed)
Name
Address

L
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Similarly, moving a conventional speaker
into the middle of a room will result in too little
bass energy. Resetting the WEC to its '4n'
position preserves the speaker's designed -

]S U

anywhere
Ordinarily the balance of highs to
lows changes as a speaker system
is moved from a corner to the
middle of a wall or to the middle
of the room. This is because room
position has a significant effect on
the bass energy radiated by a
loudspeaker, but very little effect
on the highs. It is primarily for
this reason that most speaker
manufacturers give very explicit
advice about where their speakers can and cannot be placed.

1.6

AU1J

tivity"

(1.7 µV or 10 dBf) may have
markedly different "50 dB quieting
sensitivities." Tuner "B" is obviously
superior to tuner "A" in this respect,
requiring only 3.0 AN (14.9 dBf) to produce 50 dB of quieting.

which is 50 dB greater in amplitude
than residual background noise. This
lower level of background noise
(compared with "3%" which is about
-30dB) is more typical of what can be
expected from reasonably good disc
recordings or tapes played on home
equipment and does qualify as hi-fi
reproduction.
Figure 1 shows how two tuners,
each having identical "usable sensi ADJACENT
CHANNEL

ALTERNATE
CHANNEL

o

Since the "50 dB quieting sensi-

tivity" measurement involves only residual noise, the standard requires
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Distortion Measurements
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this idealized i.f. response

could be achieved, adjacent and alternative channel selectivity would be
identical and "infinite."
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Unaltered Measurements
Aside from the new reference levels
of signal strength (45 dBf, where 100
µV was previously the reference; 65
dBf for measurements formerly made
at 1000 µV), the following publishable
specs remain, virtually the same as
they were in the old standards: Capture Ratio; Alternate Channel Selectivity; Ultimate Signal -to -Noise Ratio;
Frequency Response; IM Distortion;
AM Suppression; I.F., Image and
Spurious Response Rejection, and
Frequency Drift. More sophisticated
techniques for making these measurements are detailed in the standard
itself, but the basic idea of these disclosures remains the same.

lo
CO

that a statement regarding total harmonic distortion at this signal input
strength be made, in addition to the
distortion measurements made at the
more usual "strong signal" conditions
(formerly 1000 µV, now 65 dBf, which
corresponds to about 977 µV when using the 300 -ohm input terminals of a
tuner or receiver). Furthermore, THD
must now be stated for three audio
frequencies-100 Hz, 1 kHz and 6
kHz-instead of at 1 kHz alone, as was
formerly the practice.

100

200

300

400

kHz +

Fig. 3-In actual practice, adjacent
channel rejection will be far poorer
(fewer dB) than alternate channel re-

jection.

Adjacent Channel Selectivity
A new measurement included in
the standard is that of adjacent channel selectivity. The specification previously listed by most manufacturers
called "Selectivity" was, in reality, alternate channel selectivity. That is, it
was a measure (in dB) of a tuner or receiver's ability to reject signals spaced
400 kHz away (or two channel widths
removed) from the desired signal frequency. Selectivity (be it adjacent
channel or alternate channel) is largely a function of the band-pass characteristics of the i.f. section of the FM
tuner. If the ideal i.f. bandpass filter
could ever be designed, i.f. response
of a tuner or receiver designed for FM
reception would appear as shown in
Fig. 2 and would measure exactly 150
kHz in width. Then an adjacent or an
alternate channel signal would be attenuated by an "infinite" amount. In
the real world of physically realizable
designs, the i.f. response curve appears more like that shown in Fig. 3.
While this band-pass response still
shows excellent attenuation of the alternate channel (400 kHz removed
from center), here to an extent of
about 90 dB, attenuation of signals removed only 200 kHz in frequency
from the desired signal are attenuated
by a mere 20 dB or so. Therefore, as
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"The Sony TC -756 set
new records for performance
of home tape decks:'
(Stereo Review, Fbbruary, 1975)

Hirsch -Houck Laboratories further
noted, "The dynamic range, distortion,
flutter and frequency -response performance are so far beyond the limitations of conventional program material
that its virtues can hardly be

appreciated:'

The Sony TC -756-2 features a
closed loop dual capstan tape drive
system that reduces wow and flutter
a minimum of 0.03%,logic controlled
transport functions that permit the

to

feather -touch control buttons to be

operated in any sequence, at any time
without spilling or damaging tape; an
AC servo control capstan motor
and an eight -pole induction motor for

each of the two reels;

a record equal- three-head configuration; and symphase
ization selector switch for maximum recording that allows you to record FM
record and playback characteristics with matrix or SQ* 4-channel sources for
either normal or special tapes; mic playback through a decoder -equipped
attenuators that eliminate distor- 4-channel amplifier with virtually nontion caused by overdriving the micro- existent phase differences between
phone pre -amplifier stage when using channels.
sensitive condenser mics; tape/source
The Sony TC -756-2 is representmonitoring switches that allow instan- ative of the prestigious Sony 700 Series
taneous comparison of program source -the five best three -motor 101/2 -inch
to the actual recording; a mechanical reel home tape decks that Sony has
memory capability that allows the ever engineered. See the entire
machine to turn itself on and off auto- Sony 700 Series now at your nearest Superscope dealer starting at
matically for unattended recording.
In addition, the TC -756-2 offers 15 $699.99.
and 7%2 ips tape speeds; Ferrite &

Ferrite 2-track/2-channel stereo

SONrY® Brought to you by
SUPEßSCOPE.

*SQ is a trademark of CBS, Inc. © 1975 Superscope, Inc., 8150 Vineland Ave., Sun Valley, CA 91352. Prices and models subject to change
Yellow Pages for your nearest Superscope dealer.
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without notice. Consult the

J. E.

SUGDEN & CO. LTD.
AUDIO EQUIPMENT

OF BRITISH DESIGN

manufacturers begin to quote adjacent channel selectivity as required
by the new standard, don't be too
shocked if you see numbers as low as
20 dB

0.1 rzzc
AMPLIFIERS AND TUNERS
AS WELL AS LABCRATORY

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

by the QUALITY MINDED

for the QUALITY MINDED
WHY SETTLE
FOR ANYTHING ELSE?
FOR INFORMATION WRITE:

AUDIO IMPORTS
P.O. BOX 27345

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46227
Check No.

5

on Reader Service Card

or even worse.

Adjacent channel selectivity has
taken on new importance in recent
years for two reasons. First, the very
fact that tuners are more sensitive
than they used to be means that many
of them can pick up more distant signals, some of which may only be 200
kHz removed in frequency from the
strong, local station signal. (The FCC
tries to separate station frequencies
by 400 and even 800 kHz in given geographical locations, but when stations are many miles apart, the stations may be only one channel width
apart in frequency or may even occupy the same frequency.)
The second justification for mentioning adjacent channel selectivity
has to do with the very popularity of
FM in recent years. With so many stations on the air, it is much more likely
(especially in populated metropolitan
areas) that stations will be found
closer together on the FM dial than
they used to be. Improving adjacent
channel selectivity from 20 to 25 dB
may be more significant than the difference between two sets having alternate channel selectivities of 80 and
90 dB.

Required Stereo
Performance Disclosures

At.113fo""

Even before the advent of the new
standard, many manufacturers began
publishing some of the stereo per-

formance characteristics of their
products. It is no surprise to find statements of separation capability for

AUDIO
Custom designed Library Cases will
protect your magazine copies. These
files are rugged and made with a
rich Kivar cover. Shipped postage
paid. Prices: $7.50 each; 3 for $20;
6 for $37. Return the order form below with your payment.

library cases.
Please send me
Prices: $7.50 each; 3 for $20; 6 for
$37. My check or money order is
enclosed.
My Name

Company

Address
City

State

Mail to: Audio,

Zip
AU/1/76

401 N. Broad Street

tuners sold almost from the very first
days of stereo broadcasting. Channel
separation is, after all, what the public
associates most immediately with stereo. As anyone who has ever read our
tuner test reports knows, however,
separation is usually better at mid -audio frequencies (1 kHz or 400 Hz) than
at the frequency extremes, and now
manufacturers will have to tell us separation capability at 100 Hz, 1 kHz,
and 10 kHz if they wish to comply with
the requirements of the new standards.
Some tuner and receiver makers
have also seen fit to tell us about harmonic distortion present when the set
receives a stereo signal. Invariably, the
figure is always worse than for mono,
but again, most disclosures have involved the one mid -frequency, 1 kHz.
Now, as in the case of mono, distortion will have to be listed for audio
frequencies of 100 Hz, 1 kHz and 6

kHz. The 6 kHz mark was chosen as
the highest frequency at which THD
must be reported (in mono and stereo) because the harmonics of much
higher audio frequencies would fall
outside the FM audio pass -band and
THD information at such frequencies
would be meaningless.
But more important than THD and
separation figures for stereo reception are the measurements that will
now have to be reported that duplicate all the sensitivity measurements
made for mono performance. In other words, "stereo usable sensitivity"
must now be listed, as must "stereo 50
dB quieting sensitivity," "distortion at
stereo 50 dB quieting sensitivity," and

"stereo signal-to-noise ratio at
dBf." As you might have guessed,

65

all

of these numbers are likely to be
"poorer" than those you are accustomed to seeing for mono performance. For example, while "usable sensitivity" may typically be about 2.0 µV
(11.2 dBf) in mono operation, it can
range from about 5 µV (19.4 dBf) to 10
or more µV (25.4 dBf) for stereo. Even
more surprising, most stereo tuners
do not reach the 50 -dB quieting point
until signals strengths of 30 µV (34.9
dBf) or more are applied to the antenna terminals. Small wonder that manufacturers were reluctant to talk
about these numbers before the standard was formalized and approved!
Whenever stereo signals are received and decoded by a tuner or receiver, frequencies of 19 kHz and 38
kHz are generated or amplified within
the circuits of the receiver. While the
presence of such signal components
at the output of the tuner or receiver
would not be audible to humans, high
levels of these sub-carrier product signals have been known to affect the
quality of tape recordings made of FM

programs, since such high frequencies can "beat" with the tape
recorder's bias frequency to produce
audible tones and squeals in playback
of the resultant recording. The ability
of the tuner or receiver to attenuate
these super -audible frequencies will
be listed as "sub-carrier product ratio," in dB, and the higher the number the better. The same thing applies
to "SCA rejection ratio" which is the
ability of the tuner or receiver to suppress 67 -kHz products at the output of
the tuner section. This 67 kHz is often
used as an additional FM modulated
sub -carrier to transmit over the main
FM carrier private point-to-point
communications, such as background
music, special news services, and the
like. ,While such programming cannot
be heard on conventional tuners or

Philadelphia, Pa. 19108

L

Allow four weeks for delivery.
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BEEN
DISSATISFIED
IN THE PAST?
HERE'S A
PRESENT
F RO/Vi

THE
FUTURE.
This is our Criterion 2005 Heil Air -Motion
Transformer Speaker System.
Incredible purity, astonishing clarity and
definition are achieved through the use of the
Heil Air -Motion Transformer Tweeter. Tastefully encased in a simple, uncluttered column,
the 2005's "corona field" Heil Air -Motion
Transformer reveals every important characteristic that the ear has been longing to hear.
The 2005 offers outstanding dispersion to the
highest frequencies, essentially flat response
to beyond 22,000 Hz and complete freedom
from fatigue producing distortion. The 2005
has a continuously variable control allowing
infinite high frequency adjustment to balance
with the acoustics of any room. Advanced
engineering, outstanding performance and
uncluttered styling. You'll find them all in the
2005. And you'll find the 2005 in any of our
coast -to -coast electronic shopping centers
and associated stores.

19995
ELECTRONICALLY SPEAKING,
BETTER THAN

WHO KNOWS

Lafayette
RADIO

© LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 1975
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

ELECTRONICSSHOPPING

CENTERS

Check No. 16 on Reader Service Card
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Fig. 4 -New quieting and THD curves
can be calibrated linearily along both
axes, simplifying interpretation.

Table

I

-New

required specifications for tuners, and sample results of three

classes of product.
SPECIFICATION (UNIT OF MEASURE)

MODERATE

Mono/Stereo
Usable Sensitivity (dBf)
50 dB

Quieting Sens. (dBf)

S/N Ratio 65 dBf (977µV) (dB)
Muting Threshold (dBf)

19.4/31.4
(5µV)/(20µV)
34.9/40.95
(30µV)/(60µV)

60/50

30/-

GOOD
Mono/Stereo

SUPER

11.2/19.4

10.0/14.9
(1.7µV)/(3.0µV)
11.2/34.93
(2.0µV)/(30µV)

(21.4.V)/(5µV)

19.4/39.4
(51.4V)/(50µV)
70 60

/

5/-

Mono/Stereo

75/70

3/

-

(may be variable)

Frequency Response, 30Hz-15kHz
THD @ 50 dB Quieting (%)
100 Hz;
1 kHz:
6 kHz:
IM Distortion (%)
Capture Ratio (dB)
Adj. Chan. Selectivity (dB)
Alt. Chan. Selectivity (dB)
Spurious Response Ratio (dB)
Image Response Ratio (dB)
IF Response Ratio (dB)
AM Suppression Ratio (dB)
Frequency Drift (kHz)
Stereo Separation (dB)
100 Hz:
1 kHz:
10 kHz:
Subcarrier Product Ratio: (dB)

(-d B) 2 /3

1/1

0.2

1.0 /2.0

0.4/0.8

0.1

1.0/1.5

0.3
0.5
0.6

0.3

/

6.0
2.0 /5.0
3.0
10.0
50.0
2.5

/-/////40.0//60.0
55.0
50.0
50.0

-/20
-/25

-/25
-/45

/ 0.5
/ 2.0
/ 1.0

1.5/-

18/70/85

80
75
50
25

/////-

-/35
-/40
-/25
-/60

receivers (special sets are leased to
subscribers of such services), the
modulation of the 67 kHz can sometimes be heard as a sort of "swooshing" interference to regular stereo FM
programming, and the better the set,
the higher its rejection capability of
these SCA signals, measured in dB.

/0.5

/0.2
0.1/0.15
0.2/0.4

/ 0.5

1.0/-

//(no /////-

25.0
90.0
1

100.0
95.0
60.0

10.0

-/40
-/45
-/35
-/70

indicates that no published spec is required for this category,
in mono or in stereo, as indicated. (µV) readings in parentheses under dBf
readings correspond to equivalent "old" or "terminated" microvolts
referred to a 300-ohm antenna input circuit. New power figures (dBf) are
based upon "available power at antenna terminals" using "open circuit"
microvolts properly terminated with dummy antenna network to match
antenna terminal inpu~ impedance.

Notes:(-)

Simpler Graphs
Because all signal strengths are now
listed in dBf, graphic plots such as
those used in Audio's equipment reports relating to tuners and the tuner
sections of receivers will be easier to
interpret. Referring back to Fig. 1, you
will note that the signal strengths (in
microvolts) are plotted on log -type
graph paper. That is, the distance
from 1µV to 10 µV is the same as from
10 µV to 100 µV. Since the dB scale itself is a logarithmic progression, by labelling the horizontal axis in dB, the
divisions along the horizontal axis can
now be spaced linearly. A typical example is plotted in Fig. 4 and will
henceforth be used in all future test
reports of FM products. We will continue to add parenthetic notations
along the horizontal axis giving a few
spot values in microvolts (referred to
300 -ohm antenna inputs and based
upon the old standard) until our readers become accustomed to the new
dBf notations.
The other graphic presentation
which we use to describe FM performance -channel separation and

distortion versus audio frequency -remains unaltered since it is easi-

er to interpret when a logarithmic
horizontal axis is used, in which each

octave of the audio spectrum occupies the same horizontal axis distance.

A Typical Complete Disclosure
Table I summarizes all the specifications that the IHF has asked its members to publish for a complete disclosure of FM product performance.
(The standard itself lists a few others
which the IHF considers as less important, such as AFC correction factor,
AFC offset error, and minimum volume hum and noise.) As an aid in becoming acquainted with the new
specifications, we have listed "typi-

cal" results for three fictitious

tuners -a low priced one of modest
performance, a mid -price one of
good performance, and a super FM
tuner that represents near state-ofthe-art performance. Where applicable, we have listed equivalent (old)
microvolt values alongside the new,
preferred dBf readings.
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The impossible dream.

cello. The treble and tweeter panel designs were also critically matched to the
wavelength requirements of their respec-

Since 1871 electrostatic speakers
have been but a promise ; today
the Koss Model One has made
them a reality.

Unlike most ads, this ad wasn't
written for everybody. In truth, it was
meant for a very small number of discerning audio enthusiasts who have
dreamed an impossible dream about
electrostatic speakers. And who have
continually been disappointed.
For those who have dreamed the impossible, Koss has
developed a full -range electrostatic speaker that reproduces
the llowest to the highest octaves of music with an authority
never achieved in previous electrostatic speakers. Once
you°ve heard it, we think you'll agree. Until you do, let
us tell you why.

First, the Koss Model One isn't another hybrid. The
bandpass of 30 Hz to 250 Hz is reproduced by an electrostatic woofer that features over 19 sq. ft. of diaphragm
surface area. No other speaker, electrostatic or dynamic,
has ever reproduced the clarity and power of the lowest
audible octaves like the Koss Model One. Impossible? Just
listen to it.
Second, the Model One represents, to our knowledge,
the first 4 -way design ever offered in electrostatic speakers.
This design approach has allowed Koss to offer the world's
first electrostatic woofer capable of playing at concert hall
levels. In addition, a unique midrange
panel was designed specifically to avoid
the bigger -than -life spacial distortion
plaguing other large -panel speakers. In
other words, a violin sounds like it is
normal -size rather than as big as a

tive bandpasses. The resulting smoothness of response and uniform dispersion
of energy from top to bottom establishes
a new precedent in naturalness and
clarity of reproduced sound.
Third, a major design breakthrough
has been achieved in the Model One
crossover system. And we think it's a
uniquely patentable system. Instead of
the expected plurality of additional coils,
capacitors and resistors normally needed
to achieve a 4 -way crossover, the Model
One uses no other components than those needed to drive
the separate acoustic panels. In other wards, step-up transformers which provide the drive voltage to each of the four
bandpasses also function as the crossovers. This unique
transformer design eliminates the need for additional bu, ky,
expensive, distortion -producing components that, until now,
made a reasonably -priced but high performance full -range
electrostatic system impossible.
Fourth, another innovative design feature of the Model
One is the use of a frequency-sensitive attenuator that
protects the speaker from unwanted sub -sonic signals below
the 30 Hz level as well as potentially dangerous DC voltages
from the amplifier.
And fifth, there's a patented Auto -Charge Bias Supply
that eliminates the need for an AC cord. Imagine an electrostatic speaker system without the old "AC umbilical cord"!
Or for that matter, without the obvious electrical dangers.
If that isn't worth hearing, what is?
Your Audio Specialist will be happy
to show you the fulfillment of the electrostatic promise. We don't think you'll
be disappointed in what you hear. Nor in
what you buy. But then, the Koss
Model One isn't for everybody.
®Koss Corporation

the fulfillment of the electrostatic promise

I'DBSModeI One electrostatic speaker
KOSS CORPORATION, 4129 N. Port Washington Ave., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212

Koss International/London, Milan, Dublin, Paris, Frankfurt

Check No. 15 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Koss

Limited/Ontario

Directory Addenda -II
GTE Sylvania
700 Ellicott St.

Batavia, N.Y. 14020

Harman-Kardon

Infinity's Model 500 DSP basic amplifier was misprinted as a tube type in
the October Directory. It is, in fact, a
Class -D, digital signal processing
switching amplifier, using micro -electronic aerospace circuitry.

Ames Court
Plainview, N.Y. 11803
55

Kustom Acoustics
6606 W. Irving Park Rd.
Chicago, III. 60634

White Electronics
P.O. Box 86
Roselle, III. 60172

White Bicentential
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quadraphonic
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Equipment Profiles
Lux Model T-310
AM/FM Stereo Tuner

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
FM Section
IHF Sensitivity: 2.2 µV. Sensitivity for 50 dB S/N: 2.2 µV.
S/N: 75 dB. THD: Mono, 0.1%; Stereo, 0.12%. Selectivity: 70
dB. I.F. Rejection: 99 dB. Image Rejection: 90 dB. Spurious
Rejection: 95 dB. AM Suppression: 55 dB. Capture Ratio: 1.5
dB. Stereo Separation: 1 kHz, 45 dB; 100 Hz to 10 kHz, 30 dB.
Muting Threshold: 5µV, variable. Stereo Threshold: 5µV.
Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 15,000 Hz, +0.2, -1.5 dB.
AM Section
IHF Sensitivity: 14 µV. S/N: 50 dB. I.F. Rejection: 85 dB.
Image Rejection: 80 dB. THD: 0.5%.
Dolby and Output Characteristics
Output Level: 1.8 V for 1100% modulation. "0" Dolby Level: 900 mV. AM Output Level: 1.5 volts for 100% modulation. Dolby Tape Play THD: Less than 0.1% from 20 Hz to
20 kHz, at 0 Dolby level. Dolby Tape Play S/N: 80 dB.
General Specifications
Dimensions: 19 in. W by in. H by 11 in. D. Weight: 20 lbs.
Suggested Retail Price: $595.00.
Having visited Japan on several occasions, can attest to
the popularity of Lux Corp. products with Japanese audio
enthusiasts. The better audio shops which visited invariably
used a Lux amplifier as a "standard of comparison" or for
playing special program material which they wanted to
demonstrate. Some years ago, Lux teamed up with an American -based company and attempted to distribute a special
E+

I

line of products intended for the more general audio market (as opposed to the top -performing and top -priced units
the company sells in its own domestic market, as well as in
Europe and Asia). More recently, Lux formed an American
company, which is called Lux Audio of America, Ltd., and
the Model T-310 is the first product we have had a chance to
measure and test from this new company. As we understand
it, the new company plans to market the very same products
which are so acclaimed in Lux's home market (except for
modification to U.S. voltages and frequencies used in FM).
Based on our measurements and use of this first product, we
expect that Lux audio equipment will become as highly regarded in this country as it is in Japan.
The Lux T-310 tuner, like all of the company's components, comes complete in a rosewood cabinet which
compliments the rich looking, bronze-gold colored front
panel beautifully. A large dial at the right of the panel has a
linearly calibrated FM dial, and AM dial scale, and an illuminated dial pointer. Below the scales and to the left are a signal -strength meter (which also doubles as a calibrating meter for the Dolby noise reduction circuitry that's built in) and
a center -of -channel FM tuning meter. At the right are two
jewel -lights which tell the user whether AM or FM has been
selected and at the extreme right of the dial scales is a stereo
indicator light in the form of an inverted candelabra. A massive tuning knob is coupled to an effective flywheel at the
lower right of the panel.
The left section of the panel includes a push-button power on/off switch, a selector switch, three three -position
toggle switches, and a pair of momentary push button
switches. The selector switch has positions for AM,
FM/Stereo, stereo -only, and mono. The first of the three
toggle levers selects variable or fixed interstation muting or
turns off the muting entirely. Interestingly, this is the first
tuner we have encountered which also provides interstation
muting on AM. The second lever introduces a noise -filter
circuit for either AM or FM, while the last lever switch is

I
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-

es" -er..:..,-..
Fig.

1-Rear panel.

Fig.

2-Interior view.
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used to selectively decode Dolbyized FM broadcasts or to
make the entire Dolby circuitry available for use with tape
recorders in recording and playback.
The rear panel of the T-310, shown in Fig. 1, resembles a
preamplifier more than a tuner, and, in fact, in many ways
this unit offers control features ordinarily found only in separate control preamplifiers. For example, there are fixed and
variable main -output jacks (the latter controlled by an output level control on the rear panel), dual pairs of tape -playback jacks intended for connection to tape -deck outputs
and to the monitor jacks of an integrated amplifier, record out jacks, and a four-channel detector output jack. Left and
right Dolby calibration potentiometers are also accessible
from the rear panel, as are threshold controls for both the
AM and FM muting circuits. A de -emphasis switch selects 25

microsecond or 75 microsecond operation, the former value
required for properly receiving Dolbyized FM transmissions
in this country. Both the 300 -ohm antenna inputs and the
AM external antenna inputs are of the screw terminal type,
whereas the 75 -ohm FM antenna input is a co -axial connector. An antenna attenuator switch is also provided, for
use in case of strong -signal overload. There are also multi path indicator jacks for connection to the horizontal and
vertical inputs of an oscilloscope. A line fuse, a.c. receptacle,
and dial area brightness switch complete the rear panel layout. The built-in ferrite bar antenna is located inside the
chassis and is therefore non-adjustable.
Figure 2 is a close-up photo of the internal layout of the
chassis of the Lux T-310. Eight major circuit board modules
are used in the design, including the sealed FM front-end
which contains two dual -gate FETs (r.f. amplifier and mixer)
and a four gang variable capacitor. The i.f. section utilizes
four ICs and an input bi -polar transistor, plus a combination
of solid-state i.f. filters and conventional interstage transformers. Included in this module is the elaborate AM and
FM muting circuitry which not only senses signal strength
but also analyzes noise content as well as center -of -channel
tuning before turning on the audio signal when the mute
circuitry is utilized. This sophisticated muting circuit alone
uses 14 separate transistors. Stereo multiplex -decoding circuitry consists of a single IC followed by a low-pass filter to
attenuate sub-carrier output products. The AM module
consists of a separate r.f. amplifier stage (a 3 -gang variable
capacitor is used in this circuit) and three i.f. stages plus an
amplified AGC circuit. A total of seven transistors are used
in the AM section. Dolby circuitry is similar to that found in
other, separate Dolby add-on units and is, of course, included under a licensing agreement from Dolby laboratories.
Lux elected to use discrete components as opposed to the
"chips" which are now available for that purpose. A power supply module, incorporating four transistors and two FETs
for regulation, completes the circuit layout. Major components are clearly identified on each module, and workmanship and layout are such as to make servicing easy. Interwiring between major modules is neatly harnessed and
dressed, and all modules seemed mechanically well anchored and impervious to damage from shipping or other
rough handling.

Laboratory Measurements

monoand 0.06% in stereo at mid frequencies, as shown in
the graphic plots of Fig. 3. The 50 -dB quieting mark in mono
occurred at an input signal strength of only 2.0 microvolts
(as against 2.2 µV claimed). IHF sensitivity measured exactly
1.7 µV as claimed. This corresponds to exactly 10 dBf, using
the newly approved IHF standards which measure signal
strength in terms of power rather than voltage. Ultimate
quieting in stereo was an impressive 72 dB, and approximately 30 µV was required to reach that stereo quieting (35
dBf).
The standard calibration of our graph in Fig. 4 (with respect to percentages of distortion) was just not sufficiently
expanded to permit accurate plotting of THD over the audio
range in mono and stereo. Specifically, mono THD was well
below 0.1% from 30 Hz to 10 kHz. Stereo THD readings hovered around the 0.06% mark from 30 Hz to 4 kHz, increasing
to 0.5% at 10 kHz, still unusually low. Best stereo separation
of 48 dB was observed for a 400 Hz signal, and separation decreased to 38 dB at 50 Hz and to 31 dB at 10 kHz-well within
published claims.
Lux's conservatism extends to some of the "lesser" FM
specs as well. We measured a capture ratio of 1.2 dB, as opposed to the 1.5 dB claimed, and alternate channel selectivity turned out to be 76 dB as against 70 dB claimed. All rejection figures (image, i.f. and spurious) were in excess of 95
dB. Muting threshold was at 5µV in the fixed position of the
muting switch, and it was variable from 3µV to 30 µV when
the front panel switch was moved to variable mute. Stereo
threshold (switching) occurred at an input signal strength of
4 µV (17.2 dBf) and was positive and instantaneous with no
semi -stereo condition apparent.
We made just a few measurements of AM performance
and obtained results that were entirely consistent with published claims, with the exception of distortion which bettered spec at 0.4% for 30% modulation.
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Using our FM generator, we determined that "0" dB Dolby level (as read on the dual-purpose front panel meter)
corresponded to an FM modulation level of around 45% in
mono and around 40% in stereo (allowing for the 19 kHz pi-

lot).

Listening and Use Tests
The Lux T-310 will really display

its merits if you are fortunate enough to live in an area where some stations continue to practice good signal transmission and we were able
to detect the tuner's superior noise -quieting characteristics
and excellent sensitivity even in our listening tests, since
these qualities are not dependent upon station studio practice. Proper de -emphasis and unerring frequency response
were also quite evident-though it was clear from our listening tests that not all stations even take the pains to worry
about these important parameters at the broadcast end.
From a functional point of view, the Lux T-310 is a wonderful
tuner to use. The AM muting feature has to be heard to be
believed. And, of course, if you own any kind of tape equipment (open reel or cassette) that lacks Dolby noise reduction, you pick up in the T-310 an "accessory" that generally

sells for more than $100.00 when bought separately. In that
connection, it should be noted that if the Dolby feature is
not something you require (because you already own an

outboard Dolby unit), another version of this tuner is available from Lux. The Model T-300 performs exactly the way
the T-310 does, we are told, but does not include the Dolby
feature and sells for $100.00 less than the T-310.
Since test reports are generally expected to come up with
at least one criticism, we searched and searched and finally
came up with one. The unit tested has the de -emphasis
switch on the back of the unit, a mildly awkward place
to get to in some installations, but the folks at Lux
tell us that production has already been changed so that
de -emphasis is automatically switched when the front
panel switch is changed from FM to FM -Dolby. Properly
chastened, we were (and are) ready to admit that Lux's first
tuner entry in the U.S. market is a stunningly executed product that should appeal to the FM buff who seeks the finest
FM reception available and has good enough broadcasters
in his area to justify its incorporation into a top component
Leonard Feldman
system for home listening.
Check No. 71 on Reader Service Card

Dual 601 Turntable

trol on the left is a rotary lever type, but at the shaft end is a
small concentric knob which controls the pitch-in other
words, a fine speed adjustment. This does not use an eddy
current wheel or tapered spindle but it actually expands or
contracts the drive spindle. Engineers who use lathes or coil
winders are familiar with this concept, but as far as I know,
the 601 is the only turntable to make use of it.
On the right is another rotary lever for Start-Stop and to
the right of that is a small control for single -play or repeat.
Behind it is the cue lever, and further to the rear is the anti skating control which is calibrated for conical, elliptical or
CD -4 styli. The tonearm is 8-3/4 in. long, and the counterweight is elastically damped to reduce the possible effects
of arm resonances. A four -point gimbel suspension is used,
and the rotary dial of the stylus force gauge is calibrated
from 0 to 3 grams. (Many years ago, I designed a phono cartridge and its weight was four ounces. The stylus was made of

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Speeds: 33-1/3 and 45 rpm_ Wow & Flutter: Less than 0.06%
DIN B. Rumble: -63 dB, weighted. Variable Speed Range:
±3%. Dimensions: 12-1/2 in. W x 14-3/4 in. D x 4-1/2 in. H,
less cover. Price: Less than $270.00.
Dual must be one of the oldest companies in the audio
business, in fact they celebrate their 75th anniversary this
year! The first Dual turntable appeared back in 1926 and curiously enough, it used dual motors, one a.c. powered and
the other clockwork. Both could operate the turntable and
the choice was up to the user. At that time, twin operation
was not uncommon but usually the two motors were clockwork or an a.c. motor might be employed to wind up the
spring-a method preferred by many broadcast stations because of hum problems!
The Dual line of automatic record changers have long
been noted for exceptionally fine workmanship and outstanding performance. Recently two single -play models
were introduced, the Models 601 and 701, the latter being a
direct -drive unit costing $400. Model 601 is similar in many
respects, but it has a belt drive and a slightly different tone
arm. Styling is neat and attractive in charcoal black and silver
with a highly polished tonearm, and it comes complete with
a walnut finish base and hinged, plastic dust cover. Although the 601 looks fairly conventional, it has some rather
unusual features. For example, the two-position speed con-

steel and held by

a set screw that probably weighed more
hundred modern styli!) The cartridge holder of the
601 has a quick release lever and an alignment gauge is supplied-a most important item. The motor is an eight -pole
synchronous type, and a belt links it to a flywheel beneath
the platter itself. The platter is a 12 -in. aluminum casting,
weighing 4-1/2 lbs, and is dynamically balanced. Speed indication is given by a strobe, which is located in a window to
the left of the Start switch.

than

a

Measurements
The cartridge used for the tests was a Shure V-15 Mk Ill,
and no difficulty was experienced in mounting it in the shell

with the hardware supplied. (Nothing is more infuriating
than finding out that the screws supplied with a cartridge
holder are a sixteenth of an inch too short! Have you ever
tried buying these tiny screws?) The first measurements
were for wow and flutter, and the combined figure came
out at less than 0.05% using the DIN standard. Rumble was
also extremely low at -65 dB (ARLL weighting). Tracking error is quoted as less than 0.3 degrees per inch and this was
confirmed. The stylus force gauge was found to be remarkably accurate, with deviations less than 5% above one gram.
Vertical and lateral arm bearing friction was insignificant,
the figures specified being only 7 and 15 milligrams. Arm resonance, with the Shure cartridge, was low in amplitude
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Celestion
loudspeaker

specialists

NewCelestion UL6. Compact enclosure provides
35 Hz -28 kHz overall res
ponse ±3.5 db 80 Hz-20
kHz. Power handling 20
watts continuous RMS
sine wave. Can be used
with amplifiers up to
watts RMS per channel.
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New Celestion UL8. Overall res
ponse 30 Hz-28 kHz; ± 3 db
Hz 20 kHz. Power handling 25
watts continuous RMS sine
wave. Can be used with amplifiers up to 100 watts RMS per

channel.

i
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New Celestion UL10. Overall
response 20 Hz -40 kHz; ± 2 db
40 Hz -20 kHz. Power handling
50 watts continuous RMS sine
wave. Can be used with amplifiers up to 200 watts RMS per
channel.
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New Celestion Ditton 33. Overall
response 40 Hz 28 kHz; ±3 db
60 Hz-20 kHz. Power handling
33 watts DIN continuous.
DITTON

-

ià

Ditton 44 Monitor. Power handling 44 watts DIN continuous. "It
could take 100 watts (at 300 Hz
on a steady-state basis) to
produce an output of 106 db,
and a power pulse of 486.5 watts
(973 watts peak) to yield an
output
116
These figures
attest to bothdb the xD
robustness and to its excellent
dynamic range
" -High
Fidelity, June 1973.
DITTON

44

Ditton 66 Studio Monitor is top of
Celestion Ditton Series and has
received rave reviews worldwide.
Appointed "Reference Standard"
by "Revue du Son" of France.
Features 16 Hz -40 kHz overall
response, ultra -low distortion,
high efficiency. Power handling
80 watts DIN continuous.
DITTON

66

.

.

.

Also available: Ditton 15 "Bookshelf Classic"
Ditton 25 floor standing luxury loudspeaker
The following quality drivers, used in the 8 models listed above, were totally researched, designed, and built by

Celestion-Britain's most experienced loudspeaker manufacturer.

pressure -dome supertweeter specified for B.B.C. monitors.

HF2000

3/4"

HD1000

New 1" pressure -dome tweeter ensures extended treble response, excellent dispersion and complete freedom

from listener fatigue.
HD700

New 2" pressure -dome midrange unit.

MD500

2" soft -dome midrange unit covers 500 Hz-5kHz with very low distortion, exceptional dispersion. Extremely
powerful magnetic field ensures critical damping and high power handling.
New 5" midrange unit with low mass fibrous cone for outstanding transient response.
6" plasticized midrange unit in damped hermetically sealed transmission line.
UL bass units have .5" voicecoil, massive magnet system and specially treated Bextrene diaphragm. Ditton
bass units have specially plasticized fibrous cone to prevent resonances; neoprene roll front suspension permits
long linear axial movement for low distortion bass reproduction.
Auxiliary bass radiators ensure excellent bass response, raise sensitivity, and reduce distortion to negligible
limits.

MC5
MC6

BASS
UNITS

ABR's

1

Check No. 10 on Reader Service Card

Sole North American Distributors:
ROCELCO INC. 160 Ronald Dr. Montreal, Canada H4X 1M8 Phone[514] 489-6842
Los Angeles: (213) 985-5707 Chicago: (312) 381-4559 New York: (516) 938-4057
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with the maximum points at two frequencies -8 and 13 Hz, a
result of the decoupled counterbalance. The force required
to operate the arm return mechanism was very small and not
likely to bother the most fragile cartridge. Finally, the pitch
control was checked, and the range was found to be +3 and
-4% which is more than adequate for most purposes.

In -Use Test

Records can be played manually or automatically. In the
latter mode the control switch is turned to Start and the arm
will move to the record lead-in groove (if the selector switch
is set to 45, the arm will drop to the correct position for 7-in.
records). The alternative is to simply move the arm to the required position and then gently lower it with the cue lever-by which time the turntable will have reached its correct speed. The cue lever is well -damped and positive in operation with no side shifting-a pleasure to use. The whole
player unit is spring mounted to the base but the tension is
tighter than usual and acoustic feedback should not be a
problem. The special dual -compliance arm counter weight
helps a lot too, and it was surprising how much vibration
could shake the base before audible mistracking occurred.
Incidentally, the Shure V-15 tracked nicely down to 0.75
gram, but to be on the safe side the weight was increased to
just over 1 gram. The instruction manual contains a table
giving optimum settings of the anti -skating control for various tracking forces and styli, but didn't find the adjustment
that critical although it might be with CD -4 cartridges. The
connecting leads were unsuitable for CD -4 use, but I understand that special low -capacity types are available.
Summing up: The Dual 601 is unquestionably one of the
finest single -play turntables in its price range and it deserves
the best phono cartridge to go with it. What more is there to
George W. Tillett
say?
I

Fig.

1-View from beneath the

Dual 601.
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Advent Model 400 FM Radio

There are no technical specifications supplied with Advent's two-piece Model 400 FM Radio, and indeed, that's a
pity, since an unsophisticated shopper might mistake this
little system for "just another table radio," much as we did
when we first unpacked it. As we were soon to learn, this is
no ordinary radio and, though we started out to do a "quick
test" of its performance, we soon discovered that it merited
the full lab treatment we normally accord full-fledged, highfidelity component receivers.
In fact, the electronic module of the system, packaged in a
trim, matte -white plastic cabinet and fitted with a tastefully
screened aluminum front plate, is a complete monophonic
receiver that measures only 4-1/2 in. wide by 6-5/8 in. high
by 6 in. deep. Its rear panel, not visible in the system photo,
is equipped with antenna terminals for connection of a 300 ohm outdoor antenna (a single length of wire is supplied for
use in strong -signal areas), rugged red and black spring loaded speaker terminals (which accept the stripped ends of
the 40 -ft. speaker cable supplied), a tuner output jack (for
connection to a tape deck's input or the input of any conventional audio component system), and an AUX input for
connection of any other high level program source such as
the output of a tape deck. A slide switch on the rear panel
selects internal tuner signals or external AUX program
source. About the only thing the little receiver lacks to qualify as a full receiver component is facilities for amplifying the

output of a magnetic cartridge. Of course, any inexpensive
preamp could be added to take care of that extra gain and
equalization needed. The little system is, of course, monophonic. Advent suggests that it would make an ideal addition for dorms, stores, eating places, and in homes where its
most important purpose is to provide those accustomed to
superior sound reproduction with a convenient means of
having music wherever they want it.
While it is not obvious from the photo, the tuning dial of
the Advent is a vernier type. That is, it takes three full turns
of the black portion of the tuning knob for the inscribed
line on the silver outer ring to span the range from 88 MHz
to 108 MHz. This affords sufficient fine tuning ability and,
unlike most "table radios," there are calibration marks for
every MHz of the FM band. Other front -panel controls include a volume control (which turns off the set in its most
counterclockwise position) and bass and treble controls.
About the only thing we would have liked to see added is
some visual indication that the set is turned On, as there is
no pilot lamp on the front panel.
Those familiar with the Advent "Large" speaker and the
Advent "Small" speaker might well dub the speaker supplied with the Model 400 the Advent "Tiny" speaker, since,
except for its size (6-5/8 in. high by 11 in. wide by 6 in.
deep), it follows traditional speaker designs practiced by
that firm. It is a true "acoustic suspension" sealed enclosure
containing a single long -throw, 4-1/2 in. driver, plus a specially designed LCR network which, according to Advent,
shapes or contours the speaker's response to achieve "satis-

fying tonal balance on a wide range of source material under a wide variety of listening conditions." Note, too, that
the height and depth of the speaker are the same as those of
the receiver portion so that the two modules can be butted
together or separated up to the limit of the speaker cable
supplied. The back of the speaker contains an arrangement
for storing excess speaker wire lengths if the two units are
separated by less than the 40 ft. permitted by the cable supplied.
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High praise forADC MKII low mass cartridges.

"This cartridge ( ADC XLM MKII )
gave us some of the smoothest
and cleanest high -end results we have
heard from record reproduction.
Heavily recorded difficult musical
passages were handled with ease and
overall musical accuracy was maintained."

"Tracking ability at low and middle
frequencies was exceptional ... the high
level required half the tracking force
of most other cartridges ... one of
the best 2 -channel stereo cartridges
and better than most CD -4 types."
( ADC Super XLM MKII)

The Len Feldman Report
in FM Guide

Hi-Fi News and
Record Review

ADC XLM MKII cartridges embody principles found in no other
cartridges, as evidenced by our U.S. Patent. They feature a unique
"induced magnet" whereby the magnet is fixed and the magnetism
is induced into a tiny hollow soft -iron collar. This collar in turn
moves between the pole pieces thereby allowing for a major reduction in the mass of the moving system. This LOW MASS permits
the stylus to trace the most intricate modulations of the record
grooves with a feather -light tracking force-as low as 3/4 of a gram.
This results in super -linear pick up especially at the higher
frequencies of the audible spectrum, which other cartridges either
distort or fail to pick up at all. This low tracking force also assures
minimal erosion and a longer playing life for the records.
This family of LOW MASS Cartridges is offered with Shibata
type and elliptical diamond styli.
For detailed specifications, write ADC.

ADC

AUDIO DYNAMICS CORPORATION
A BSR

Company

New Milford. Conn. 06776

Check No. 4 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Receiver Circuitry
With the aid of a magnifying glass, we were able to examine the schematic diagram found on the underside of the receiver cabinet. Believe it or not, all three elements of the FM
front-end (r.f., oscillator, and mixer) use FETs. Interstage
transformers are used for i.f. tuning of the two IC stages,
which are followed by a detector -driver stage (bi -polar), a
ratio detector circuit, and one stage of audio amplification
ahead of the Tuner Out jack. A full negative -feedback (Baxandall) tone -control circuit is used for bass and treble controls, the output of which is fed to a differential amplifier
which serves as the first stage of the power amplifier section.
Liberal use is made of diode chains in series for biasing of
drivers

as

well

as

the complementary -symmetry, NPN-PNP

output stage, which is capacitively coupled to the speaker
output terminals. The power supply is transformer -isolated
and uses a bridge rectifier system for generation of the output stage voltage. Tuner voltage is regulated electronically
by a familiar transistor plus Zener diode arrangement. The
receiver is internally fused in the primary of the power supply transformer. All of this, mind you, plus the companion
speaker, at

a

suggested retail price of $125.00!

FM Performance Measurements
After but a few cursory measurements, we decided that
this little receiver deserved the full treatment, and so our
usual plot of quieting and distortion is shown in Fig. 1. Usable sensitivity measured 2.9 microvolts. This corresponds to
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new dBf figure of 14.64 dBf (0 dbF = 0.55 µV across 300
ohms. Henceforth, all our tuner test reports will include the
newly authorized dBf figures per the new IHF/IEEE/EIA
Tuner Standards). The 50 -dB quieting mark was achieved for
a signal strength of 10 µV (25.4 dBf). Maximum signal-tonoise ratio, obtained with a signal strength of 65 dBf (similar,
but not quite equal to the nominal 1000 µV measurements)
was 64 dB. Even more amazing was the monophonic THD
reading at the same signal strength which turned out to be
0.23% -not much more than we've measured for the very
best tuners and receivers on the market!
Nor did the distortion change radically at audio frequency
extremes, as can be seen in the plot of Fig. 2. Even at 10 kHz,
THD was well under 0.5%, reaching that figure at the limit of
the FM audio passband, 15 kHz.
a

Amplifier Measurements
Advent supplies no information as to the power output
capabilities of the Model 400 receiver, and indeed this information is a bit academic since the company has matched the
small speaker to the receiver so as to provide good sound
levels under typical listening conditions. Nevertheless, we
were curious and performed our usual amplifier measurements, via the AUX input. Based upon these measurements
we would rate the amplifier as having a power output of 4.0
watts at mid -frequencies, as shown in the curves of Fig. 3.
THD and IM reach a nominal 1.0% at an output of 4.6 watts.
At levels below 4.0 watts, THD is under 0.2%, while IM tapers off more gradually. While we expected the power band
to this little receiver to be rather limited, it isn't all that narrow. At a 2 -watt level, distortion remains under 0.5% all the
way down to 50 Hz, while at a 1 -watt listening level, distortion remains under 0.5% all the way to 30 Hz or so. There
would have been little point in extending power response
much further in view of the frequency response limitations
of the little speaker system supplied. In our subsequent listening tests, we judged the speaker as being able to produce
frequencies down to about 60 Hz with relatively low audible
distortion -quite a feat in itself for a 4-1/2 -in. driver. Distortion versus frequency for the power levels tested is
shown in the curves of Fig. 4.
Frequency response of the amplifier section is flat within 1
dB from 60 Hz to 30 kHz and within 3 dB from 47 Hz up to 37
kHz. Hum and noise, referred to full output at the AUX input jack, was measured at -63 dB, and residual hum and
noise at minimum volume settings was -68 dB. Tone control
range, plotted in Fig. 5, is typical of that obtained with this
popular feedback circuit.
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FM reception using the Advent Model 400 was generally
excellent, though we did measure dial calibration errors of
as great as 300 kHz at extremes of the band. When tuning
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LISTEN TO OUR DIRECT-DRIVE TURNTABLE.
YOU WON'T ONLY HEAR NOW ACCURATE IT IS.
YOU'LL SEE IT.

d

BiPtn Wit

Your valuable record collection deserves to be heard on the best equipment. And that includes
the best turntable.
The Toshiba deluxe Model SR -355 turntable has a built-in stroboscope that lets you see
just how accurate it is.
The SR -355 is a totally manual, direct drive unit. It's equipped with a DC servo -motor, an
S-shaped static -balanced tonearm with damped arm elevator, stylus force adjustment, and anti-skate
adjusting knob. The screw-in cartridge shell fits a universal mount. And the platter is made
of die-cast aluminum.
Its wow/flutter measurement is .04% and the two operating speeds
(331/2 and 45) have a 2% adjustment.
Sit back and enjoy your music on the Toshiba SR -355 turntable.
It may be the first time you really hear it.
The stroboscope offers
2% adjustment d the two operating speeds.

TOSHIBA

280 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017
Cartridge not included.

Toshiba America, Inc.
3727 West Olympic Blvd.. Los Angeles, Calif. 90019

Check No. 32 en Reader Service Card
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3225 East Carpenter Freeway, Irving, Texas 75060

from station to station, there is a bit of "raggedness" that occurs as one encounters the "edge" of a channel, which
made us appreciate the muting feature normally found on
component receivers but not available on this unit. Users
can keep volume settings low when tuning from station to
station if they are bothered by this. Once tuned in properly,
sound is clean and quite unlike anything you have ever
heard from a "table model" radio. We were rather aware of
the tonal contour of the speaker system, which is pleasant to
listen to but which, in our judgment, is not flat. While we
were not about to engage in lengthy speaker performance
measurements, we did a quick analysis of the response of
the speaker system, using a sound pressure level meter
placed just a few inches from the face of the speaker system

and applying different tones to the AUX input, referred to
100 dB SPL level at 1000 Hz. The results are shown in Fig. 6
and are intended only to depict the general character of the
speaker response and do not purport to provide absolute
level or amplitude measurements.
We must say again that the Advent Model 400 FM radio is
about the best sounding small unit we have ever heard. Despite having the speaker enclosure separated from the re-

ceiver section

(a

principle to which all of

us

devoted hi-fi

fans subscribe), the module pair is small enough to allow
one to bring this good sound into just about any size room,
no matter how cramped.
Leonard Feldman
Check No. 73 on Reader Service Card
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Micro -Acoustics QDC-le
Phono Cartridge

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Stylus: 0.0002 x 0.007 in. elliptical diamond. Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 20 kHz ± 2 dB. Tracking Force Range: 0.9 to
1 1 grams. Channel Separation: Nominally 30 dB at 1 kHz,
nominally 20 dB at 10 kHz. Output Voltage: 3 mV at
5cm/sec. peak recorded velocity. Load Recommendation:
47 kOhms. Price: $110.00. Also available as QDC-lq for CD 4, $120.00, and QDC-Is with spherical stylus, $100.00.
Although the electret principle is considered by many to
be of recent vintage, it actually is about 50 years old. The
electret principle, which in reality is dielectric absorption,
was developed by the Japanese scientist, Eguchi, in 1925.
Eguchi permitted melted mixtures of wax to harden in a
strong electric field and found that he had obtained dielec-

tric absorption which remained relatively undiminished
over a period of years. Thus, the electret is a permanently
polarized solid dielectric and the electrostatic analog of a
permanent magnet. Its application in audio did not come
until about 35 years later when scientists at Western Electric
improved the electret to the point that it would hold its polarized charge indefinitely, thus forming the basis for its first
audio application-the electret microphone.
The Micro -Acoustics QDC-le electret transducer is an al-

most perfect device for transforming mechanical vibrations
into analogous electrical signals (without the use of an external voltage source), whereby the output voltage is the exact analog of the mechanical vibrations. These vibrations are
coupled from the record groove by the stylus bar and resolver (the resolver is a mechanical device used to separate
the complex vibrations of the stylus into the left and right
components). The resolver, in turn, is in direct mechanical
contact with the left- and right -channel electret transducers, where varying pressure on the transducers generates electrical signals which are transmitted to the internal
resistive network at the cartridge output terminals. The resistive network converts the cartridge from an amplitude to
a velocity responding cartridge. Like all stereo cartridges, it
operates into the usual 47 kOhm load present at the phono
inputs of most preamplifiers. However, it will operate equally well across any load resistance, e.g., 100 kOhms. Any standard audio cables may be used between the cartridge and
phono input of the preamplifier inasmuch as the frequency
response of the Micro -Acoustics QDC-le is not affected by
the usual cable capacitance. The electret self -resonance
(mechanical) is above 40 kHz, well above the audio spectrum, and is damped by the special damping blocks inside
the cartridge. There is no electrical resonance present in an

electret cartridge.

Measurements
As is our practice, measurements are made on both channels, but only the left is reported. During the test period,
temperature was 70' F ± 1' and the relative humidity 60-64

per cent.
Before any measurements are made, the optimum tracking force is determined and ordinarily used throughout
evaluation. However, this was not the case with the Micro Acoustics QDC-le cartridge. The optimum tracking force
was found to be 800 mg (0.8 g), but to track the very high
levels of the Shure TTR-103 or the AEL-100 test records
cleanly, the tracking force had to be increased to 1.5 g. This
situation appears to be due to the fact that the QDC-le is a
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Get yourself the big one!
1,757 illustrated pages of
detailed audio reference for
the working technician ... the
student ... the hi-fi buff!
Here's a comprehensive volume especially designed for the man or woman
who has an understanding of electronics
and an interest in audio technology.
The Audio Cyclopedia is the most authoritative reference book ever published on
this subject. It includes every phase of audio
technology-plus the latest information on
solid-state and integrated circuits.
25 informative chapters...
convenient format so you find what

you're looking for... quickly... easily!

Each of the big, information -filled chapters
covers in depth one of the major areas of audio
electronics. You'll find anything you could
want to know about everything-amplifiers,
acoustics, meters, transformers, coils, transistors, diodes, filters ... plus much, much more!
All information is presented in easy-to-

understand,question.and-answer format. For
"instant find," there's a unique index and reference system so the
information you
need is always at
your fingertips.
Send for this complete reference
library today

Complete your reference
library with this Modern
Dictionary of ELECTRONICS!
This handy volume is a convenient
way for you to keep abreast of all
the latest happenings in the everchanging field of electronics.
Modern Dictionary of Electronics
gives you clear, concise definitions of 18,500 terms commonly
in use today in the fields of communications, microelectronics,
fiberoptics, semiconductors,
reliability, computers and
medical electronics.
It's yours for only $14.50

107R1

Bal

MAIL TODAY FOR 15 -DAY FREE TRIAL

-

these handy
paperback
guides.

you select a hi-fi

system that not
only meets your

Modern Recording How To Build
Speaker
Techniques
Now, whether you're Enclosures
a would-be recording Here's the book
artist or an experi- to use if you want
enced engineer, you to build enclocan find out all about sures that give you
the techniques that realistic sound
are being used today reproduction. Inin pop recording. cludes directions
Learn how to cut far enclosures to
your own records, fit any application
and how to use equipany price
ment and controls range.

needs but fits your
budget besides. If
you ever plan to
invest in any hi-fi
equipment at all,
this book is a
must.
creatively.
Yours for a low

$4.50

Just $9.95

ii. iili Mil

YES send me the book(s) checked below to examine for 15 days free. If not completely satisfied, I may
'return my order and owe absolutely nothing. Other-

For more
audio information ...
Take one
or more of

Guide to
High Fidelity
Here's a convenient guide to help

$3400

just

ELECTRONICS,

.

.

.

.

wise, I will pay the amount on the invoice accompanying my book(s), including shipping and handling.

I

Audio Cyclopedia (20675)
Modern Dictionary of Electronics
(20852)

$34.00
$14.50

Modern Recording Techniques (21o37) $9.95
$4.50
Guide to High Fidelity (21154)
How to Build Speaker Enclosures
.

$4.50

(2052o)

Name
(PLEASE PRINT)

Address
City

State

Zip

Save shipping and handling costs. Full payment enclosed.

'(Plus sales tax, if any.)

MAIL TO: Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300 W. 62nd Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206

Yours for a low

$4.50

Check No. 13 on Reader Service Card
AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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direct -coupled device requiring a small amount of mechanical bias to effect contact between the resolver mechanism
and the electrets and to cause an incremental deflection of
the electrets. Therefore, the 1.5 g tracking force is the total
of 1.1 g needed for actual tracking plus the additional 400
mg (0.4 g) required to couple the stylus bar to the electrets.
We suggest that the tracking force be set at 1.5 g unless using a tone arm with minimal friction, e.g., the Audio-technica AT -1009 or the SME 3009, in which case a tracking force of
1.25 g may be used.

Frequency response is flat within ± 2.5 dB from 35 Hz to
kHz, -3 dB at 20 Hz, +4 dB at 15 kHz, and 0 dB at 20 kHz.
Separation is 23 dB at the mid -range, 20 dB at 10 kHz, and 18
dB at 20 kHz. Channel balance is within 0.5 dB, and the
trackability is good. Using the AEL-100 test record, which
contains tracking velocities from 7 cm/sec to 70 cm/sec at 1
kHz, lateral cut, peak velocity, the QDC-le tracked the 35
cm/sec band. The 300 -Hz test bands on the German Hi-Fi
Institute "Listening and Measurement" Record No. 2 were
tracked up to 70 microns (.007 cm) lateral and 50 microns
(.005 cm) vertical, which is average for the better cartridges.
Cartridge and tone -arm resonance, with Audio-technica
AT -1009, appears to be just below 10 Hz. Compliance measured as 7.2 x 10 -s lateral and 6.3 x 10 -s vertical. Signal
output was 1.09 my/1-cm/sec. Other measurements were:
Wt. 7.18 g; tracking force 1.5 g; anti -skating 1.25 g; output
1.09 mV/1-cm/sec; IM dist. (4:1) +9 dB lateral,
200/4000:1.8%, +6 dB vertical, 200/4000:2.6%; crosstalk
-23 dB; ch. bal. 0.5 dB; trackability: high freq. (10.8 kHz
pulsed) 30 cm/sec; mid-freq. (1000 + 1500 Hz, lat. cut) 31.5
cm/sec; low freq. (400 + 4000 Hz lat. cut) 24 cm/sec; passed
all bands of the Shure Audio Obstacle Course, Era Ill test
record.
Test records used in the evaluation were the AEL-100;
Shure TTR-107, TTR-103, and TTR-100; Columbia STR-100,
STR-112, SQT-1100; Stereo Review SR -12; B&K QR-2009;
German Hi Fi No. 2, and Ovation OVQS/4000.
11

Listening Evaluation
Although laboratory measurements of

a cartridge's parameters are of great importance, obviously one cannot listen
to measurements. However, our listening evaluation bore
out what the measurements generally indicated, that this is
one of the better stereo phono cartridges on the market.
The Micro -Acoustics QDC-le was used with the following
equipment in the listening evaluation: Technics SP -10 turntable, Audio-technica AT -1009 tone arm, two Phase Linear
4000 preamplifiers, two Crown D-150 amplifiers, four Micro Acoustics FRM-1 speakers, and the Janis Audio Associates
W-1 subwoofer along with the Crown VFX-2 crossover network in a common mode configuration. The matrix quadraphonic decoders used were the Lafayette SQ-W, the San sui X-2, and the SQ and QS positions of the Denon UDA-

100.
As is

our practice, a rigorous listening evaluation of the
QDC-Ie was conducted, exceeding 40 hours of use. All the
stereo and matrix quadraphonic records listed in the report
on the Supex SD -900/E published in Audio, September 1975,

following additional records were used in the
listening evaluation of the QDC-le cartridge.
Stereo
Lincoln Mayorga & Distinguished Colleagues-Sheffield,
Lab. 1, Volume III
The Missing Link-Sheffield, S10, Volume II
p. 61, and the

Von Suppé Overtures-London, SCP 21069
Khachaturian: Symphony No. 3; Rimsky-Korsakoff: Russian Easter Overture-RCA LSC-3067
Rossini: The Siege of Corinth-Angel SCLX-3819
QS

Synergy: Electronic Realizations for Rock Orchestra-Passport Records PPSD-98009
Fireballet: Night on Bald Mountain-Passport Records
PPSD-98010
SQ

Boulez Conducts Ravel-Columbia MQ 32838
E. Power Biggs Plays Scott Joplin on the Pedal Harp-

sichord-Columbia MQ

33205

Handel: Water Music (Boulez Cond.)-Columbia MQ
33436

Massenet: La Navarraise-Columbia MQ 33506
Weather Report: Tale Spinnin'-Columbia PCQ 33417
Chicago VII (2 discs)-Columbia C2Q 32810
The QDC-le cartridge reproduced all types of recorded
music exceptionally well, particularly in the high frequencies, without any noticeable coloration. It is particularly good in voice reproduction, as evinced by the Rossini:
The Siege of Corinth and the Massenet: La Navarraise
recordings. Organ music is reproduced quite faithfully, especially the organ pedal notes. The pedal harpsichord, a difficult instrument to both record and reproduce, comes
across surprisingly well in the Scott Joplin rendition by
Biggs. Some exceptionally well -reproduced records are
Weather Report's Tale Spinnin', and the superb QS recordings, Synergy and Fireballet. The Synergy recording is the
best electronically synthesized (Mini -Moog) music we have
ever heard-particularly the Slaughter on Tenth Avenue rendition. The recording sounds exceptionally good in the QS
Vario -matrix mode and almost as good in stereo. The bass in
the Synergy recording is clean and clearly defined. Transient
response is exceptionally good.
Micro -Acoustics claims that the QDC-le cartridge makes a
recording sound indistinguishable from its master tape in a
direct "A -B" test. Obviously, since few audiophiles would
be able to acquire such master tapes in order to verify these
claims, most will have to reserve judgment on this. However, in spite of the difficulty in verifying such claims, our
measurements and subsequent listening evaluation are
strong evidence that such may, indeed, be justified.
We have lived with the Micro -Acoustics QDC-le cartridge
for some time, playing the gamut of monophonic, stereo,
and matrix quadraphonic recorded music from our record
library. Based upon our laboratory measurements and listening evaluation, we can recommend the QDC-le without
hesitation to the discerning audiophile who desires a top
quality cartridge.
B. V. Pisha
Check No. 74 on Reader Service Card
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Fig. 1-Frequency response and separation of Micro -Acoustics QDC-le phono cartridge.

-1 -kHz square -wave response of the Micro -Acoustics
QDC-le using CBS Lab's STR-112 test record.
Fig. 2
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Reintroducing A World Standard...
CBS Laboratories' STR Professional Test Records
For over ten years, the original series of these high -precision test records
set a standard for the audio industry. Now the new series sets an even
higher standard. It's been revised, recut and expanded.
The new series consists of eight records for professionals and one for

non-professional audiophiles.
Each record contains a complete series of easy -to -use tests to help you
rapidly and accurately evaluate components and systems. Even one of
these records can eliminate the need for costly, additional equipment.
Each will find productive use and save you hours in the laboratory, on the
production Mine and in field testing.
Take a look at what this essential testing series contains:
SEVEN STEPS TO BETTER LISTENING -For only $6.98, you can improve your system with CBS Laboratories' "Seven Steps to Better
to tune your system to
Listening." This high -precision test record enables you to make sure that your equipment functions properly
your ears and your room acoustics. Included is a detailed 16 -page booklet by Audio's Edward Tatnall Canby explaining how to use the
record to improve the performance of your system. With the record you can perform the following "ears alone" tests: left -right
identification, phasing, loudspeaker balance, tone control setting, alternate phasing, buzz and rattle elimination, lateral tracking, and

...

vertical tracking.
*STEREOPHONIC FREQUENCY TEST RECORD STR 100 Designed for the
evaluation of pickups and systems. Provides a constant amplitude
characteristic below 500 Hz and a constant velocity characteristic above
500 Hz. Tests include: Sweep Frequency-with the sweep rate
synchronized for use with a graphic level recorder; Spot Frequency-with
voice announcements; Channel Separation; Wavelength Loss and Stylus
Wear-to pinpoint oversize or worn-out styli, and excessive pickup
tracking force; Compliance; Phasing; Vertical and Lateral Tracking: Tone
Arm Resonance-to check system performance at low and subaudible
frequencies and thus reveal undamped resonance which may cause
equipment overloading.

*SQUARE WAVE, TRACKING AND INTERMODULATION TEST RECORD
STR 112 Enables detailed study of tracking capabilities of stereophonic

phonograph pickups. The square wave modulation allows a rapid appraisal
of stylus-tip mass, damping, and tracking. Low frequency compliance and
tracking are determined by means of 300-Hz bands of progressively
increasing amplitude. Intermodulation distortion measurements are made
possible by graduated 200 -Hz intermodulation test bands. The Str 112 has
been cut with vertical angle approximating 15°, which is representative of
current recording practice.

*318

MICROSECOND FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST RECORD STR 170
Provides pickup designers and recording studios with a high-level,
easily -equalized signal for frequency response and channel separation
measurements. The STR 170 employs a 318 microsecond characteristic
corresponding to the "test" or "flat" mode common to most disc recording
equipment. Constant amplitude recording Is employed in the region below
500 Hz with constant velocity recording In the region above. The transition
is smooth, in contrast with the STR 100 which employs a sharp breakpoint
at 500 Hz. The record is suitable for use with a graphic level recorder to
provide permanent, visible records for precise evaluation.

* possible

WIDE RANGE PICKUP RESPONSE TEST RECORD STR 120 Makes
the measurement of pickup response at frequencies far beyond
the audible range, where elusive distortion elements can cause audible
distortion. The low -frequency range includes glide-tones at twice normal
level for the detection and elimination of arm resonance, loudspeaker cone
and cabinet rattles. Other tests include: silent grooves for measuring
rumble and surface noise characteristics; and standard level bands at O dB
for overall system S/N measurements. This record is suitable for use with
a graphic level recorder to provide permanent, visible records for precise

evaluation.

* verification,
QUADRAPHONIC TEST RECORD
Developed especially to meet the
TEST RECORD STR
* BROADCAST
and adjustment of
needs of broadcast engineers, audiophiles, and other professionals
151

seeking a convenient signal source for the testing and adjustment of all
audio equipment. Tests include: phonograph pickup response and
separation, speed accuracy at 33 1/3 and 45 rpm, wow and flutter, rumble
and hum detection, ballistic test of V.U. meters and many others."

* frequency

RIAA FREQUENCY RESPONSE TEST RECORD STR 130 Provides RIAA
characteristics for the calibration of professional recording
equipment and for testing the response of professional and consumer
record reproduction equipment. This record is suitable for use with a
graphic level recorder to provide permanent, visible records for precise
evaluation. Spot frequency bands for use without automatic equipment are

included.

SOT 1100 Designed for calibration
SO `" decoding equipment. The recortd
provides test bands for pickup measurements, for adjustment of decoder
electronics and for channel identification and balance. Each band Is
described in terms of recorded characteristics and its intended use.

*RIAA

PINK NOISE ACOUSTICAL TEST RECORD STR 140 Designed for
acoustical testing of systems and loudspeakers and for psychoacoustic
tests on reproduction equipment. With the STR 140 it becomes possible to
test loudspeakers in the room in which they will be used. Spot frequency
tones with voice announcements facilitate the testing procedure.
Continuous glide -tones in 1/3-octave bands cover the frequency range
from 30 to 15,000 Hz and are synchronized with a graphic level recorder.

The original series has been unavailable for many years. Quantities of the
new and improved series are also limited. So make sure you have perfect
copies on hand for years to come by ordering duplicates. Fill out and mail
the coupon now for immediate action.
SO is a Trademark of
Only a limited quantity are available. Be sure to order enough
for many years of use.

CBS Inc.

SEND TO:
AUDIO TEST RECORDS
401 N. Broad Street

Send me the following test records:

Philadelphia, Pa. 19108

E Seven Steps to Better Listening (STR 101) $6.98 each. Quantity
Stereophonic Frequency (STR 100) $10.00 each. Quantity
L Square Wave, Tracking and Intermodulation (STR 112) $15.00 each.

Amount Enclosed

I

$

(Payment must accompany order)

Quantity
Li Wide Range Pickup Response (STR 120) $15.00 each.
[ 7

L
n
L

Quantity

RIAA Frequency Response (STR 130) $15.00 each. Quantity
RIAA Pink Noise Acoustical (STR 140) $15.00 each. Quantity
Broadcast test (STR 151) $15.00 each. Quantity
318 Microsecond Frequency Response (STR 170) $15.00 each.

Quantity
Ll Quadraphonic Test (SOT 1100) $15.00 each. Quantity

Name

Address
City
State

Zip
AU/1/76
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The Column
The Basement Tapes: Bob Dylan and
The Band
Columbia C2 32682, two discs, stereo,
$9.96.

There was a certain charm to the
original bootleg of these recordings
that somehow doesn't come across so
well on the official version and can't
quite put my finger on it. Maybe the
18th generation dub of these tapes
made Robbie Robertson's guitar more
clanky, Dylan's vocals more urgent,
the songs sound more differentiated.
Perhaps the record just felt better
coming in a plain white cover with
uneven edges than in this package. Or
maybe these are entirely different
I

tapes.

Whatever the facts, this is the music
that made Bob Dylan a living legend
instead of just another Greenwich Village street musician. And let's not
mince words-Bob Dylan is where he
is because of other people's ren-

Current Dumping
Strom Ablade
A sservisement des étages générateurs de courant
Stroomtoelevering
Whatever the
language, "Current
Dumping" its a term
that is rapidly
becomüng familiar
to audio engineers
and hi-fi enthusiasts.
To the engineer

It

means an end

to such problems as crossover, crossover
distortion, quiescent current adjustment,
thermal tracking and transistor matching.

To the hi-fi
enthusiast it means
an absolutely
predictable and
impeccable performance which cannot
change with time.
Current dumping is
another QUAD development.
Send postcard for illustrated
leaflet to Acoustcal Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon, Cambs., PE18 7DB, England.

QUAD

for the closest approach to the original sound
QUAD is

a

Registered Trade Mark

Check

1

on Reader Service Card

INo.
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ditions of songs he wrote, songs like
You Ain't Going Nowhere, and Million Dollar Bash-and not because of
his own recordings. Those other artiists were bowled over by the songs
because of Dylan's pure emotive
strength, always his most obvious attribute. If he had sung these songs
then in his current vocal pattern (oft
referred to as spastic and full of half stutters) they wouldn't be nearly so
impressive. Here he sings unaffected,
unmannered, just getting the songs
across as plainly as possible. The band

plays with verve, and with restraint,
when each is needed, in turn. Garth
Hudson may well be the only organist
in Rock 'n Roll who doesn't sound
tacky and boring, proven on vinyl at

Someday there'll be more of it, but for
now, get this one while you can.
John Tiven
Sound: (Better than I expected)
Performance: A+

last.

This is the real American music, not
the self-conscious illiteracy of the
Eagles. This is the music that can only
be found on records by The Beach
Boys, The Band, Big Star, Dylan, Todd
Rundgren, and a few other Yanks who
don't have to understand the American Experience-they are part of it.

Please don't pass this
on to a friend.

Almost no one knows Hartley speakers
and we'd like to keep it that way.

That Other Mile: Randall Bramblett
Polydor PD 6045, stereo, $6.98.
openly confess having totally mixed into one confused identity Randall
Bramblett, Delaney Bramlet, Elliot
Randall, and a few others. Well, Elliot
Randall is on this album as a sideman,
and Randall Bramblett is neither Delaney or Bonnie. Nor anyone else. He
is himself and has made a fine album
to prove it. With That Other Mile, all
possible confusion ends. He, helped
by some of the best studio musicians
around, the Brecker Bros., Chris Parker, Eric Weissburg, Lill Lee, Hugh
McCracken, to name just a few, have
made a very interesting album of
Bramblett originals.
Although it's an easy album to get
into, it has a kind of excitement that
can't easily describe. The musicianship, production, sound, and
tempos are dynamite. But the lyrics
are a problem for me. I don't know if
like or loathe them. They're a weird,
catchy, strange, happy complication
of the English language. Randall admits "liking to combine opposites ...
mystic with funk ... integrating astrology, psychology, physiology," and
a lot more. Well, don't know. It's not
all that heavy. In fact, I find it rather
light and clever. What he is talking
about, I can't be certain but it surely is
kind of far out.
The music and the performance are
stark perfection, full of little details
and smart production. Many current
pop -rock themes are touched with
great precision and warmth. The
recorded sound is just great, and
there are lots of interesting elements
vying for attention on this release. I
think that it was intended that way.
The fact that the weird words are so
intelligible, but not up front enough
to override the instruments and the
artistry of the many players, is fecinating. What it all adds up to is, it's
good. What it is or what to call it?
don't know. It certainly is worth a
good long listen to. Put it through an
SQ decoder or a QS (Vario -Matrix)
decoder for a real sonic/musical treat!
A basket full of fascinations.
P.S. It shows how sloppy other
records sometimes are. Producer
Steve Tyrell, and most of the rest of
the crew, including Randall, did the
same number on B. J. Thomas's Longhorns & London Bridges (Paramount
PAS -1020).
Fred DeVan
Performance: A
Sound: A+
I

I

I

I

I

I

Hartley Products Corporation
56 No -th Summit Street. Tenafly. New Jersey 0767(
(201) 571-3442

t
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Jazz
Genealogia: Perigeo
Musicians: G. Tomasso, moog, double
bass, bass guitar, vocals; F. D' Andrea,
piano, electric piano; C. Fasoli, soprano sax; alto sax; T. Sidney, acoustic
guitar, electric guitar; B. Biriaco,
drums, Mandrake, percussion.
Songs: Genealogia, Polaris, Torre Del
Lago, Via Beato Angelico, Vino Veritas, Monti Pallidi, Grandi Spazi, Old
Vienna, Sidney's Call.
RCA TPL1-1080, Stereo, $6.98.
If the names of the songs don't
make you look twice, the music will
make you do a lot more than that.
Perigeo is a group of cultivated and
polished musicians (a modest evaluation on my part) hailing from Italy.
They've been up on the jazz scene
since their college days in the late Fifties and early Sixties. Their astute
knowledge of their colleagues, competition, overseas counterparts, etc. is
perhaps a contributing factor to their
musical superiority. The group has

& Blues

been lauded by Italian critics as a
"jazz rock band that is not limited by
the strata of the two musically linguistic forms but researchs and finds the
synthesis."
Except for Genealogia, this is the
first I've heard of this marvelous musical assembly. The music is refreshing,
sparkling...and the recording is of
surprising quality (for an RCA disc),
serving only to enhance the performance. Franco Fayenz, who details the
group's progress and achievements in
the liner notes, reveals that Perigeo's
aim is not to popularize, but one cannot help but mention Perigeo in the
same breath as commercially successful Chick Corea and Herbie Hancock.
Perigeo pursues avenues musically
parallelling these two artists.
I enjoy Perigeo more than Return to
Forever. You can decide for yourself.
There is more variety on Genealogia
than on any Hancock or Forever albums. Beyond variety, it's the quality

of the compositions and the way the
musicians can predict and interpret
one another's trends of thought.
Vino Veritas (In Wine There Is
Truth) maintains a driving, challenging, galactic motion of electric guitar
and keyboards. Soprano sax, bass guitar and synthesizer unisons and
counterpoints are punctuated by the
listening, idea -conscious, and technically competent drummer B. Bianco.
Monti Pallidi (On All the Mountain
Tops Peace) is a fascinating medium
tempo bossa with more rock in it than
"bossa" suggests. Grand Spazi (Great
Spaces) is so accurately titled for the
feeling which it conveys, a characteristic of all Perigeo's tunes. It is a lethargic, subdued but echolike effect
that follows the spacey synthesizer
opening. Old Vienna, is a waltz of
course, a jazz waltz complete with
moog, electric guitar and swinging
rhythm section.
Listeners who find an unresolved

Mike Oldfield is as fanatic

about his sound as you are
about yours.
Mice Oldfield: creator of "Tubular Bells:' the phenomenal
achievement in sound :hat cut across all categories with
its worldwide acceptan e.Twenty-three-year-old musical
gient. And perfectionis-.
It took him 14 months, 2000 overdubs, a chorus, a few
dozen musicians and 20 instruments he had to play
himself before what he heard on the tape matched what

he heard in his head.
To get the sound he wanted, he plugged guitars straight
into mixers, overdubbed so massively and so meticulously
that his original master tape wore out, pieced together
Irish uillean pipes, African drums, electric bouzouki music,
and flatout rock riffs all into one dazzling whole. Backbreaking, mind-bogglirg, ear-aching sheer hard work.
The result: "Ommadawn:' The brand-new album from the
hand and mind behind "Tubular Bells:' It's something to
give that Perfect System of yours a real workout.
Mike Oldfield

Ommadawn

An Astounding Musical Achievemert

From The Creator Of 'Tubular Bells'

Mike Oldfield's

extraordinary new
work,"Ommadawn.
On Virgin Records
Distributed by CBS Records.

Also available on SO Quadrophonic Records and Tapes

Check No.
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

8

on Reader Service Card

absence of acoustic performances
among most electric groups will delight in the acoustic piano improvisations with soprano sax on
Torre Del Lago (birthplace of Puccini).
The sound does, in fact, "spread a
vague odor of heaven," everywhere.
Also, imagine the beautiful sound of
the acoustic guitar, double bass surfacing over, coming to terms with the
moog on Genealogia-which is an energized wonder.
Perigeo's intention is to "express
the urgency of a music world at one

She'd Rather
Eat Tweeters
Than HaveTo
Eat Crow
Her speakers are "very
accurate, highly listenable"
Hirsch -Houck Lab Reports
Meet Jane Ostrander, Audio
analyst. To the loudspeakers she
tests and retests she looks terrifying. The results she achieves are
"Superb" says Stereo Review. She
puts a crossover network through
at least fifty changes so it doesn't
put you through any. Popular
Electronics reported "Wide,
-

with time," that eliminates confinement or definition in one genre.
"To label it jazz or rock...is secondary
today. The important thing is to be
convincing and this music is that!"
Don't deprive yourself of this added

Smooth Frequency Response and
Low Distortion." That comes from

musical perspective that exists because of Perigeo's efforts. Genealogia
presents a sunburst of new musical
feelings and experiences. Get it, now!
Eric Henry

using low density woofer cones,
treated front and back. It also
comes from more than 100 tests
we give our loudspeakers before
we give our Six Year Warranty. It's
sweeter to eat a tweeter now than
to eat crow later.

Sound: A

-

Performance: A

-

The Shadow Do!!: Gary Bartz
Musicians: Gary Bartz, soprano & alto
saxes, synthesizer, vocals; Hubert
Eaves, keyboards, synthesizer; Larry
Mizell, synthesizer; Reggie Lucas, gui-

ÁudioanalysJ
PO. Boo 262. Brookfield. Conn. 06804
Monstrous About Perfection

Distributed in Canada by Superior Electronics. Inc.
European & Mideastem Distributors. Argo Hellas GMBH Frankfurt 6056 Heusenstamm 44 Industrie Strasse West Germany

tar; Michael Henderson, bass; How-

Check No. 3 on Reader Service Card

ard King, drums, synthesizer;
M'tume, conga drums, percussion;

your new Radio Shack catalog
at one of our 4000 stores today!

Fonce Mizell, others, vocals.
Songs: Winding Roads; Mother Nature; Love Tones; Gentle Smiles;
Make Me Feel Better; Sea Gypsy; For
My Baby; Incident.
Prestige P-10092, stereo, $6.98.

Get

Save! Our Prices
Are Within 1% of
Our July, 1974 Prices!

FREE N.PION

OVER 2000 PRODUCTS
PAGE
EXCLUSIVES ON EVERY
BEAUTIFU FULL COLOR
164 pages of the finest
in home and hobby

Hi.Fi CB Kits Parts
Phonos Recorders Tape
Radios Antennas Tubes
Auto Tuneup Much More

electronics

See what's really new. It's the most wanted, most popular catalog in

;-__----_

electronics, and loaded with our own

exclusive nationally advertised

-

brands: Realistic, Micronta, Archer,
you've seen
Science Fair, others
them advertised on TV. Come in for
your free copy today!

-

AVAILABLE BY MAIL TOO
JUST SEND US THIS COUPON

I

To

Radie lhacic

P.O. Box 1052, Ft. Worth, TX 76101
Rush me your 1976 catalog.
I (Please Print)

Apt. #

IName

tr

Street

4

636

More pop -jazz from the Mizells
(Larry and Fonce) who brought us
some of Donald Byrd's most popular

concoctions. The production

is

loaded with synthesizers, giving a big
band effect at times, and vocalizing
(plain and gimmicked). Bartz, who
was with Miles Davis for a short while,
has gradually been sliding towards
this kind of fashionable mix, and only
those who considerèd him a promising jazz talent will find it cause for
concern.
Fairly pleasant, professional and
lightweight stuff, geared to soul -station airplay and the disco trade. Bartz
also writes lyrics, and if "She gave us
you/She gave us Me/She gave us
oil/And redwood trees" (from Mother Nature) is your cup of tea, you'll
enjoy the sentiments.
Davis' sidemen Lucas, Henderson
and M'tume provide rhythmic thrust,
in particular the bassist.
Dan Morgenstern
Sound: B+

Performance: C

City
ZIP

State

Check No. 23 on Reader Service Card
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Classical Reviews
Gottschalk: Ten Characteristic Pieces
for Piano. Amiram Rigai. Musical
Heritage MHS 3135, stereo, (Mail order: 1991 Broadway, NYC 10023).
The Bicentennial in music has
brought Louis Moreau Gottschalk out
of New Orleans (he was born there
in 1829) into current piano consciousness and in truth he was a good
composer, if on the showy side, being
a virtuoso pianist. He is the only one
of his time, really, who merits any
serious consideration for the depth
and originality of his music, if you put
aside the composers of memorable
tunes and short items such as Stephen
Foster. From today's ear viewpoint,
even Gottschalk tends towards the
corny now and then, and others far
more so-it was the style in a new and
culturally naive society! But Gottschalk has the stuff, show-off or no.
This would be an interesting and,

those days, (the earliest transcription
here was done in 1915 by the present
conductor), Bach was still pretty much
unknown and generally considered
"mathematical"; it seemed that the

best way to bring him to the American
music lover was to convert him

into-well,

if not Wagner, then
Tchaikovsky. Which Stokowski did
with bells on. Coinciding with the rise

indeed, characteristic collection, if
the pianist were less bangy and hard toned. Sorry-but find him not very
simpatico, however expert the fleet
ten fingers on his hands. Gottschalk is
better than this pianist makes him.
I

Stokowski Conducts Bach - The Great

Transcriptions. London Symphony
Orch. RCA ARD1 0880, CD -4 quadraphonic, $6.98.
Unbelievable. How do you think we
elderly musicians got to know our
Bach, back in the earliest days of the
electrical 78 rpm disc? Via Bach-Stokowski-how else! At that point, the
famed Maestro was already a longtime and middle-aged conductor,
having taken over the Philadelphia
Orchestra in 1912, which was not his
first conducting position. Here-he's
doing it all over again in CD -4 quadraphonic. A recent companion to this
record featured the "New World"
Symphony of Dvorak in Stokowski
playings of 1927 and 1973, one on
each side.
In case you are

a relative youngster,
you should know that "Bach -Stokowski" is Bach for the organ, mostly,

transcribed for vast modern symphony orchestra in what is best described as Wagner -Mahler style. In
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TDK AUDUA OPEN REEL
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
THE BIRTH OF A CASSETTE.
The TDK Audua Cassette. It has a lot of the big open reel sound of its illustrious parent.
And why not? The same technology which makes Audua
Open Reel "The Master Recording Tape" now delivers that
big beautiful sound on cassette.
The Audua Cassette replaces the famous TDK ED Cassette-with added high -end brilliance. It delivers outstanding
sound at normal or high bias settings. From TDK, of course.
The Audua Cassette is available in C 60 and C 90.
TDK Electronics Corp.,
755 Eastgate Boulevard,
Garden City, N.Y. 11530.
Wait till you hear
Also available in Canada.
what you've been missing.

CITDK,
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virtually unknown until recently,

McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
East Side Station P.O. Box 96
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904
1

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

from Symphony No. 10. Janet Baker;
Israel, N.Y. Philharmonic, Bernstein.
Columbia MQ 33532, SQ quadraphonic, $7.98.
Janet Baker, Britain's current leading lady in the international singing
area, does a low-keyed but lovely version of the tragic Mahler songs about
the death of children, curiously reminding us of an earlier great British
singer, Kathleen Ferrier, who did a
recording with Bruno Walter of this
very music, now available on Odyssey,
Columbia's reissue label. Those who
are Ferrier specialists should at once
get hold of this record-if only to
prove to themselves how much better
their own heroine is! In contrast to
Bruno Walter, Bernstein's Mahler is
slower, more widely Romantic and
generally less intense. Good, but not

one complete with orchestration, is
turning out to be one of the big moments in Western music history (a
long moment-a whole side!)-it was

AM TUNER AND PREAMPLIFIER

Dept.

Mahler: Kindertotenlieder; Adagio

great.
The great first movement of the unfinished Tenth Symphony, the only

MX 113
FM/FM STEREO

of classical orchestral recording, the
Bach -Stokowski transcriptions were
enormously popular and influential in
the home environment and, in a solid
sense, sparked the wider interest in
classical music which has since grown
a thousandfold-and has, of course,
brought us Bach not only in all his diversity, but in the original music, un arranged.
The earlier, string-ier (literally) Stokowski transcriptions are by far the
best, as of then and now. Imagine
it-the Chaconne in D Minor for solo
violin (completely unaccompanied),
here played by, almost hundreds of
strings, backed by brass and what
have you! And such a slow tempo!
Fun and games, and nice, conservative quadraphonic sound, too.

STATE

ZIP

If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh.
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.
Check No. 17 on Reader Service Card
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when the Symphony in toto has begun to become known in versions
completed after the fact from the
Mahler sketches. To my ear, the old
Epic recording by Georg Szell is the
ultimate, notably the long unison
opening, just a single drawn-out

melody. Bernstein's opening-a

tough assignment, especially in the
recorded medium-seems to me to
flub the thing badly. Just notes. But as
the movement wears on, the music
picks up. The musicians begin to
"take fire," and the work ends movingly as it should, with an impact like
the slow movement of the Beethoven
Ninth Symphony. It is on that scale of
expression.
70
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AUDIO RESEARCH MAGNEPLANARS and Electronics,
ESS, Infinity, Ohm, Dahlquist. EPI, Audionics. Radford, Crown,
Citation, BGW, Transcriptor, Linn-Sondek, Keith Monks, ERA,

DON'T LET VOLTAGE TRANSIENTS ZAP YOUR HI-FI.
Solid State Equipment Protector. Plugs into outlet. Check or
money order $6.95. Kopp Sales & Service, 1650 William St..
Buffalo 14206. Free brochure -send SASE.

Connoisseur,

SME, Supex,

Decca, Grace.

Sony, Spectrum

Scanning Tuner, Epicure Amplifier, Marantz 500, DBX, ADC,

Nakamichi, B&O, Tandberg, Celestion, Marc Levinson, Stax,
Dayton -Wright others. THE GRAMOPHONE
St., Norman, Okla.

LTD., 757 Asp

73069. 405-364-9477.

ANTI -SKATING for AR TURNTABLES!! Proven counterweight design of nickel steel & aluminum construction. Install yourself in minutes. $7.00 postpaid. (Dealer inquiries invited.) AUDIO INNOVATIONAL PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 137,
Ballardvale Station, Andover, Mass. 01810.

-

-

SUPER
ORTOFON
OTHER MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE OWNERS; Send for free literature on our MicroPreamp
Superb
performance at $99.95.
Huntington
Electronics. Box 2009-A. Huntington, Conn. 06484

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS -ALL TYPES. Updated definitive booklet describes applications; how to improve speaker
systems; $7.50 postpaid, credited to first purchase. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-A, Huntington, Conn. 06484.

LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES ANYWHERE on audio equipment. All major brands discounted. Write for quotes. K&L
Sound Services. 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. 02172.

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount
prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado and AOC.
Send for free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. A, Box
69 Kensington Station, Brooklyn, New York 11218.

GRAPHIC EQUALIZER PLANS: Novel circuit very effective/inexpensive. requires no inductors. Ten knobs (octave
bands) compensate your Hi-Fi/Tape providing better listening. Complete plans rushed only $3.49. GREEN BANK SCIENTIFIC. Box 100C, Green Bank, WVa. 24944.

COMPETENCE IN AUDIO SINCE 1928!
Qualified service, custom installations
Klipsch, Sequerra, SAE, McIntosh, Levinson,
SME, Ortofon, Fidelity Research,Tandberg.
We buy and sell quality used gear.
THE MUSIC BOX, INC. 58 Central Street

Acoustics, Ortofon, Revox, Soundcraftsman, Tandberg, Yamaha.

OUR STAFF

-

all devoted auEngineers, physicists, musicians, teachers
diophiles dedicated to provid ng the epitome in experience,

patience and service.
OUR LOCATION
Campus Hills Shopping Center, Five miles northeast of Bel
Air, Maryland 21014 on Route 22. Phone 1-301-838-2100.

tripod audio offers you advice
on & demonstrations of the
finest equipment available. our
emphasis is on giving you the
best sound/dollar value we can.

ONE STOP for all your professional audio requirements. Bot-

tom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer Company,

P.O. Box

8057,

Pensacola, Florida 32505.

our suppliers

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE

OF

include...dahlquist ampzilla
thaedra b & o allison
yamaha citation sonus
nakamichi advent ads

SARASOTA

6564 GATEWAY AVENUE, SARASOTA. FLORIDA 33581
BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS AND SAVE UP TO 50%.
You can assemble your own high quality, multi -element stereo speakers in

a

few hours and save up to half the cost of

technics tandberg
phase linear stax denon

comparable speakers. Send for our free 32 -page catalog of
speaker kits, raw speakers and accessories. SPEAKERLAB.
Dept. A2, 5500

-35th

N.E.,

Seattle, WA 98105.

219 main street

11374.

(413) 584-6498

northampton

FAIRFIELD COUNTY AUDIOPHILES TAKE NOTE! THE AUDIOPHILE, 231 BEDFORD
STREET, STAMFORD, CONN. specializes in equipment for
the connoisseur. Ampzilla, Koss Model One, ADC, Citation,
Crown, Cahlquist, Dyna, Epicure, Infinity, Philips. SAE, SME,
Stax, TEAC, Technics, Thorens and many more (203) 348-

BAUMAN

3551 (Closed Mondays).

noise

WESTCHESTER

AND

CONNECTICUT: Yamaha, Celestion, IMF, Infinity, Braun, Re vox, Stellavox, Thorens, ESS, Supex, BGW. Will ship prepaid. AUDIOCOM, 177 Sound Beach Avenue, Old Greenwich.
Conn.

audio

tripod

OPERA TAPES. Historical performances of past 40 years.
Unbelievable treasures and rarities. ALSO LP RECORDS. Free
catalog. Ed Rosen, 66-33 Saunders St., Rego Park, N.Y.

DYNACO-A-R, transistors, repairs -hoards-& units, speaker
service. Send for prices & details: BEAR ELECTRONICS. 177R Hillcrest Road, Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552.

RESEARCH INSTRUMENTS CO. Low
distortion, stereo preamps. Why buy our pre amps? Free info. write B.R.I.C., 1400 Gardenia Circle,
Rosenberg, Tex. 77471

-low

AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS

"We're closing the gap

06870. (203) 637-3621.

on

perfection"

M-6000
$3,000 amplifier sounds like!

Long Island's finest audio dealer. The incredible Lux

STEREO TIMER AND ELECTRONIC DIGITAL CLOCK. P.C.
Board with instructions $9.95. Kit with box $99.95.
Assembled unit $149.95. Wake up and fall asleep to
strains of your favorite AM/FM, record, or tape. This

product will he an attractive addition to your stereo
equipment. Switches up to 1200 watts. Cosmos Electronics. Dept. A3 P.O. Box 33278, Seattle, Wash. 98133.

Wellesley, Mass. 02181. (617) 235-5100.

SIGHT & SOUND LTD.
Catering to the audiophile who desires the absolute in sound,
equipment, service and professionalism.
OUR LINES
Ampzilla, ADS/Braun, AKG, B&O, Beyer, Bose, Crown, Dahlquist DBX, Linn Sondek/MAL, Magnepan, McIntosh, Micro

massachusetts

RECORDING TAPE CLOSEOUT: Dozen reels 2400',
$12.00. Dozen 1200', $8.00. 24 reels 900', $6.00. 24 600'.
$5.00. Postpaid Guaranteed. Mitchell, Box 132A, Flushing,
N.Y. 11367.

VIDEO EQUIPMENT -LOW PRICES
PANASONIC -cameras, monitors, vtrs

(low light), monitors
GYYR-time lapse vrt
Many accessories; new vidicons
RCA -cameras

Write

or call your needs.

ELECTRONIC EYE

9044 Eldora Drive
Cincinnati, Ohio, 45236
(513) 891-9044
SAVE TIME AND MONEY!
We have 15 years experience selling over 60 major brands.
Save up to 50% off. We get the best deals from the manu-

facturers you get the best deals from us! Call now (212)
338-8555 or write, S.C.A. Dept. AM. 2122 Utica Ave. Brooklyn New York 11234.

now you can hear what
See

a

the original Transcriptors turntable with new fluid
arm; complete selection of ultra -fidelity records:

damped

Sheffield, Levinson, Fulton, Jonas Miller and more! Just
arrived; the new elliptical Decca Mk V, Audiocraft and Grace
damped tonearms, Satin "ultimate" cartridge, plus Paoli
tube amplifier, Magneplanar, Linn Sondek, Lux turntable,
B&W, KEF

speakers and drivers,

Yamaha (CT -7000, B-1

and NS -1000M!), Supex. M&K super woofer, IAD ultra -low

distortion dynamic range expander! Levinson, new Polk,
IMF and the list goes on...AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS.
1681 Northern Blvd., Manhasset, N.Y. 11030. (516)

627-7333.
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF FT. WALTON BEACH

652-D BEAL PKWY., N.W.,
CROSSOVERS

FT

WALTON BEACH, FL 32548

Custom designed; fully tested; guaranteed
quality. Free brochure. Write: Networks; Box 458; Placentia,
Calif. 92670.
-

SCOTCH-TOK-MAXELL-MEMOREX-CAPITOLAMPEX. Blank tape. Lowest Prices
101, Elk Grove Village, III. 60007.

S

&

P

Enterprises, Box

Rates: 35e per word per insertion for noncommercial advertisements; 60¢ per word for commercial advertisements. Frequency dis-

counts as follows: 3 times, less 10%; 6 times, less 155/0; 12 times, less 20%. Closing date is the FIRST of the second month preceding the
date of issue. Payment must accompany all orders. Use the handy self-addressed, postage paid card at the back of this issue. When
replying to Audio box number ads, send letters c/o Audio, 401 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19108. For more information about
classified advertising, circle Reader Service Card #135.
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FOR SALE

CASSETTES
Plain white cassette labels. Norelco cassette cleaners, famous brand cassettes. Send for open reel and

cassette discount catalog.

IA

10-99 100 1000 10M
.01 .006
.02 .015
.65
.60 .55
.50 .45
Norelco Cassette Cleaner
.80
.75
10" Metal, NAB, Used Reel
1.00 1.00 .90
.50 .40
.35 .30
10" Fiberglass used %" Hole .50
Scotch Cassette SC9OHE
2.72 2.55 2.44
COBALT

Cassette Labels

*Buy 2, SC9OHE, get 1 free.
Plus Postage by Weight and Zone. Minimum Order $5.00
OPEN REEL STEREO TAPE BUYERS!
At last! An open reel catalog, including titles, songs, etc. of 95 long
play, 2-3 hour albums by American Airlines or Ampex 4 track stereo
we will also mail you a 140 -page Harrison
tapes. Send $1.00
you'll get both for $1.00 -and this $1.00 is
stereo tape guide
refundable on your first $10.00 purchase of open reel
stereo tapes at our 30% discount.
Mire Got the "Spirit" The Prices And The Address To Prevail

-and

-so

Saxitone's Bicentennial Tape Shoppe
1776 Columbia Rd., N.W., Wash. D.C. 20009

AMPEX TAPE -NEW 1800' on 7" reel 12 for $18 POSTPAID; 1200' 12 for $13 POSTPAID -tree list -WIDE RESPONSE, 6114A SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CA.
90038.
ELECTROENCEPHALOPHONE: brainwave monitor, Professional biofeedback instruments. J&J 8102-A, Bainbridge,
WA. 98110.
101/2" RECORDER SPECIALISTS: Fresh new Scotch L/N

ft

on

new

''/e"

NAB metal reels five for $35.00. New

Ampex GRANDMASTER tape on 10'/" metal reel, six for
$73.00. New 4 channel 8 -track blank cartridge loaded with

40 minutes Scotch L/N tape, $23.00 per dozen. Reconditioned NAB metal 101/2" reels, $24.00 per dozen. 10%
on above for postage. Soundd Investment.

woody,

POB

88338, Dun -

30338.

Ga.

CENTRAL NEW YORK HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS -Britain's filoudspeakers on demonstration -THE IMF STUDIO
AND ALS40-as well as Marantz, Pioneer, Revox, Beyer,
Epicure (3 lines). Thorens, Ortofon, XLM, Discwasher ... THE
SOUND SHOP, 96 Seneca Street, Geneva, N.Y. 14456 (315)
nest

781-0215.
CALIFORNIA'S UNIQUE AUDIO SHOP proudly presents:
Acoustics, BGW. Burwen, Decca, Dynaco, ESR,

AOC, Allison

Harmon Kardon, Linn Sondek, Quad, Saundcraftsmen, Transcriptors, etc. AUDIO TECHNIQUES, 351 South Baywood, San

95128. Phone 408-984-6655 weekdays

Jose, California,

11-8. weekends 12-6.

ARIZONA

'

Crown
Grace

'

'

E.S.S.

Stax

'

'

AUDIOPHILE'S

'

Accuphase

Tandberg

'

S.A.E.

'

'

Revox

'

Magnepan * Burwen

'

S.M.E.
Rabco

'

Stanton ' Uher
Klipsch
' Sennheiser J.B.L. ' Sony V-F.E.T. ' Beyer
Phase Linear
Jennings Research ' Nakamichi - Yamaha
Dahlquist
Supex ' C. -N. Labs.
Fidelity Research ' Gale ' Teac
Sansui ' Transcriptor
JERRY'S AUDIO EXCHANGE
Phoenix -334 E. Camelback Rd. 85012, 602-263-9410
Tempe -130 E. University Dr. 85281, 602-968-3491
Tucson -1037 N. Park Ave. 85719, 602-622-7407
Sequerra

Bose

' Thorens

'

'

'

CYBERACOUSTIC LABS presents the new RTR
RECT

DRIVE

ELECTROSTATIC

TRANSDUCER

DR -1

DI-

SYSTEM!L

DRIVEN by its own internal servo -feedback amplifier!
MORE musical than any tube or fet system ever devised!
ITS uncanny realism is totally unequaled by any other
electrostatic system, including headphones!
THE first true non -directional (360° (electrostatic system!

GATHER your most revealing records or master tapes and

call for an appointment today!
Cyberacoustics by Barclay -

Philadelphia's Exclusive RTR Distributor
503 Haverford Ave., Narberth, Pa. 19072

1-215-667-3048
CUSTOM SPEAKER ENCLOSURES, systems, kits, foam
grills, crossovers. Raw speakers, veneers & vinyl. Warehouse prices. Custom Sound Service, Algenac, Michigan

48001

ATTENTION,,,
LUCKY OWNERS OF:
DYNA STEREO 70
RABCO SL8(E)

standards of reproduced fidelity than it
could provide. STEREOPHILE is not for the neurotic compulsive who must own the Best On the Block, but for the

DYNA PAS -3(X)
INFINITY 2000A
DECCA MKV AND "EXPORT"
DYNA MARK III

listener who wants the most natural possible reproduction
of music. Only $7 for 4 issues, or write to STEREOPHILE,
Box 49S, Elwyn, Pa. 19063 for details.

other tubular tonearms

manding higher

FULTON J -MODULAR speaker system, new walnut, also
ARC EC -3A.

919-449-4132.

SHURE SME and

-ATORY, INCORPORATED HAS DEVELOPUNIQUE MODIFICATIONS ENGINEERED SPECIFICALLY
FOR THESE COMPONENTS. NOW YOU CAN GREATLY IMTHE DKL LAB
ED

PROVE THE SOUND QUALITY TO

complete audio system, mint cond. $950
Firm. SONY Stereo tape recorder mod. No. 660 portable 4

ACOUSTECH

"ULTRA DEFINITION".

track auto. reverse, including 30 prerecorded classical tapes
$495 all ex. cond. Recorded L.P.s stereo classical mint
cond., 50 for $85. Marantz straight line phono player, mint

PRICED

cond., $150. George Stevens, 7506 Ambergate Pl., McLean,

FROM

FOR MORE

$25.00

$170.00,

TO

OUR

MODI-

FICATIONS OFFER VAST AUDIBLE IMPROVEMENTS
AT REASONABLE COST.

INFORMATION CONTACT:

22101.

Va.

3600

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Now almost 14 years old, STEREOPHILE has become the
most widely -copied audio publication of them all. It should
be: We pioneered subjective testing (by ear), devised a
unique vocabulary for describing nuances of reproduced
sound, proved that a subscriber -supported magazine could
be blunt without being churlish, and led the industry by de-

DKL LABORATORY, INCORPORATED

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE

OF

BOX 683
SEVERNA PARK, MARYLAND 21146

ST. PETERSBURG,

9151 Park Boulevard, North Largo. Florida.

OR

HIGHEST QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT: IMF Studio Ill,
$260 ea.. IMF ALS 40A, $250 ea.; AR LST, $425 ea.;
Marantz 208 w/rack panel, $550; Marantz 33, $280: Quad
33, $150: Quad FM -3, $175: Sony TTS-3000/Vestigal
arm $250; Sony SQ0-2020, $150. Sony TC -152S0, $260;
Thorens TD-125/SME, $300; McIntosh MR -71, $250;
McIntosh MR -55, $150. Also Quad tube system, Transcriptors Skeleton/Vestigal and others ... all guaranteed
90 days parts and labor. Audio Consultants, 517 Davis St,
Evanston, Illinois 60201. (312) 864-9565.

DYNA PAT 5, Factory built $150.00. Lafayette
ceiver $75. (212) BU8-3689.

CANADIANS

-

DOUS DISCOUNTS.

LR

75 re-

DYNACO

Write

En

COMPONENTS AT TREMEN-Jay Sales. Hornepayne, Ontario.

TUNED ROCK P.A.'s. Customized high intensity touring/permanent installation sound systems, including narrow
band (5 Hz!) feedback suppression, detailed regenerative response. Acousta-Voicing/environmental equalization (±1 dB

at your ears), room design/measurement/treatment, v15%
articulation loss of consonants, 1000's of customized professional products including ... fiberglass horns, consoles,

comp/rms/peak limiters, 18db continuously variable electronic crossovers. digital/acoustic delays, omnipressors, phasors, reverb, echo, doubling/tripling effects. P.A. noise reduction, pinzo transducers, frequency shifters from ...
J.B.L./Altec Pro, Tascam, U.R.E.I., Eventide, Gately, Studer,
Beyer, Crown, Community Light/Sound, Mom's Audio,
McIntosh, Bozak, Allen Health, Gauss, Cetec, Scully. Multitrack, etc., etc. All shipped prepaid/Insured. Music & Sound
Ltd. 111/2 Old York Rd., Willow Grove, Pa 19090 (215) 6599251.

CALL: 1301)

588-6257

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,
SATURDAY 2-8 PM
WE SPECIALIZE IN ONLY THE FINEST SOUND COMPONENTS-ALLOW OUR STAFF OF AUDIO EXPERTS TO

"ULTRA DEFINITION" SOUND
SYSTEM. CHOOSE FROM THE WORLD'S FINEST COMPONENTS LIKE:
HELP YOU CREATE YOUR

AUDIO RESEARCH -electronics and speakers
BGW-power amplifiers
DBX-noise reduction systems, dynamic range enhancers
"HAND -TUNED" DECCA MKV-cartridges
DYNACO-tube electronics
FULTON-regular and MODULAR speakers
HK CITATION -amps, tuners
IMF -"MONITOR -ORIENTED" speakers, kits, sub -woofers
LINN-SON D EK-turntables
MAGNEPAN-speakers
M & K -sub-woofers, matrix systems
PAOLI-tube amplifiers
RABCD-turntables
RTR-electrostatic speakers
SOU NDCRAFTSMEN-pre-amps, equalizers
STAX-electrostatic headphones
"SUPER SHURE" SME-tonearms
TANNOY-turntables, speakers

AND SCORES MORE,

-

WASHINGTON D.C., MARYLAND, VIRGINIA
AREA RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE
YOUR "STATE-OF-THE-ART" DEALER IS:
DKL SOUND LAB

943 BONIFANT
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20910
Hours: MONDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,

DEALERS!! CONSUMERS!!
Write for quotes

SATURDAY 2-8PM FRIDAY BY

on all medium and many High End lines. We

APPOINTMENT ONLY, CLOSED TUESDAY

need campus reps and people seriously interested in hi-fi to

(301) 588-6257

properly demonstrate a fantastic loudspeaker line. Liberal
compensation for qualified individuals. Write: Audio P.O. Box
36 Solsberry, Indiana 47459, or call 1812) 825-9750 or

STATE-OF-THE-ART comes to NORTH -CENTRAL FLORIDA
serving you with: AUDIO RESEARCH. Citation, Crown. Dahl-

1812)332-4252.

quist,

UTAH'S OLDEST, FINEST AUDIO SPECIALISTS
McIntosh
Levinson
Infinity
Bozak
Servo Statik IA
JBL
Pioneer

DSP Amp

Denon, Dynaco, Fidelity Research, DBX, G.A.S. Co.,
Hartley, Infinity, Magneplanar, Mark Levinson, Ortofon, Rab co, Revox A-700, SME, Supex, Thorens, Transcriptors, and
$10,000 worth of test equipment for in-store audio analysis.
a mobile recording van and sell professional
recording equipment. AUDIO, ETC., INC., 1999 N.W. 43rd
Street, Gainesville, Florida, 32605. 1-904-377-4107

We maintain

Supex

B&O

Stanton

Yamaha
Tandberg

AKG

Nakamichi

DBX

---

WINTERTON'S AUDIO
Salt Lake
2164 Highland Drive
Provo
Price

83 North University
20 North Carbon

BOWERS & WILKINS electrostatic panels (400 Hz up)
w/power supplies and transformers. $400 or trade. C.R.
CAIL, 594 Wimbledon Rd., Atlanta, Georgia 30324
LOW NOISE RESISTORS- '/4W,5%carbon film from 103.3 Megohm for 31/2 each Fifty per value is $1.25.

1N4004, 1N4148 diodes. Postage 75c. COMPONENTS CEN10038.

TER, Box 134A, New York, N.Y.

AUDIO
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
Parnassus Audio is now producing a fill Class A
(not AB) stereo power amplifier capable of relatively
high output power.
The amplifier additionally satisfies the theoretical
criteria for completely eliminating transient intermodulation
distortion.
The difference in sound quality between this amplifier
and conventional amplifiers is easily audible, even to the
inexperienced.
We welcome requests for a descriptive brochure.
Dealerships will be limited.

-

ENGINEERED ENCLOSURE & CROSSOVER DESIGNS
free w/purchase of our J.B.L., Gauss. Altec, and Community
raw drivers and horns. Music & Sound Ltd., 11-1/2 Old York
Road,

Listen to

TELEVISION
IN STEREO

Willow Grove, PA 19090 (215) 659-9251.
Loudspeaker Reconirg Labs

TE -200 TELEDAPTER EASILY CONNECTS TO ANY TV ö
STEREO SYSTEM. Using our coupling and matrix circuit, teledaptar takes
output from the television and delivers two HIGH
a low impedance
IMPEDANCE CHANNELS OF SIMULATED STEREO, to drive any
amplifier. Frequency response is maintained so you can hear the tinkle of
bells or booming bass sounds as it happens on TV. With terwce warranty
and hookup instructions 516 95 ppd. Guaranteed to make your TV 100%
more enjoyable.
OUR NEW TE.300 VHF -UHF HI.FI TUNER IS NOW AVAILABLE. A
complete and self contained 110 volt tuner. VHF -UHF antenna connecRecording end amp output jacks. Five year service warranty
tions
5149.95 ppd. From our factory.
ITE.300
CHECK [ MASTER CHARGE NO. for !1 TE.200
SEND:
TO: RHOADES NATIONAL CO. DEPT AD
or
35.00 for C.O.D.
The

PROPRIETARY CUSTOMIZED MODS reduce tone arm
friction, damp spurious resonances, minimize torsional forces,
improve tracking, and reduce hum and record wear. For
S.M,E's-$30.00' Fer Rabso SL -8(E -$100.00. For
Trsnscniptors-free' ('with purchase).
NOW
LISTEN to our calibrated Satin/Denon/F-R/Ortofon/Supex
moving coils. B&O/Grace/Micro-Acoustics. From the laboratories of Music & Sound Ltd., 111á Old York Rd., Willow

NAME

High Quality Audio Has Finally Arrived!
Audio Research, Bang & Olufsen, Klipsch, Audionics, Radford,
Revox, Bozak, Crown, DBX, Sequerra and others ... THE
SOUND ENVIRONMENT, Butler Square, Suite 114, 100

Grove, Pa. 19090 (215) 659-9251.

ADDRESS

North Sixth Street, Minneapolis, Minn. 55403, (612) 339-

from N.Y.C. Ampzilla, Avid, Bozak, B&O, Crown, Dahlquist,
DBX, Dual, IMF, Kenwood, Magneplanar, Micro -Acoustics,

Address all inquiries to: PARNASSUS

AUDIO,

INC.,

2818 Harper Street, Berkeley, California.
MINNEAPOLIS

-

4641.
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF BETHESDA
P.O. BOX 34251, WEST BETHESDA. MD. 20034

PROFESSIONALLY SPEAKING...Klipsch, Nakamichi,
Crown, Yamaha, SAE, Bose, Burwen. DBX, Soundcraftsmen,
Transcriptor, Microacoustic, Teac, Sonab, Dokorder, Supex,
HAL'S
Grace, JBL. For that extra personalized service visit
STEREO SOUND CENTER, INC., RT. 1 & Texas Ave., Trenton.

-

N.J. 08638, 609-883-6338.

Disgusted with American recordings? Tired of paying import prices? Join us at STEREOPHILE in mounting a campaign to bring US record companies back to the view that
high fidelity means musical realism, not tick, boom and
screech. For information about this lively, literate publication that is still leading the audio industry since 1962,

write STEREOPHILE, Box 49S, Elwyn,
$7 for 4 issues.

Pa.

19063, or send

CROWN, MCINTOCH, EPICURE, PHASE LINEAR, Yamaha, B&0, Nakamichi, Soundcraftsmen, Dahlquist, Magne pan, Frazier, Avid, Ortefen, Fulton, Tandberg, Harman-Kar don Rabco, Stas, and many others. Bryn Mawr Stereo & TV,
1016 Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010. (215) 525-

-

-

AUDIOPHILES NEEDED!! Sell Over 100 Brands!! Lowest
Krasco
623 Campbell Avenue,
Possible Prices!!
West Haven, Conn. 06516

WESTERN NEW YORK AUDIOPHILES
The word is getting around!! Our personalized, honest service

and quality equipment make a winning combination. In addition to the incomparable AUDIO RESEARCH line, (T-1 B's
black/natural in stock), we carry AMPZILLA. SAE Phase Linear, Yamaha, Quintessence, LEVINSON, B&0. IMF, MAGNE PAN, M&K Subwoofers, Hegeman, Infinity, RTR, ESS, DAHL-

QUIST, Fulton Music, QUATRE Onkyo, Connoisseur, Technics,

Dynaco, Transcriptors. Cerwin Vega, Sound craftsman, Supex, Ortofon, ADC, Micro -Acoustics, Damped
SME, Linn Sondek, KMAL, Naim Audio, etc. The Stereo Emporium, 3407 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, N.Y. 14217. (716)
874-3372.
Thorens,

AUDIOPHILES WANTED!! Put your knowledge to use, earn
an excellent spare time income. We need campus representa-

tives to sell name brand stereo equipment at substantial discounts in your area. No investment necessary. For information and application please write: ABCO, Dept. CR, 915
Grand Avenue, New Haven, Conn. 06511

-

AUDIO RESEARCH CORPORATION SP
3A1 and Amp:illa Mint -Best offer!! (28th) St. S.E Kentwood, Mi.

616-532-9374.

KENWOOD

700M-$425

or TRADE?

301-341-1148.

KLIPSCH HERESYS, walnut, new, factory sealed cartons,
$515.00 one pair Prepaid. MARANTZ 3300, new, walnut,
warranty, $285.00, (318) 868-0451/861-7174.

AUDIO

STATE

ZIP

N.J. S FINEST AUDIO STORE, 20 minutes

Ortofon, Phase Linear, Pioneer, Quintessence, Thorens. Write
or call University Stereo, 57 E Ridgewood Ave., Ridgewood,

ST. LOUIS' LEADING QUALITY AUDIO DEALER -Featuring

the following equipment:
AUDIO RESEARCH
ACCUPHASE

PHILIPS

AKG

QUAD

ALTEC PRO

DUINTESSENCE

B&O

REVOX 700

BOZAK

RTR

CALIFORNIA'S CUSTOM IMF DEALER is now offering:
Smaller version of the
IMF SMALLER MONITOR
world -acclaimed MONITOR!
IMF MODEL R!! Flat to 20 Hz. Stunning transient attack!
extraordiUses new version of KEF flat woofer. At $330

CITATION

SCULLY

DECCA

STANTON
STAX

nary!

NAKAMICHI

N.J.

(201) 447-5700.

McINTOCH MPI-4 INDICATOR 18 months old. $399.00.
Call after 6 PM, 413-569-5494.

-

N.

-

-

-

Dual transmission line sysIMF SUB -WOOFER KIT
$250!!
tem flat to 6 Hz
Both newly "imSTUDIO IIIB and MONITOR MK IV

-

pulse" revised!
Custom demonstrations in The IMF Listening Room. For information and/or listening appointment, write or call Russ
Goddard, CUSTOM IMF DEALER, 1171 W. Latimer, Campbell, California 95008. (408) 374-4697.
Mail order customers: For your convenience, all orders are
shipped prepaid and insured, by air!

SPECIALISTS! Save
Revox,

ENGLAND'S HI-FI MAIL ORDER
on B&O, Celestion, Decca,

Transcriptor, Jordan -Watts,

Tandberg,

Lowther, KEF, Rogers,

SME, Aniston, HPO, Sugden, Radford, Neal, Ferrograph, etc.
Shipping lists free or send $3.00 bills to include literature.

Goodwin Ltd.,

ATTENTION

P.O. BOX 617 HENDERSONVILLE, TENNESSEE 37075

CITY

N ORTHERN

BUY DIRECT FROM

6300.

49508

Levinson & Stax Cartridge Preautps

i

7

Broadway, Woodgreen, London N.22. Phone

01-888-0077. Visitors welcome.

WVa. 24944

FAIRFIELD

COUNTY

AUDI-

OPHILES TAKE NOTE! THE AUDIOPHILE, 231 BEDFORD
STREET, STAMFORD, CONN. specializes in equipment for
the connoisseur. Ampzilla, Koss Model One, ADC, Citation,
Crown, Dahlquist, Dyna, Epicure, Infinity, Philips, SAE SME
Stax, TEAL, Technics, Thorens and many more (203) 348-

YAMAHA

Equipment tested before being shipped prepaid.
J.C. Gordon Company
2831 Hampton Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63139

(314) 647-8866
Since 1927
NEW GENERATION Crown Amplifiers, Cleanest, Smoothest
sound ever produced - Crown D1200/HP1200, on demo
only at Barclay Recording, 503 Haverford Ave., Narberth, Pa.

19072. (215) 667-3048.
FLORIDA AUDIOPHILES! Phase Linear, I.M.F., B&O,

NORTHWEST'S FINEST

Village,

Woodland

Hills,

CASSETTE LABELS: 1,000 labels sheeted 6 up or typewriter roll, $9.95. Shipping 10%. TARZAC, 638 Muskogee
Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia 23509.

MAGNEPLANAR IA's $595. Mark Zenon, 2301 Jefferson
Davis Hwy., Apt. 1231, Arlington, Va. 22202. (703) 5210836.

-

Audio Research, Audionics,
Crown, Dahlquist, Dayton Wright, Decca,
Denon, Dunlop Clark, Fidelity Research, FMI, Gale, GAS,
Grace, Hartley, IMF, Linn Sondek, Magnepan, Mark Levinson,
Nakamichi, Otani, Quad, Quatre, Quintessence, Radford, Sequerra, Stax, Supex, Tandberg, Technics, Yamaha, also
Custom Designed Superwoofers, and many more, HARTLEY
Braun, Burwen,

1502 Butternut, Richland, WA 99352.
(509) 946-4459 until 6:00 PM, Then 946-1529 evenings.
ELECTRONICS,

NAME BRAND RECORDING TAPE custom loaded. Available in cassettes, reels, and cartridges. Huge savings direct
from manufacturer. MJS, 516 Brooks, San Jose. Calif.

Audio Research
Quintessence
Techniques
Dahlquist
Hartley

-

HAK,

Marantz, Quatre, Thorens, Sony, Klipsch, Rem, Barzilay cabinets. Sales and expert repairs. INTERIORS PLUS SOUND,
3038 N. Federal Highway, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33306.

95125.

-

Blvd., Woodland Hills
Calif. 91364. (213) 348-4600.

UHER

and others

Mel Schilling, formerly of Willow
Grove, Pa., has taken his knowledge of music and sound
to California, where he will continue to serve a select
nationwide clientele devoted to ultra state-of-the-art stereo.
20929
All shipments prepaid and insured. Write or call
Ventura

TECHNICS

PHASE LINEAR

3551 (Closed Mondays).

MAKING HIS MOVE

TANDBERG

KMAL
LINN SONDEK

(305) 566-3511.

SURPRISE! SURPRISE! Digital Piano Tuning Device tunes
musical instruments Accurately! Perfectly! Inexpensively!
Construction -Instruction Plans Complete $12.95 Airmailed
Postpaid! Moonlighting quickly repays $40 electronics investment! GREEN BANK SCIENTIFIC, Box 100E Green Bank,

WESTCHESTER AND

EPICURE

M&K
Gale

KMAL
Supex
Yamaha

SME

Win Labs
Audionics
Nakamichi

SAE

Linn Sondek

Quatre
Braun

Fidelity Research
Mark Levinson
Connoisseur
Magnepan
Sequerra
Fulton
Grace

Stax
DBX

GARLAND AUDIO. INC.
2960 Stevens Crk. Blvd.
San Jose, California 95128

(408) 244-6724
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

ATTENTION DYNA OWNERS. Our Dyna Double 400 modification with 16 output transistors, front end bypass, and
80,000 mfd power supply is twice as fast and twice as
strong as a stock ST -400. Our Super PAT -5 has lightning
fast ICs and improved high gain phono section. With a Denon
DL103S straight in, these Super Dynakits show you just how

FLORIDA'S LARGEST AUDIO RESEARCH DEALER. Full
Audio Research Systems on display SP3-A-1 Dual 76A/Dual
150/Dual 52/Magneplanar Tympani C/Tympani IV. Plus AR.

great our Fulton Js and Magneplanars will play. JENSENS
STEREO SHOP, where Start of the Art is affordable, 2202
River Hills Drive, Burnsville, Minnesota, 55337. 612-890-

FOR SALE

1

B&D, Crown, Denon, Fulton, IMF, Magnepan. Marantz, Mark

Levinson, Nakamichi, Paoli, Phase Linear, Revox, Rossound,
SAE, Satin, Sequerra, Sherwood, Shure, Stax. STR, Supex,
Tandberg, Technics, Transcriptors, Uher, Yamaha. SOUND
AND SIGHT, INC. 20 N. Federal Highway, Boca Raton, Florida

33432, (305) 391-1843.

3517

THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF MOBILE

1778 BELTLINE HIGHWAY, MOBILE, ALABAMA 36609

speakers &

ADS

headphones

FMI

electronics

ADS
GAS

M&K

Quad

Gale

Heroic

Polk

Quatre

Stax

Radford

Braun

Ampzilla

Beyer

C/M Labs

Fulton

Audionics
Cambridge

Quatre
Magnepan

Parnassus

Quad ESL

Quintessence

Audionics

Mark Levinson

Cambridge

BSR

ARK

Dbx

AKG, ALTEC, AUDIO RESEARCH, Beyer, CROWN, DAHLQUIST, DBX, DECCA. INFINITY, KLH 9s. Koss, Nakamichi, Ortofon, PHASE LINEAR. PML, REVOX, SAE, Sennheiser,
Sequerra, Sony. Stanton, Stax, Supex, Tandberg, TASCAM,
Technics, Thorens, etc.

HI-FI HAVEN
28 Easton Ave.

201-249-5130
SME

tape -recorders,
processors, &
accessories

MARANTZ MODEL 9 owners: Reduce the phase -shift &
distortion of your Model 9's with our do-it-yourself kit,
complete with detailed step-by-step instructions, schematic,
photograph and parts for two Model 9's. Mail check or
money-order for ten dollars to: ALLEGRO SOUND, 15015
Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, California 91403

New Brunswick, N.J. 08901

Dahlquist
Sennheiser
Beveridge ESL

record -playing
equipment

KMAL
Dual
Grace

Lamb

Supex

Beyer
Braun

Win Labs

Revox

Connoisseur
Keith Monks
Linn-Sondek

Sheffield
Vac-o-rec
Nakamichi
Quintessence

Mark Levinson

Fidelity Research

STEREO WORKSHOP

new hours
Tues -Sat

Sun -Mon

12-5 PM
6-10PM

closed

open for browsing

private appointments for auditions & consultation

DYNA STEREO 70 MOD KIT. Tighter bass, improved transient response, higher definition. Complete instructions, schematics, parts list. $5.00. With parts kit including all new
tubes, $58.00. Or we will modify $105.00 all postpaid. Audio Designers, Box 122, Ledyard, Conn. 06339.
DAYTON WRIGHT XG8 Mk II -$995, XG8 Mk Ill; IMF
Monitors. Mark Ill Improved-$1,400; Rabco Sl8 (modified) -$125; Levinson LNC-1 100 Hz crossover -$550;
Pair Hartley 10" subwoofers in 7' transmission lines, walnut -$500; Marantz 20B tuner -$395; Stax SRX-$165;
Stax SR3-$75; Quintessence Amp, latest model -$900;
B&0 5700 speakers. rosewood. with stands -$525. All

equipment with full warranties. John Boland, 2912 S. Auburn Place, Kennewick. Wa. 99336. (509) 587-1286.
SAE MARK 1M preamp with cabinet, mint. $410. Call (518)
783-6890, evenings.

CROWN CX-822, mint. $1700; DC -300A, case. $600;
Shure M-67 mixer, $100. Robert Busk, 1203 N.W. 4th Ave.,
Gainesville. Fla. 32601. (904) 373-3043.

MARANTZ 10-B. Mint. $700. Phil Teslow, (612) 9207325.
CERWIN-VEGA PRODUCTS
(312) 581-7436
STEREO COMPONENTS: Over 50 brands & accs. List 50c
refundable Custom Audio c/o Dick Walen 4226 Robert St.
Red Wing, Minn. 55066

- all major brands. Lowest prices. Audio, Suite
47, 947A Dyer Avenue, Cranston, R.I. 02920.

$400/pr.

512/854-3521.

or best.

CROWN SX724 w/portable case and two Sony ECM -22 microphones. $850. J. Byrns. 1953 Governors Lane. Hoffman
Estates, IL 60172.

-

SOUNDAMERICA

Northern Minnesota's finest Audio

dealer. Crown, SAE, Infinity, Yamaha, Ortofon,
rens, Pioneer, Sony, Kenwood.

E -V,

-

Shure, Tho-

Teac. Finest selection

will ship prepaid. SOUNDAMERICA 2116 Maple Grove

Rd.,

Duluth, Minn 55811

CYBERACOUSTIC LABORATORY is a research and development cneter combined with the most scientifically
audio/acoustics lab; featuring Crown, IMF,
advanced
Merk Levinson, Nakamichi, Burwen, UREI, RTR, DBX,
Ortofon, Bence, HK-Rabco, AKG, and more. Crown tape
recorder specialists. Send for free catalog! 503 Haverford
Avenue, Narberth Pa. 19072. (215) 667-3048.
a new excitement to your listening
pleasure. Stereo One is at 1229 Post Rd., Fairfield, Conn.
06430. For the discriminating listener we offer: McIntosh,
Mark Levinson, Braun ADS, Quatre, Nakamichi, Revox, Thorens, Supex, Dahlquist, Ortodon, R&D, Denon, F-R, JBL, Yamaha, Phase Linear. Jecklin Float, & Bi -Amplified Bozak Speakers. We ship pre -paid. For competent, professionally objective

advice call:
STEREO ONE

1229 Post Road
Fairfield, Conn. 06430
Phone

DAHLQUIST, F.M.I., I.M.F., HARTLEY SUB -WOOFERS,
for the closest approximation to dipole definition $132 up!
Shipped prepaid/insured. Music and Sound, Ltd., 11V? Old

DEALERS: We will buy your excess stock. ALL lines, no
quantity too large or small. Cash paid immediately. Call M.
Gasman

-

CAR STEREO

INFRA WOOFER TM world's largest, deepest, most powerful
sub -woofer system can be had only at Music and Sound. Ltd.
50 dB per octave crossover, bandpass 16 hz..'$1495.

+

(415) 843-5836

-

LET STEREO ONE bring

PROFESSIONAL brand neme quad receivers and dual performance turntables at one third wholesale cost. Sansui tuner
AU -9500, 80 watts RMS $275.00. Sansui tuner AU -7500,
40 watts RMS $160.00. Send $1.00 for Fall preview catalog. Audio Smith, 7225 S. Jeffery, Apt 1A, Chicago, Illinois
60649.

York Road, Willow Grove, Pa. 19090 (215) 659-9251.
Free PassiveX-over Design w/Purchase +

2985 College Avenue
Berkeley, California 94705

-

INFINITY 2000A SPEAKERS. Like new. Under Warranty.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA

-

Listen to every speaker available
SHOP AROUND
then come to Cyberacoustic Laboratory and hear RTR's New
Direct Drive Electrostatic DR -1 speaker system at Philadelphia's exclusive distributor
by appointment
503
Haverford Ave., Narberth, Pa. 19072. (215) 667-3048.

617-924-0561.

203-255-5939

THE AUDIOPHILE
At last! An audio dealer in the Washington. D.C, Metropolitan
area serving the sound purist. Audition the new DB Systems

preamp - absolutely the finest sound available today, tube or
transistor. Listen to your favorite records through the Stax
SRX Mk II electrostatic headphones or Quad ESL's with M&K
sub -woofer. The sound may surprise you. 582 N. Frederick
Ave., Gaithersburg, Md. 20760. (301) 948-2999. Where
quality is foremost.

SAL -A -THON

- Bring cash today and take it away. Low
prices on used test equipment. Subject to prior sale FOB,
Brockton: Simpson Handiscope 100 Khz, $55.00; HP 120AR
w/PII 200 Khz mod., $95.00; HP 202A F.G. .008-1200 hz,

$95.00;

HP

400D

AC VTVM 10hz-4Mhz,

lmv-300v, $75.00;

Tek 105 sq. wave gen. 25hz-1Mhz, $75.00; Tek 181 time
mark gen., $95.00; GR 1330A bridge osc. 5k-50Mhz,

1021A 40-250 or 250-900 Mhz, $275.00; HP
523D counter 1.2Mhz, per TIM, $120.00; Decade .1 ohm111megohm 9 decades, $49.00. WALLEN ELECTRONICS
CO., INC., 46 No. Manchester Street, Brockton, Mass. 02402.
(617) 588-6440, (617) 472-0244

$375.00;

.

GR

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF TAMPA
1531 SOUTH DALE MABRY, TAMPA, FLORIDA 33609

INFONICS DUPLICATORS! For

a

-

bunch of reasons you

can't afford not to consider Infonics Duplicators
especially since factory installation and training are included in
the list price! INFONICS DUPLICATORS, 219-879-3381.

ORIGINAL TRANSCRIPTOR HYDRAULIC REFERENCE
TURNTABLE (do not confuse with smaller "Skeletal"
table/Vestigal arm package from Ireland) now available direct from U.S. importer. Magnificent turntable complete with
silicone -damped Unipivot arm, $498.00 freight prepaid.
Without arm, including blank arm -mounting board or one cut
for SME, $398.00. Send $100.00 down for COD shipment.
Audiophile Imports,10East Erie. Chicago. 60611. (312) 7870754.

West Michigan Audiophiles -Paoli, Ampzilla, Transcriptors,
Magnepan, Fulton. Available at Music CenterEquinox, (616)
457-2117, or Box 333, Grandville, Michigan 49418.

GATELY PROKIT SM -6 mixer, EQ-6 equalizer, EK-6 reverb.
Excellent. $550. Nelson Wright, 617-767-0493 evenings.

MARANTZ MODEL 2, 40 watt mono amplifier. $200.
512-729-6110.

-

ROCKFORD'S APPLE TREE STEREO ®
Audio Research Magnaplanar Speakers and Electronics, Crown, Denon. H/K Rabco, Linn Sondek, Micro -Acoustics, Ohm, SME,
Sony, Technics, and many other fine audio components.
1645 N. Alpine Rd., Rockford. III. 61107, 815-226-9826

SOUTH'S LOWEST QUOTES FOR DYNACO AND FICO
KITS. Allkits, Box 864, Destin, Fla. 32541.
YOUR ROOM IS THE MISSING LINK
A state of the art system is usually junk in the typical poor

listening environment, and therefore a rip-off. Our acoustical
consulting division will have a calibrated "reverberation
curve vs. frequency" measurement performed in your room,
and our engineering dept.'s plan of correction, loudspeaker
placement and room equalization, all at no cost with your
purchase or upgrade. Music & Sound Ltd., 111/2 Old York Rd.,

Willow Grove,

Pa.

19090. (215) 659-9251.

CANADIANS: Best Hi-Fi discounts

FREE

catalogs jam pack with bargains in: Hi-Fi equipment

tape and recording accessories, calculators, telephones and
accessories, kits, parts, etc. Hundreds of factory and government surplus specials too! American inquiries welcome. Rush
free catalog request to: ETCO, Dept. AUA, Box 741, Montreal
H3C 2V2.

AUDIO
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on over 96 leading Hi-Fi

brands. Many exclusive factory closeout and special deals.
Quotations via return mail. Nationwide mailorder service.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

CONSIDER YOUR SOURCE FOR SOUND
Credentials
College instructors in audio /acoustics, Inventors/graduate electrical engineers, Recording & disc mastering engineers;MEMBERS:United Inventors & Engineers
Acoustical Society of America
Institute of Electronic Engineers
II. Facilities
Anechoic Chamber: >.91 working floor
$50,000 research laboratory
Factory authorized "A" warranty stations
I.

Loudspeaker Reconing Lab

III. Our Distinguished Suppliers
Audio Research, Sequerra, Satin/Denon/F-R, Transcript ors, F.M.I./R.T.R., Linn Sondek, Nakamichi, Dayton Wright.

Dahlquist, Crown, Infinity, I.M.F., London Decca, Quad, Rogers, Spender, Stax, B&O, Grace, Supex, Micro Acoustics,
Custom Rabco, Braun. Revox A-700, Ortofon, Damped
S.M.E., Scully, Mark Levinson. Koss-ELS, Yamaha.

NEEDLES

STEREO

CARTRIDGES -ADC,

AND

B&O,

GRADO EMPIRE, MICRO -ACOUSTIC, PICKERING, ORTOFON,
SHURE, STANTON. SUPEX, SONY, PANASONIC, RCA, BSR,

and others. Write for FREE CATALOG. NEEDLE IN A HAY-

STACK, INC., P.O. Box 17436, Washington. D.C. 20041.

NOW IN PRODUCTION: World's heaviest 12" woofer. 17Hz
resonance. Over 200 watts RMS. Sand cast frame, $59.00

delivered U.S.A. Rockwell Systems, Inc., 100 Liberty St..
Rockwell, N.C. 28138. NOW THE BIG MID -RANGE: 3"
dome, 3" voice coil, 96 watts RMS sine wave power at
1000Hz. Over 120 degrees dispersion 500 to 5000 Hz.

Weight

121/2

AR -3A

-

like new, walnut stands plus glass tops. $250.

(804) 282-5918.
WESTCHESTER HEADQUARTERS for the great sounds in
the world. Quad, Cambridge, Dahlquist, Bose ESS, Braun,
SAE, EPI, Crown, Phase Linear, Tandberg, Thorens, Yamaha,

1000's of PROFESSIONAL products (see Tuned Rock

Nakamichi, Technic, BGW, Dual,

P.A. ad).

Burwen, We stock Ampzilla. The listening Room, Inc. 590
Central Ave. Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583 (914) 472-4558.

Music & Sound Ltd., 111/2 Old York Rd., Willow Grove.

Pa.

Leak,

B&O, DBX.

19090. (215) 659-9251.
Whom Would You Trust?

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes.
Catalogue $1.50. House of Records, Hillburn. New York
10931.
AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIONICS, BANG & OLUFSEN, BOZAK,
CROWN, DBX, KLIPSCH, KMAL, LINN SONDEK, NAKAMICHI,

PHASE LINEAR. RADFORD, REVOX, SEQUERRA, STAX, TAND BERG, BEYER, SENNHEISER, and other fine instruments for
the reproduction of music. Send for list of used equipment
AUDIO SYSTEMS AND DESIGN, 5421 South 84th St., Lincoln, Nebraska 68516 (402) 489-9888 ... and 4408 Capital Ave., Omaha, Nebraska 68131. (402) 556-7559.

PROTECT YOUR LPs. Poly sleeves for jackets 8E round bottom inner sleeves 6c Poly lined paper sleeves 15c White
jackets 35c Postage $1.25. House of Records, Hillburn, New
York 10931.

AUDIO'S HI-FI HANDBOOK
Complete reference guide to over 1,000 components, in
cluding prices and specs. All arranged in tabular form foi
easy comparison. Plus over 30 outstanding articles on audit
topics, trends and advances. State-of-the-art reading for audia limited quantity available. Over 200 pages.
$3.95 (includes shipping and handling) to: Jean Davis,
Audio Hi-Fi Handbook, 134 N. 13th St., Phila., Pa. 19107.

ophiles. Only
Send

& WISCONSIN'S only audiophile dealer.
Specialists in components by Crown, Dahlquist, Transcriptors,
Integral Systems, Epicure, Nakamichi, Bozak. Citation, Ohm,
SME, Ampzilla, DBX, Infinity, SAE, RTR, ESS. Revox, Phase
Linear and 50 others. Wisconsin's only Audio Research dealer with the entire product line on demonstration. WACK

MILWAUKEE

ELECTRONICS INC., 5722 W. North Ave., Milwaukee 53208.

NEW YORKERS -WE ARE COMMITTED!
Consult with us about your audio needs. We have what you
want, we offer FULL service.
IMF, BGW, SAE. OHM, INFINITY, KLIPSCH, ORTOFON, THORENS, SME, LEVINSON JC-1, STAX, ADS -BRAUN, TECHNICS,_
PIONEER,

IMF MONITOR Mk Ill's, perfect condition. (814) 2385016; evenings call (814) 238-7883.

CROWN, MARANTZ, TANNOY, KEF,

KENWOOD.

IAS, DBX, REVOX and Many Others.

129 DeGraw Street
Brooklyn, NY 11231

(212) 596-0888

All in excellent condition. M. Ginnis, Box

and appearance. Full details: Janis

Audio Associates, Inc.; Box 88 Throgs Neck Station; New
York, N.Y. 10465.

TAIWAN, JAPAN, Asia Directory. World
products information. Mail -orders, bulk -orders. Listings. Directory and Information $1.00 today. World Trade Inquiries.
Box 6224, Spokane, Wash. 99207.
HONG KONG,

ALAN AUDIO

OF

INDIANA

33061 (305)942-8584

'

Chicago Acoustic

Ortofon
Linn Sondek

Grace

'

'

Quad

Dahlquist

Quatre

'

'

'

Decca

KEF

Paoli

'

'

'

FMI

Magnepan

Revox ' Uher
Nakamichi
Super
Stax
Transcriptor & many others. Service Dept. Best equipt. in
Chicago. Victor's Stereo, 8 E. Erie, Chicago. 312 642-6349.

SAVE 10% DR MORE; eight detailed, tested speaker enclosure designs; includes transmission line; send $2.50;
Cobrasaund, Box 1011, Madison, WL 53701.
NAGRA 1V-SL. All accessories, mint. $3,600.00 -Gately
pro -kit SM -6A 250.00-EV-RE-55 $200. pr. -Quad 303

-Dyne Pat-5 $165.00-ADC-XLM
$10.00-AT15SA $50.00. Mark Plourd, 11760 SW 98th,
$190 00
Tigard,

Or.

97223. 1-503-639-7787.

Indiana

47401; 812-332-2192
Open Sunday, Closed Saturday.

AUDIO RESEARCH ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER, EC3-A,
silver, with walnut case, $500.00. Also Dual 76AN,
$900.00. Supex SD -900E, new, $75.00. 919-449-4132.

AUDIO

A no -compromise performer with smooth rebelow 20 Hz. Ideal for use with Magnaplanars,
Quads, Dahlquist, ESS, or any system deficient in low bass,

sponse

because

Bloomington,

have heard which is as

good or better than the best tube equipment we have
heard. We used to have to specialize depending on what
the amplifier was to be used for. This is the amp for super -woofers or any part of

a bi or tri camped system, or
for PA or band use. Models 500 and 1000, $800 and
$1200. These amps will also be available under the
Sequerra name with different cosmetics.

SUPEX SMM5 moving magnet

cartridge. Not the best but
exceptionally smooth. Nothing can touch it for $50.
GRACE 940 oil damped, uni -pivot tone arm. $149.
FIDELITY RESEARCH cartridge and transformer. The best
moving coil yet. Highly regarded even by resident Decca
freak. Great depth of image and detail. Also variety of prepreamps. Cart. $130, Torodial transformer $150.
AMBRIDGE AUDIO P50 and P140 integrated amplifiers

with toroidal power supply and state of the art preamp.
$350 and $550. Also TL 200 transmission line speakers.
)ECCA BRUSH. Over a million conductive bristles eliminate
need for liquids and reduce static. $15.

ultimate dust bug. Same bristles as

1ECCA CLEAN-UP, The

brush, conductive shaft and ground wire. $15.
ilso: GAS Ampzilla, Dayton Wright. C/M Labs, Sony, Lux,
BGW, Audionics, Lexson, Revox, Otani, Nakamichi. Neal,

FMI,

Celestion,

IMF,

Linn

Sondek,

ERA.

Micro

700,

GREENWOOD SOUND, INC.
P.O. Box

2069

Portland, Ore. 97202

503 235-1776

money in your spare time. We need campus representatives
to sell name brand stereo components at discount prices in

'

$200.00.

factory authorized service
Alan Audio, 310 S. Washington,

the first solid state amp we

CHICAGO AUDIOPHILES

THE BOTTOM END, as reviewed in the April Stereophi/e.
A new compact super bass speaker that retails for around

& tuner testing; cartridge comparisons; fully instrumented

mix down mon-

foam grills, crossovers & parts. Raw speakers. veneers,
vinyls. CSS, 8460 Marsh, Algonac, Mich. 48001.

GALE, LINN-SONDEK, NAKAMICHI, OHM, ORTOFON, REVOX,

SUPEX, TANNOY/MICRO, YAMAHA. Amplifier

a

peizoelectric has been added for dispersion.
The result is a very efficient, accurate reproducer with
very good power handling. $185 each.
DREADNAUGHT power amps by Dunlap Clarke. Absolutely
stable, superior protection. Despite other claims this is
a

CUSTOM BUILT SPEAKER SYSTEMS, enclosures, kits

ADVENT, ADS/BRAUN, AVID, CITATION, CROWN. FULTON,
SHURE. SME,

SONEX speaker. Originally developed as

Pompano Beach,

I,

max. About 60 W is enough to drive this speaker. Elegant in

(22"x22"x18" high)

CURRENT AND RECOMMENDED:

MAGNEPLANAR TY-1A, $700; Supex/Levinson, $200;
Marantz 8B, $225: Dyna PAT -5, $130: Larry Beiter, 719
Copeland, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15232.

Ampzilla

size

14-16

Shipped free anywhere in U.S. and Canada.

(Rosewood pair) $600. ESS
500 power amplifier with meters. $350. Crown DC -300,
$400. ESS electronic crossover, $60.00. Revoc A-16 tuner,
$250.00. Dynakit PAT -5 $175.00. Marantz 500, $800.00.
ESS TRANSTATIC T Speaker

Call For Appointment

THE JANIS WOOFER IS ABSOLUTELY FLAT TO 30 Hz.!
The specifications can only hint at the effortless, ultra-clear
and detailed bass reproduction to the limits of hearing. Typical response 30 - 100 Hz. + 1/2dB, distortion about 1%

DEPT.
DISCOUNT MUSIC CLUB, INC.
deg 650
Main Street. New Rochelle. N.Y. 10801

Dual, Decca, Ortofon, Supex, Sennheiser, Beyer, Sequerra.

414-442-3441.

Fla.

INNOVATIVE AUDIO

DIFFERENT
F RECORD CLUB
KIND OA

Discounts up to 73%, no "agree -te-purchase" obligations.
All labels, Schwann catalog of thousands of titles; classical,
pop, jazz, country, etc. Discount dividend certificates. Newsletter; accessories; quick service. 100% iron -clad
guarantees. Write for free details.

itor,

pounds. $99.50 postpaid USA.

Revox,

FREE

of room placement. BOTTOM END CROSSOVERS

permit the use of one woofer, no bi-amping, one amplifier
does it all. Model X1 for all Magnaplanars, Model X2 for
all others. Literature and information available upon request, dealer inquiries invited. Consumers write for the
name of your nearest dealer. M & K Sound Inc.. 8719

Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90211.

JANUARY, 1976

HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS WANTED!! Earn more than just spare

your area. High commission, no investment required. Serious
inquiries only, please. Contact: Alan Weisberg, K&L Sound
Services Co. 75 N. Beacon St., Watertown, Mass. 02172.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF PENSACOLA

3731 NAVY BOULEVARD, PENSACOLA, FLORIDA 32507

MINT SONY PREAMP 2000, $185; Sony

SO

Decoder

SO02020, $135; Kenwood Audio-Denoiser KF8011, $140;
Pioneer SA900 amp, 120 watts rms, $175. (919) 5780655, A. Blanchard, P.O. Box 2034, Burlington, N.C. 27215.
ELECTROVOICE SP 15 speakers, original 51b magnet. Factory reconed-excellent. Matched pair, $160. MC 30 power
and output transformer set $50. new. Dr. Arthur Fisher, 723
No. Oakhurst Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal. 90210.
YOUR DOLLAR BUYS MORE IN BRITAIN. Whether you
are visiting or require export shipment UPL will get you more
component value per dollar. UPL, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey. Phone 01 942 9567/8.

-

Factory authorized service, parts & acREVOX OWNERS
cessories for the Western states. Beverly Stereo Audio Clinic,
8413 Beverly Blvd., L.A., Calif. 90048. (213) 651-3652.

Mc 275; DYNA PAT 4. Call Tom Hill, 716-484-9191; 716962-3941.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

PORTLAND, OREGON
HAWTHORNE STEREO
An uncommon Hi-Fi store serving Portland for thirty years
with the finest in products, service, and people.
Audio Research
Radford

AUDIOPHILES! Now that you have read about the Nakamichi Reference Moniters you must come hear them. These
speakers reflect years of engineering to produce the smooth-

USED EQUIPMENT: AUDIO RESEARCH TYMPANI IA $650;
BGW 500R, 5495; GALE SPEAKERS, $575; QUINTESSENCE

most transparent and dynamic sound available today.
Only at Stuart's Audio, 544 North Avenue East, Westfield,
New Jersey, 201-232-0483 and Granetz Mall, Route 206,
Raritan, New Jersey, 201-526-4434.

HARTLEY

COMPLETE LINE of disco systems and professional sound
equipment. CMG SOUND INC., 12020 Milton St., Wheaton,

Shure SME (Damped) Non -Detachable $135.00 (8-5) 1-216-

Quad

Crown
Harmon-Kardon

Quatre

Sony V-FET
Manantz
Dahlquist
Beveridge
Polk
Audionics
Technics

Yamaha

McIntosh
Mangeplanar
Fulton

NO FEES, COMMISSIONS. TWO MONTH DELAYS! AUDI-

STEREO REPRESENTATIVES

Buying!! Over 80 Brands!! Krasca Stereo, 623 Campbell
Ave., West Haven, Conn. 06516.

West; 8680 S.W. Canyon Rd., Portland, Oregon 97225.
East; 3580 S.E. Hawthorne Blvd., Portland, Oregon 97214.

503-292-4401.
MARANTZ 4400 stereo/quadradial receiver, 250 watts
RMS, with oscilloscope and Dolby. Brand' new, factory sealed. Cost $1250. Must sell -$840, includes shipping. Four
Fairfax FX 350 top rated stereo speakers, brand new, factory
sealed. Cost $199.95 each. Must sell -$160 each or $620
for all. Including shipping, Phone (914) 793-3440.
JBL PARAGON, walnut, $1800. Mark Conrad, 1004 Havelock Dr., Taylors, S.C. 29687. (803) 268-6840.
STEREO CARTRIDGES and STYLUS REPLACEMENT For
ADC. Audio Technica, B&0, Grado, Empire, Micro Acoustics,
Pickering, Ortofon, Shure, Stanton, Supes. Write for free cat-

WITHOUT CHARGE

($5/12)

Lowest prices! Ampex Grandmaster, 101/2", our metal flanges, boxed -$13.50 postpaid.
Cheaper in quantity. Free price lists. Omega Audio, 25520
Graham Road. Detroit, Mich. 48239.
ESS amt -3 speakers

$650; Cit-

ation 11 a preamp w. case $290; Audio Research D-51 A amp
$500; Audio Research Tympani Ill T/M speakers $550; Audio Research EC -4 crossover $240; Audio Research SP -3A-1
preamp $600; Infinity Monitor speakers $650; Teac A-4010
GSL tapedeck $350; Crown IC -150 preamp $265; Marantz
2245 receiver $345; Rabco SL8E tonearm $110; Shure SME
non -detachable tonearm $100; Dynaco PAS 3X modified by
Audio Research $225; Acoustic Research 4ax speakers $90;

Acoustic Research 3a speakers $325. Also demonstrator specials, Audionics 11-308 speakers $275; Audionics TL -50
speakers $415; Radford HD22 preamp $375; Audionics .03
amp $325; Citation 12 amp $225. SOUND ADVICE, 536
State Road, Emmaus, PA 18049. (215) 987-4418.
REVOX A-77 TAPE DECK, $375. Robert Sadowsky, 3235
Emmons Ave., Brooklyn, New York 11235. (212) 934-9425.

MARANTZ 4270, 140 Watts RMS 2/4 Channel Receiver
w/Dolby, & optional wood cabinet; Brand New; $615 complete. Fairfax FX 350 top rated speakers; Brand New; $150
each, or $590 for 4. All items factory sealed, w/warranty
cards. (914) 793-3440.

-1W,

CARBON FILM RESISTORS
5% from 10-4.7
megohms for 31/2c each. Fifty per value $.85. Discounts
available. FREE samples/specifications. Other quality components. $1.00 postage. Components Center, Box 134A. N.Y.,
N.Y.

OBLIGATION! SUBSCRIBE TODAY
BOX 821,

ITSELF.

FOR

10038

AUDIO RESEARCH D-76 (2) $750, each. Ampzilla $650.
All mint with warranty. Wolfe, 509-547-9361.
HEWLETT PACKARD-Barney Oliver. integrated amplifier.
Extremely low distortion and noise. Highest quality construction, $600.00. IMF Studio IIIA speakers $625.00 pair. Ampand, 8 speakers -$1050.00. Linn Sondek table, SME N.O.,
ADC-XLM Mk II, $350.00. All 3 months old, excellent condi-

tion. Mike Maciag, 716-889-4559.

DON'T LET VOLTAGE TRANSIENTS ZAP YOUR HI -Fl.
Solid State Equipment Protector. Plugs into outlet. Check or
money order $6.95. Kopp Sales á Service, 1650 William St..
Buffalo 14206. Free brochure -send SASE

NEEDED!! Lowest Price List

STRATFORD, CONNECTICUT 06497

FORMULA 4 PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY TONE ARM

SERVICE MANUALS for all audio equipment. Includes schematic, parts list and servicing. Send make, model and $5.00
to Daugherty Audio Service, 7313 Inzer, Springfield, VA

Only viscous damping with low effective mass can ensure

22151.
USED AUDIO COMPONENTS:
Old, rare,

or just unwanted. New service turns your used

components into cash. Free details. Send an SASE to:
Sound Exchange, 1869 Beacon St., Brookline, MA 02146
SAVE MONEY BUYING USED COMPONENTS!

All Brands Available. Write for quotation and free information. Send an SASE to: Sound Exchange, 1869
Beacon St., Brookline, MA 02146
AN -180 DOLBY UNIT NEW AND NEVER USED
$200.00 Fisher XP -9 Bookshelf speaker $100.00. Jim Bennett, 159 Mayfield Ave., Crystal Lake, Illinois 60014.
TEAC

THE CONNECTION

20-60% Discounts on Thorens, Stanton, Altec, Dual, Pioneer,

-

MINT USED EQUIPMENT.

OR

GUARANTEED TO PAY

alog: Needle In A Haystack, Dept. A., P.O. Box 17435, Wash-

SCOTCH -AMPEX TAPE

133-7924.

MD. 20902 (301) 942-8665.

OMART PRINTS YOUR NON-COMMERCIAL CLASSIFIED AD

Stax
Fidelity Research
Philips

ington, D.C. 20041.

SEQUERRA Tuner all features 2,100 Dyna FM3 tuner 50.00

Advent
SME
Denon

G.A.S.

$360; EQUALIZER, $360; CROWN 060, $220.
ELECTRONICS, 1502 Butternut. Richland, WA.
99352. 946-4459 or 946-1529 evenings.
PREAMP,

Phase Linear

Grace

Mark Levinson
Nakamichi

est,

and other brand names. For your free quote on any model or

System write THE CONNECTION,

35 Congress St.. Bldg.
Shetland Park, Salem, Mass. 01970. Get on our Mail list!

I,

REVOX A77 Mark IV, mint, $575. Advent 101 dolby, $75,
Audio Research D-75, $550, Dynaco PAT -4, $40, Beyer
M500 mike, $75, Shure V15 Ill, $35. WANTED - McIntosh
275, Pern Van Camp 607-648-5519

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA

4166

30345

BUFORD HIGHWAY, N.E., ATLANTA, GEORGIA

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA

1030-3 CHEROKEE ROAD, SMYRNA, GEORGIA 30080
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF MONTGOMERY

3386 NORMAN BRIDGE

RD., MONTGOMERY, ALA.

36105

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF ATLANTA 4162 JONESBORO
RD., ZAYRE CENTER, FOREST PARK, GA.

30050

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
OF ATLANTA
ATLANTA GEORGIA 30303

THIEVES WAREHOUSE

3164 PEACHTREE

RO., N.E.,

"TV -GAMES, more than just a ping-pong game. 5 game plan
set - $5.00, big 12 game plan set - $12.00, full description
and specs - $1.00. ADVANCED ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box
1128, Cupertino, Calif. 95014."

MIDWEST AUDIOPHILES
-you will love Victor's Stereo!
Magnepan

Allison Acoustic
Dahlquist

Nakamichi
Ortofon
Quad/Quatre

Dayton Wright
Decca/Supex

SAE/Paoli
Revox/Uher
Stax/Yamaha
Transcriptor

FMI/KEF
Grace/KMAL
Linn Sondek

IMF LOUDSPEAKERS, Monitors featured. Transcriptors
turntables. Burwen, C/M Labs, Levinson, Stax electronics.
Leak Stereo -50 tubed amplifier, $200. Jecklin Float Electrostatic Headphones. Decca. Denon, Supex cartridges. PML
microphones. RTR 400E electrostatic speakers, new condition $235 each. Jensen Fives loudspeakers, mint $290 pair.
Sheffield recordings. Hartley 210 -MSG speakers, mint $235.
Shotglass glasscone loudspeakers, superb value. Trades accepted. WANTED: Marantz. Futterman. McIntosh tubed equipment. GOLDEN EAR. South Rockwood, Michigan 48179.

(313) 379-9945.
YELLOW PAGES OF AUDIO -Comprehensive reference to
professional as well as consumer audio products and manufacturers. FREE classified advertising information and copy
form available with each issue. $1.50. Box 94, Colmar, Pa.

18915
NEW YORK - THE CHOICE IS YOURS!
Consult with us about your individual audio needs. IMF, BGW,
SAE, OHM, INFINITY, KLIPSCH, ORTOFON, THORENS, LINN
SONDEK, KEITH MONKS, SME, LEVINSON JC-1AC, STAX,
ADS -BRAUN,

DECCA. TANNOY, DBX, REVOX, CROWN, PIO-

NEER, KENWOOD, MARANTZ,

C/M LABS.

KEF. INNOTECH,

CELESTION & many others.

INNOVATIVE AUDIO
"THE FACTORY"

129 DeGraw Street
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11231

(212) 596-0888
Call For Appointment

EDITING RECORDS ONTO RECORDING TAPE? The TAPE

If you love music

Ampzilla

natural sound without 'listening fatigue' enabling all cartridges to reach their region of best performance, the socalled 'Linear Region' essential for perfect CD -4, UD -4 matrix
quadraphony and stereo due to the suppression of instantaneous tracking force extremes reducing record wear
and H.F. playback distortion. Viscous damping means better
tracking of warped records, the sound having rich full bass
plus a tape-like consistency with steady stereo image and
near pinpoint localization. Jewelled Unipivot friction below
0.005 gm. Effective Mass 4.50 gm VTF 0-3 gm stylus pivot
224mm. Optimum performance with ultra high or low compliance cartridges weighing 3-10 gms. Leaflet $1 deductible
from purchase. Price S89 including airmail. Formula 4, 15
Heather Walk, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9TS, England.

MEASURE' computes the running time remaining on a partially used reel of tape quickly and accurately. Perfect for
editing anything of known time duration onto tape. Unique
double -slide calculator works for 101/2". 7", & 5" reels, compensates for tape thickness and adjusts for tape speed. Satisfaction/money back guarantee. Send check or M.O. for $2.49
plus 35c shipping & handling for each to Rothchild Printing
Co., Inc., 7900 Barnwell Ave., Elmhurst, N.Y. 11373.

and RB Audio prepreamp

VICTOR'S STEREO, 8

E.

Erie, Chicago, III.

60611. (312) 642-

6349.
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE

OF

ATLANTA

2769 LAKEWOOD AVE. S.W., ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30315

WHITE MODEL 140 spectrum analyzer. Never used. Asking
$2,000. Call 609-924-9440.
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES
THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF NORTH TAMPA
1441 EAST FLETCHER AVENUE, TAMPA, FLORIDA 33612

AUDIO
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE
3'/x4

$2.25 per 50 and 2x2 $2.75 per 100. Radio Mat Slide Company, 444 N. Peninsula
Drive, Daytona Beach, Fla. 32018.

TYPE YOUR SLIDE! Sizes

THE ABSOLUTE SOUND, in its seventh issue, will assess
the state-of-the-art in audio components. It will review a
new generation of components (in depth( that purport to advance the audio art: the Infinity Servo -Statik la; Mark Levin son's new preamp, the John) Curl( -2; Yamaha's low -feedback preamp and its V-FET amplifier; Audio Research's Dual
76A and SP3A-2; the Dayton -Wright MKIII Electrostatic;
Luxmaó s new amplifiers (at 300 and 180 watts per channel respectively); the Denon Spherical and Shibata moving
coil cartridges; Rabcó s SP -7 straight line tracking turntable. Nor is this the end of it. We shall also be taking a look
at the Quad Electrostatic; the Yamaha Super Speaker; the
Fidelity Research cartridge; Ohm -F; KEF 104; the Hegeman
speakers; Epicure's electronics (amps and preamps) and
more. We'll also be updating our recommended recordings,
with additional emphasis on record reviews. Subscriptions
(four issues): $10 US, $11 Canada. Add $2 for first class
mailing if desired. $13 foreign (airmail). Back issues
through 6, $3 each. The Absolute Sound, P.O. Box 5,
Northport, N.Y. 11768.
1

IMF MONITORS $300

BC-1's $125 ea,
3200F AMP $200,
SONY 5000F TUNER $200, CROWN IC -150 $200, PHASE
LINEAR 4000 W/CABINET $450, KENWOOD 6060A SCOPE
$100. R. Scott, 245 FOULOIS DR., LORING AFB, ME. 04751

SONY 2000F

ea,

SPENDOR

PREAMP $300, SONY

207-328-6873
AR

TURNTABLE OWNERS. Add cueing. Precision ma-

chined. Silicon damped. American made. $16.00, postpaid.
Lyrelift, 582 Franklin Street, Cambridge, Mass 02139

SAVE ON SACRED COWS
BOSE, JBL, SAE, Thorens, Philips. Over 50 Top Brands Write for quote - Answered in 24 hrs. SOUTHBOUND SOUND
P.O. Box 52508 Atlanta, Georgia 30305

Control

I - Signal activated automatic power shut-off for
component systems. $49.95. Electromedia Design, Inc., Box
26 Livingston, N.J. 07039

PIONEER AMFM STEREO TUNER with Quad synthesizer
and Koss Phase 2 headphones. Like new, bought this year.
Will sell for best offer. Also includes 4 Allegro speakers, also
like new. Must sell immediately. Patnaude, RFD 2, Boxford,
Mass. 01921.

MICHIGAN AUDIOPHILES
MICHIGAN's ONLY HIGH END DEALER PROUDLY PRESENTS:
DAHLQUIST
KOSS ESL
AMPZILLA
ORTOFON
MARK LEVINSON
REVOX

FOR SALE

ATTENTION AUDIOPHILES

"BLANK PROFESSIONAL series metal cassettes. Ends

Ampulla, Burwen, Dahlquist, Decca, Denon, Dynaco (Modified), Ferrograph, Fulton E and J Systems, Grace, IMF, Koss

binding and jamming 60, 90, 120 minutes. Also new cassette storage units for home, auto, boat. Write Audio Recording Center, P.O. Box 194, Pittsford. New York 14534. Dept

-

Speaker. Lecson, Lux. Magnepan, Mark Levinson, Fons, M &
K, Quad.

Quintessence, Quatre, SAE, Satin, Stan. Sonus, Tech-

and guaranteed to meet specifications, and shipped prepaid
and insured in continental U.S. AUDIOPHILE'S SOUND STU-

CROWN CX-824

7459 Elmwood Ave. Middleton (Madison), Wisconsin
53562 Phone 608-836-3807

(602) 265-9578; days (6021 966-2345.

DIO

-

practical recorder for the audio amateur at

a

etc. The first

sensible price

-

$85.00 post-paid. Write for information. POWER RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, 1401 Clipper Heights Avenue, Baltimore, Mary-

land 21211

DISCOUNT PRICES on stereo components. All major
brands. Write for quote. Seashore Stereo Sales, 204 Wood crest Ave., Absecon, N.J. 08201.
LEVINSON JC-1 CARTRIDGE PREAMP $150.00; Marantz
15 amplifier $300.00; Super SD -900-E Cartridge $100.00;
Ortofon SL -15 $80.00; Shure V15 type 2 $50.00; B&0 SP 12 $65 00; Ortofon S15-M/T $60.00. All perfect; used only
once for testing. Phone 203-929-5255 or write P.O. Box
2009, Huntington, Conn. 06484.

1

year old, mint $625.

SAN FRANCISCO
At last a source for truly superior audiophile products. Accurate advice, unsurpassed service, and incomparable components from: THE SOURCE, Box A512-2, c/o Audio, 401
19108.
N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mount: 9 amplifiers rack mount. Excellent condition. Ken wood KF-8011 multi -band dynamic noise filter. (817) 3582

2254.

CITATION

SOUNDCRAFTSMAN

ESS

MAGNEPAN

GALE

M&K

SME

BURWEN

DBX

ARP SYNTHESIZERS!
New Rock Bottom Prices
Explorer, AXXE $730; Pro -Soloist $875; Odyssey $1165;
String Ensemble $1315; Model No. 2600 $2260. Dickstein
Distributing, 1120 Quincy Avenue, Scranton, Pennsylvania

JBL

18510.

and much more!

IMPROVE YOUR CARTRIDGE
Proprietary modification greatly improves definition, impact,
smoothness, and clarity throughout the frequency range.
Does not alter original integrity of the cartridge. You must be

NEW APPROACH TO QUIET -THE SOURCE NOISE
SUPPRESSOR
Silence as you've never heard it: up to 20 DB. of quieting,
A

trailing, Minimum noise pumping, Full range highs. even
from 78s. The Source Noise Suppressor -The One That
Works. Source Engineering, P.O. Box 506, North Wilmington,
No

Ma. 01887

ALTEC 411-8A. PAIR 15" WOOFERS. EXCELLENT CONDITION. $100/PAIR. C. BARRETT, 138 ALDEN RD. FAIR HAVEN, MASS.

02719

AT LAST! DEPENDABLE, LOW COST Component Switching Devices for A -B comparison of speakers, amplifiers, and
A. Kunz
tape decks. Write for information and prices to
Electronic Equipment, 12111 La Padera, St. Louis, Mo.

-B.

63033.

AUDIO

refundable. OTR Rental, Box 1146, Livermore,

-

NOW AVAILABLE
FAMOUS REFLECTING SYSTEM'S 41/2' REPLACEMENT
DRIVERS. $7.98 POSTPAID. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS.
FREE SPECIFICATIONS. AURATONE, BOX 580-26A,
DELMAR, CALIFORNIA 92014.
THE AUDIO RESEARCH ROOM. The complete line of Audio Research equipment on display under ideal listening con-

ditions. AUDIO SYSTEMS & DESIGN, 5421 South 84th St.,
Lincoln, Nebraska 68516 (402) 489-9888.

JANUARY, 1976

94550

glewood, California 90302.
RENT OLD RADIO PROGRAMS as low as 50c per reel
week.
GOOD OLD RADIO
P.O. Radio

Lone Pine, Calif. 93545
OLD RADIO ON TAPE AND CASSETTES. THOUSANDS

AVAILABLE, 6 HOURS $8.00. Immediate Service. Catalogue

50c. Nostalgic Radio, Box 29K. Peoria,

IL

61601

RENT OLD RADIO CASSETTES: list-SASE. Catalog of
shows for sale on reel or cassette: $1.00. Airwaves, Dept-OC,
925F Eagle Hts., Madison, WI 53705.
- Date Reference Log: $4.00. Unsatisfied? money back. Jerry Chapman, 900 Elmwood, Wilmette, IL 60091

MYSTERY BROADCAST

-

Rag time, Honky-Tonk, etc. others.

Custom discs. Our package or
recorded to your order from our library. Sample cassette and
list $1.25, Refundable. Nostalgic Enterprises, P.O. Box 3786,
Reel,

Cassette, Cartridge,

St. Louis, Mo.

63122.

OLD TIME RADIO PROGRAMS on cassette. Catalog $1.00.

MB/JB Enterprises,

Box 724, Spencer, Iowa

51301.

GOLDEN AGE RADIO - your best source for radio tapes.
Box 25215-D, Portland, Oregon 97225.

RADIO LIVES AGAIN! Catalog with big selection
available for $1.00. R.R. Schurch, 9370 Urban Dr., La Mesa,
Calif. 92041.

SPEAKERS
SAVE 50%. Construct speakers and save money. Send for
free catalog and instructions. Speaker Kit, Box 12A, Menomonie, WI 54751.

MUSICAL SPEAKERS REPAIRED
ALTEC WARRANTY STATION

satisfied or we restore your cartridge to its original state at
no cost. Write for information or send us your cartridge.
$7.50 - 48 hour service. POWER RESEARCH PRODUCTS,
1401 Clipper Heights Avenue. Baltimore, Maryland 21211

BRAUN TG-1000-4, (2) AKG 200E, 200' cable, Switchcraft
3OTTR Mixer, (21 AR -3A, (2) AR-2AX, SX-626, SL -65B, PRO
4AA. Mint. 1419) 448-0225, Kessler, 3031/2 N. Washington,
Tiffin, Ohio 44883.

Ca.

YESTERDAY'S RADIO PROGRAMS ON TAPE. Reels, cassettes - fast reliable service. Catalog $1.00 refundable with
first order. ADVENTURES, 1301-A North Park Avenue, In-

OLD

S.A.E.

12400 Morang
Detroit Michigan
(313( 527 2244

$1

Blvd.. Culver City, CA 90230

FIDELITY RESEARCH

ABSOLUTE SOUND, INC.

RENT RADIO SHOWS - Make your own copies or just listen. Great way to build your collection reasonably. Catalog

RADIO AS IT WAS

KMAL

Cas-

settes, S1.00 show! Mammoth catalog $1.25. AM TREASURES, Box 192 AU. Babylon, New York 11702.

DECOURSEY ELECTRONIC
CROSSOVERS
Complete with plug-in Butterworth filters of your specified
frequencies and with 6, 12, or 18 db./octave attenuation.
Regulated power supply. Bi -amp or triamp for monaural, stereo, or quadraphonic systems. Other options; Electronic summer for single woofer stereo; VLF noise filters. For OEM and
home builders; Series 500 and 600 Hi -pass and Low-pass
filter pairs. Also regulated power supplies. Write for brochure. DeCoursey Engineering Laboratory. 11828 Jefferson

RABCO

THORENS

1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS, Reels, $1.00 hour!

DAHLQUIST - 10A's, 4 months old, original cartons. warranty cards, as new - $630. (212) 376-4842.
ESS AMT-3's, Heil monitor speakers.
(212) 378-4842.

case, 4 -channel play head, remote
1
year old. $1500. Mac Rush,

RADIO PROGRAMS

sponse curves on amps, cartridges, speakers, etc. Uses chart
or adding -machine paper, generates markers,

w/19C

record. Excellent condition,

AUDIO STRIP CHART RECORDER KIT
Uses your amplifier and function generator. Run frequency re-

LINN SONDEK

TECHNICS

A.

nics, Transcriptor, and many others. All equipment pretested

Hughes Electronics Service

45 Dunn St., Asheville,

N.C.

28806

SHORTWAVE
HEAR POLICE FIRE Dispatchers. Catalogs show receivers;
exclusive

directories of "confidential" channels. Send '10c
Box 56AU, Commack, New York

stamp. Communications,

11725.

SITUATION WANTED
FORMER DJ would like to return to radio in a similar position or as a Program Director. I have a third class broadcast
endorsed

license, 2 years college, 2 years experience. Con-

tact: Doug Galliher, 3907 Angol Place, Jacksonville, Florida

32210. 1904) 771-7386.
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RECORDS

TAPE RECORDINGS

-

SOUNDTRACKS/DC, JAll/PERSONALITY
NEWSLETTER! RISA 3700 S. Plaza Drive, Bldg

FREE

F/211,

RENT Open Reel or Cassette Prerecorded tape. All labels.
Catalog $1.00. Tape & Time, P.O. Box 740, Hopkins, Minn.

55343.

Santa Ana, California 92704.

EVERYTHING
SHOW ALBUMS -Rare. Out of Print LP's. 52 page list
50c Broadway/Hollywood Recordings Georgetown, Conn.
06829. Phone (203) 544-8288.

5,000,000 SURPLUS Records, Tapes -100 new LP's
major labels $65.00; 60 8 -track prerecorded, all major
labels $90.00; 40 prerecorded cassettes, major labels, new
$50.00; 25 open reel prerecorded, all major labels, new
$49.50. Catralogue available $1.00 refundable with first
order. Surplus Records & Tapes. Box 496, Lone Pine,
Calif. 93545.

-

PERFECTLY CLEAR"ultra hi-fi record Burwen Laboratories
BL -2. The East Bay City Jazz Band
Big Bear Stomp. Oriental Strut. Louis -i -an -i -a Blues My Naughty Sweeties Gives to
Me. Dans Le rue d'Antibes, etc. $10.50 each postpaid
$70.00 postpaid in lots of 10. Send check or money order
Massachusetts residents add 3 sales tax Dealers wanted.
Burwen Laboratories Inc. 209 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington, Massachusetts 01803 617-273-1488.
SOLD @ AUCTION: COLLECTORS RECORDS, LP's; Jazz,
Soundtracks, Personalities, Original Casts, Country/Western,
P.O. Box

FREE

list from: Ray Macknic, (or) Theo's,
7511, Van Nuys, Calif. 91406.

Indicate which

Blues,

200 -PAGE CATALOG. 1,400 New Stereo Recordings.

Renaissance,

Baroque, Classical, Romantic,

OPEN

REEL!

Prerecorded classi-

alogue $1. Barclay -Crocker, Room 857A, 11 Broadway. NYC

10004.

AMBIPHON'S RECORDS AND TAPES

-

-

45 RPM Original hits. Catalog 50c C&S Record
Sales. Box 197, Wampsville. N.Y. 13163.

CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE, Tapes, discs, and casStereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing.

settes.
ters

and

pressings.

High

quality

Mas-

reasonable rates.
Laboratories.
2819
at

SOMETHING NEW!

COMPLETE CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE
Record
pressing, cassette duplication
editing
location recording. Omega Audio. 25520 Graham. Detroit, Mich. 48239.

- -

-

sure cure for nostalgia.

A

Just out! Cassette Tapes played by 'The Versatile Strings"
1. "Souvenirs of Your Old Favorites"
With unequalled accoustically pure instrumentation. A
Gibson Mandola and Lyon & Healy Guitar. A beautiful
sound. Twenty four (24) selections, many with a romantic
Latin lilt

-

one hour.

-

Banjo and Guitar. A moving and joyous sound. Twenty

two (22) selections
one hour.
Two hours of good listening pleasure. Price: $4.95 per Cassette ea. or $8.95 for both. Postage paid. Send check or
money order to:
Reilly Records
P.O. Box

THE NEW YORK AUDIO SOCIETY INC. is a unique, nonprofit member supported hi-fi club featuring interesting

monthly meetings about sound and the latest audio techniques. We invite all N.Y. area audiophiles to attend one of
sessions as our guest. Details about meetings and
membership available. Write Box 5889 Grand Central P.O.;
these

N.Y.C.

"The Good Old Happy Sounds"

2.

10017. Call 212-722-2781.

STEREO MASTERS, RECORDS AND ALBUMS. Check our
prices. Newest type high level cutting equipment featuring:
Neumann VMS 70 Computer control lathe, Parametric Equalization, Dolby, DBX, and the new SX74 Cutting System by
Neumann. Special package prices on pure vinyl album and

record production. 1000 45 RPM stereo singles
$273.00 including mastering. 100 LP albums $436.00 including printed jackets. Write or call for brochure. A & R
single

890

Baldwin Park, CA 91706
California residents add 6% sales tax.

MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS

TAGE SOCIETY, Box 932 AU, New York, N.Y. 10023.

RECORD COLLECTORS' CONTACT GUIDE. Dealers, magaHandbooks and directories listed. 53.00.
Jackson, 1506 W. Barker, Peoria, II. 61606.

We recommend components and systems
best performance
available. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send 53.00 to: FSC 219
E. 17th St. Bloomington, Indiana 47401.
-

and mate your needs and budget to the

Audio -Tech
Joseph GLiovanelk,
Newkirk Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. IN9-7134.

Quad and sterHighest quality available anywhere! Send stamped, addressed envelope to: Ambiphon Records, Dept. A P.O. Box
341, Kingsbridge Station, Bronx, New York 10463.

Modern Music.

zines, societies,

CONSUMERS

eo.

Not sold in stores. Not listed in Schwann's. Highest quality!
Budget label prices! Available only by mail. MUSICAL HERI-

OLDIES

ON

cal/popular tapes. Latest releases. Dolby Quad, 96 -page cat-

SERVICES

UP TO 60% DISCOUNT. Name brand instruments. Catalog.

Freeport Music. 455R Route 110, Melville, N.Y. 11746.

40% DISCOUNTS.

Record Manufacturing Corp., 902 N. Industrial Blvd., Dallas,
Texas 75207. (214) 741-2027.

SONGWRITERS
Present your songs to publishers like professionals. By mail
or in person, find out the correct way. Also find out where to
get the right business contacts. Write for this valuable and

informative booklet. Send $3.00 to:
SUNSOUND

256

Huge Stock of Name Brand Instruments.

Free Catalog. Gracin's 110

Dept. A, 606 Route 110, Hunt-

S.

Robertson, Dept. 1558

Beverly Hills, Ca. 90211

ington, N.Y. 11746.

WHILE YOU WERE LOOKING for out -of -print records, you
should've been looking for us. DISContinued, 216 N. Rose,
Burbank, California 91505.

FILM -STAGE SOUNDTRACKS. Large free list.
P.O. Box 557342, Miami, Fla. 33155.
CATALOGS.

A.

Lutsky,

Broadcasts, soundtracks. Personalities
Thirties, Forties. Box 225, New York, N.Y. 10028

TRIMMING MY COLLECTION
20c Stamps

of

WHOLESALE Musical Instruments, accessories. Allied, 573,
Route 17. Paramus, N.J. 07652.

$300-$1200 off

on new pianos & organs. Catalogue, Liberty

Music. Box 88,

Weymouth, Mass. 02189.

E.

EM synthesizer concept -features universal compatibility,
modular construction. For complete information send SASE
or 25c to: CFR ASSOCIATES, POB

Rock Jazz Soundtracks Misc

F,

TAPE RECORDER HEADS brought back to spec. Wear removed. Brilliant finish. $10.00 each. One day service. E.
Maher,

is

coming to your area. Franchises available. Thieves Ware-

house, P.O. Box 8057, Pensacola, Florida 32505.

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED
AMPRITE SPEAKERS SERVICE
655 Sixth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010

Newton, NH 03858.

212-CH3-4812

William Copeland
123 Cumberland
Portland, ME 04101

DISCONTINUED
LAR,

JAll.

RECORDS, CLASSICAL. OPERA, POPU-

ALL SPEEDS, LISTS. STEINMETZ, ONE SEAVIEW,

MASSAPEQUA, NY 11758
A NEW SOURCE FOR CUTOUT and Elusive LPs, 78s. Competitively Priced. Free List. Lightfoot Collection, Box 554.
Greenport, N.Y. 11944.

ELVIS Albums complete through 1973. $425. Rod Kinkade,
Box 292, Osceola, Wisconsin 54020

12 EXPOSURE Roll Kodacolor Film developed -printed jumbo,

TELEPHONE ANSWERING
EQUIPMENT

-

below wholesale. All brand
DICTAPHONE-ANSAFDNE
new in original cartons. Model 520, $200; Model 610,
$145; Model 640, $275; Model 1700. 9825. E.B.L., (212)
377-8424 (24 Hrs.)

UNDERGROUND & USED LPs. Fast delivery, free postage.
For extensive catalogs, send 50c to: Recycled Records, 128
Climax Rd., Avon, CT. 06001.
OLDIES 45's, ALBUMS $1.00. $2.25, $3.25 POSTPAID.
Send 25E for list. Lawrence Wolchesky, 533 East Dia. Ave.,
Hazleton PA. 18201
FREE

12" L.P. RECORD ALBUM! Contains many original

country and gospel songs. Free, when you order our latest album release for only $3.00, plus we'll send two of our 45's
as an extra bonus. Over 30 songs you'll enjoy for only $3.00,
plus 50c postage. Send cash, check or money order. Money
back guarantee: Mornin' Glory-Jareco Records, Rt. 1, Box
186, Athens, Ala. 35611

$1.50. Capri Color, Box 831, Laredo, Texas 78040.

-

COMMUNICATION
EQUIPMENT

-

-

CB
MARINE
SCANNERS
HAM Buy Below
Wholesale. Save up to 50%. Buy Direct From Factory Warehouse. Guaranteed Lowest Prices Anywhere. Catalog 51.00:
WHITLOCK INTERNATIONAL, P.O. Box 131, Westland. Michigan

48185.

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL PRESS HIGH
QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS FROM YOUR TAPES. SEND
FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC

MASTERING. 469

CONSTRUCT YOUR OWN speaker enclosure. Send $2.00
for drawing to: Creightney Sounds, 140-25 169th Street, Jamaica, N.Y. 11434.

Chestnut St.,

CANVAS PHOTO TOTE BAG. Your favorite color or BW
picture. We'll blow it up in full color on our 12x14 canvas
tote bag. Send $2.50 for catalog and price list. Refundable
with your first order. Write to: Giensova Marketing Assn.,
P.O. Box 4991, Washington, D.C. 20008.
IF YOU'RE INTO AUDIO, you'll want to look into SternOpus. The new quarterly equipment review journal that

won't make you read between the lines. $9.00/year (first
class add $2.00). Foreign $12.00 P.O. Box 269, Fort Walton
Beach, Florida 32548.

45

RPM

RECORDS-Top

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

Quality -Affordable

Prices.

TARZAC, 638 Muskogee Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia, 23509.

AUDIO

PROBLEMS

YOU CAN'T SOLVE? CONTACT:
Service, P.O. Box 34045, Bethesda, Md.

20034.
NEW IDEAS UNVEILED
OWNER John

Dudley

LTD.

Gallagher

Our Ideas Yield Fortunes

2628 South Tennyson Way, Denver,

AUDIO

78

NASHVILLE TENNESSEE

37210.

Sound Advisory

PLANS & KITS

94563.

DON'T PAY the high mail order prices. Thieves Warehouse

PHOTOGRAPHY

For List

Evans Place, Orinda, Calif.

5

CO.

80219.

JANUARY, 1976

AUDIO IS EXPANDING its editorial staff and is seeking
knowledgable audiophile with editing and writing experience.
Must be good writer and have magazine production experience. Position is in head office in Philadelphia. Send resume

MAKE NEW FRIENDS using your tape recorder. A new
experience in Communications. Tapexchange, Box 372-A,
Murray, Kentucky 42071.

TAPE &
TAPE RECORDERS

in confidence, to Frank Nemeyer,
North American Publishing, 401 No. Broad St., Philadelphia,

with salary requirements,
Pa.

19107.

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices TAPE CENTER

SALES

w/

lighting & electronic control equipment or w/ sufficient lighting/electronic sales experience or
willing to learn. Interior/theatrical design experience desirable, but not required. Hi comm.! Large territory. Arrangements negotiable. Send resume to Box A61-1.

Must be familiar

Circuits. Increase technical competence. Complete and guaranteed course is highly effective. $10.00. Free literature.
DYNASIGN. Box 60AM, Wayland, Mass. 01778.

PROFESSIONAL HI -Fl COURSE -Instructors include

Len

Feldman, Julian Hirsch, Larry Klein, and Larry Zide. Home
study course also available. Send $1.00 for audio primer and

393 5th Ave., New York

FREE EDUCATIONAL ELECTRONICS CATALOG. Edukits
Workshop, Department 505FK, Hewlett. New York 11557

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
$500/1000 stuffing envelopes. Nothing to buy

NIGHTLY

COTHEQUES ARE IN.

K.

RECORDS.

DIS-

COMPLETE DETAILS, 00S, DON'TS,

$5.00 TO"DYNAMIC
Box 8116, CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS 78412

PHOTOS, DESCRIPTIONS,

UNO,- P.O.

PLAYING

ETC. SENO

Business loans; 20 sources $2.00.
Temple, Texas 76501.

N&N,

Box

SPEAKER

SYSTEM

SCOTCH h MAXELL TAPE DISCOUNTED. Write and Save!
N.A.B. Audio, Box 7, Ottawa, Illinois 61350.
8

track, reel, cassette.
Red Wing,

4226 Robert St.,

TDK, BASF, Memorex, Maxell, cassettes, reels, 8 -tracks.
Lowest Prices, Guranteed, New. S&S Audio P.O. Box 56039
Harwood Heights, II. 60656

TRY OURS, R.S.I. FERRODYN CASSETTES. Compare them
with anything available. Sample C-46 with brief recorded
message one dollar post paid. 12 C -90's 27.00 dollars post
paid. R.S.I. P.O. Box 1678, Los Gatos, CA. 95030

Try

Audio's
Classified

Ads...

SAVE 70% on 8 -Track Tapes
ROTTERT'S WORLD TRADE

566 Pedretti Ave.

They Pull!

Cincinnati, Ohio 45238

EQUIPMENT WANTED
CASH FOR Mint Ips & prerecorded reel tapes. Records, Box
323, Hillburn, New York 10931.

COMPONENTS

or sell. Cir-

Heinrich, Box 123-SAJ, Hayes Center, NB. 69032.

$100.00

SAE MARK XXV POWER AMPLIFIER, Model 2500, Garrard Z2000B, Marantz Imperial (9) FLOOR -STANDING

WE MUST HAVE YOUR USED

culars supplied free! Rush stamped addressed envelope to:

EARN

20012.

SAVE 70% on 8 -TRACK TAPES
Krebs Specialty Co. DeptA93
1079 Bader St.
Green Bay, Wisc. 54302

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS! Design and understand Digital

visit

D.C.

WANTED -"LUX" OR "LUXMAN" tube stereo power amplifier and tube stereo preamplifier. Any reasonable price or
condition. Please contact immediately Box 1159, New Rochelle, N.Y. 10805.

SCOTCH, CAPITOL. Blank cassettes, cartridges, reels. Discount prices. Lawsoó s, Box 510, Livermore, CA 94550

Minn. 55066

INSTRUCTION &
EDUCATION

or

4305B, Washington,

Prices on request. DICK WALEN,

SANDBLASTERS - 039.50-$839.50. Free Catalog. Truman,
1330A Market, Youngstown, Ohio 44507.

full information
City 10016.

Box

RECORDING TAPE: Custom Loaded.

AUTO
ACCESSORIES

HI-FI EXPO,

EQUIPMENT WANTED

COMMUNICATION

HELP WANTED

McIntosh C22/24, MC75/225/240/275. Marantz 7C/T,
8B, 9B, 10B. J.B.L. SA -600/660, Metregon, Minigon, Harts field, L-101. Music & Sound Ltd., 11 rh Old York Rd., Willow
Grove, Pa. 19090. (215) 659-9251.

WANTED: Reel to Reel Tape Deck, Cassette tape deck with
speakers and headphones by Souindesign. Write. Hubert
Woods. 162 Curry Court, Talladega, Al. 35160.

-

3483-A

$25.00 DAILY POSSIBLE: Addressing-stuffing envelopes. Typing/longhand. Details -Rush stamped envelope.
Elite, Box 715-A0, Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563.
CANADIAN DEALER looking for American or British trade
connections willing to work on cost plus basis (for cash
quantity purchase) on closeouts and regular stock. Interested
JBL. Thorens, Shure, BASF, TDK, Scotch, Watts, Marantz, etc.

Replies held confidential. Electronic Shoppers World, 278
Havelock, Toronto, M6H 369.

ENVELOPES $25.00 hundred. Clip news items
$2.00 to $10.00 each. Details send $1.00. Stamped, self addressed envelope. M.W. P.O. Box A3384, Chicago. III. 60690
STUFF

EMPLOYMENT INFO
RECORDING Engineer Career? Degree not needed. Details
25c. Attainment, Box 45333AU, Dallas, TX 75235.

HIGH FIDELITY
DYNAKITS, IAD, lowest prices, Underground HI-FI Sales,
324 Braadwater Road, Arnold, Md. 21012. (301) 647-0919.
NOW AVAILABLE
FAMOUS REFLECTING SYSTEM'S 41/2' REPLACEMENT
DRIVERS. $7.98 POSTPAID. BIG QUANTITY DISCOUNTS, FREE SPECIFICATIONS, AURATONE, BOX
580-26, DEL MAR, CALIFORNIA 92014.

i

Premium Trade or Cash for:

LP's -"Odessa" & -Cucumber
WANTED
Castle" by the Bee Gees. Near new condition. Wm. J. Riese,
3429 S. Nucla Way, Aurora, Colo. 80013.

RECORDS

A preamp. Also
Sammut, 432 Chest-

HELP!
Anytime you have a
question about your
Audio subscription,

sure

P.

nut Ave., San Bruno, Calif. 94066.

WANT TO TRADE
353-6843.

2 ESS

AMT -I's for 4 BOSE 501's (614)

USED Tandberg 9000X or 9100X. Indicate
condition and price. Gary Niedenthal, 1231 Perrysburg Rd..
Apt 1, Fostoria, Ohio 44830.

WANTED:

MARANTZ 7C,9. State condition and price. J. Fong, 1238
Green St., San Francisco. CA. 94109
FIDELITY RESEARCH FRT-3 transformer. Service manual
or schematic for Quad 303.

WANTED: CASE (CS-343) for TEAC A-3340. Also, need
an AX -20 and two AX -10's: condition of these units must
be good and in original boxes. Also desire good, used TEAC
AX -300 or used Sony MX-16 or MX -18 mixer.

HERE

CHANGE
OF ADDRESS
If you're about to
move, please let us
know approximately

four weeks before
the move comes
about. Or, if there is anything wrong with
your current mailing label, please let us
know on this form also. Simply affix your
present label here, and carefully print the
updated information below.
PLEASE HELP US TO SERVE
YOU BETTER

WANTED Two Fane "701" ribbon horns. Will sell or trade
pair.
two Wharfdale W-15/CS matched pair woofers $70
Martin Whitman, 315 West 102nd St., N.Y.C. 10025, 212663-4481
FISHER K-1000 Power Amp. Don't care condition. Berringer,
1513 Alamo Dr., Apt. No. 17. Vacaville, Cal. 95688

prompt service
inquiry.

on your

WANTED: HARMON KARDON Citation
need volume control for Citation A. J.

AFFIX
LABEL

please include a
mailing label to in-

AUDIO MAGAZINE
401 N. Broad Street

Phila., Pa. 19108

Name

(Please Print)
Company
Address_

City

State

_dip
AU/1/76

AUDIO
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Marantz Stereo Cassette Decks...
3 -1/2 -inch professional VU meters with

peak LED overload and
lighted function indicators. Exceptionally large, readable VU
panel features special Light Emitting Diodes that illuminate when
recorder is overdriven by a high level signal. Illuminated function
indicators tell you at a glance which function is in operation.

limeutssiirebot znafZ

G.444/ ,3-120

dolby nr system

memory counter

ON

REBEI

ME MONT ON

OD

eject

rec

WM v.,

Marantz 5420 Top Loading Deck with Dolby

y

ff

DOLBY SYSTEM

EXTERNAL

FM -OFF

)

stop pause

(The enclosures for these units are constructed of plywood, finished in real walnut veneer).

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

FM

-ON

the decks that live up to their name.
Built-in Dolby' System that works with built-in mixing console;
also permits external Dolby processing on other tape recorders.
Instantly switches for external Dolby encoding on reel-to-reel decks.
Has 25 microsecond de -emphasis switch for FM Dolby. Works in conjunction with built-in mixer for Dolbyizing multiple input sources.

W.ide.4*.eeri

One button each fair
Normal, Cr02 and
FeCr tapes auto-

matically selects
both bias and EQ. Eliminates
confusing combination adjustments of separate bias and EQ
switches. Single control calibrates
both bias and EQ automatically
for best frequency response on
any cassette tape.

r116asieq seiectorl
NORMAL

Cr02

F.C.

limiter
ON

Full 4-input

mixing console
with pan pot
and master
gain control.
Four inputs-any combination of
mic and line-are operated by
four individual slide potentiometers plus one master gain
control for fade-in/fade-out.
Two pan pot controls permit
inputs 3 and 4 to be assigned
to either left, center or right
stage. Can operate as a
separate mixing panel for
master-quality recordings with
external tape recorders.

Marantz cassette decks have
arrived. Performance and
sophistication that surpasses
every other deck on the market.
Quality and technical excellence
equalled only by Marantz
receivers, components and

speaker systems.
Top loading. Front loading. With
Dolby. Without Dolby." The
Marantz cassette deck line lets
you select a model that exactly
suits your needs. Five decks in all,
with design features as exciting
as their performance.
The Marantz 5420 top loading
deck with Dolby for example,
keeps wow and flutter down to
0.07%. Plus, it offers a wide
frequency response (30 Hz to
17 kHz) and an exceptionally high
signal-to-noise ratio (up to 60 dB).
Other outstanding features
include long -life ferrite heads,
sophisticated DC servo drive
systems with total shut-off and
memory tape counters.
See the complete Marantz line
at your local Maraniz dealer.
Send for a free catalog.

mara.f®
We sound better.

Marantz 5120 Top Loading Deck with Dolby

Built-in

adjustable standthat changes
the angle of the control
panel from flat to 20
degrees. Angles top
loading decks for most
suitable viewing and
operation

pot srateerm
Not shown
Marantz 5400
Top Loading

Deck without
Dolby, and

Marantz 5200
Front Loading
Deck without
Dolby.

Marant 5220 Front Loading Deck with Dolby (Cabinet optional)

'Dolby System under Ecerse Pan Dolby Laboratories. Inc. © 1976 Marantz Co. Inc., a subsdiary of Superscooe, Inc. 20525 Nordhorf St, Chatsworth. CA 91311 In Europe Superscope Europe. S.A, &ussels. Belgium.
In Canada. Superscope Conoco. Ltd Ontario In the Far East Morantz Far East. Tokyo, Japan Prices and models subject to change without notice Consult the Yellow Pages for your nearest Marantz dealer.
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